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FOREWORD 

The Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs has estab

lished inter-disciplinary research on policy problems as the 

core of its educational program. A major part of this program 

is the policy research .project in which a team of several 

faculty members, each from a different profession or discipline, 

and graduate students with diverse backgrounds work together 

on an important public policy issue .. These projects are con

ducted in response to public and governmental needs. 

This report is the outgrowth of a policy research project 

conducted at the School during 1976-1977 to examine and make 

concrete policy recommendations regarding the development of 

lignite resources in Texas. Ftmded by the Ford Foundation, 

the project had as its client orientation any agency responsible 

for the planning or regulation of natural resources, and was 

undertaken in response to the need by Texas policy makers for 

a wide range of information on the technical, environmental, 

and legal implications of large-scale lignite utilization. 

The intention of the LBJ School is to develop men and 

women with the capacity to perform effectively in public 

service and to develop information that will enlighten and in

form those in decision-making roles. The project which 

resulted in this report has helped to accomplish the former; 

it is our hope and expectation that the report itself will 

contribute to the latter. 

Elspeth D. Rostow 

Dean 
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PREFACE 

The focus of this study has been consideration of the 

implications for state and federal policy of the cumulative 

environmental, economic, and social impacts associated with 

the development of Texas lignite resources. Surveying a 

broad spectrum of related issues and developing recommenda

tions for coping with immediate and long-range ramifications of 

lignite development, its purpose is to serve as a planning and 

policy-making aid. 

The study evolved in three major phases. The initial 

phase concentrated upon gathering background information on 

the range of factors and issues associated with lignite develop

ment. Extensive readings were complemented with briefings by 

experts and a field trip to an existing lignite mine and power 

plant operation. This phase culminated in a preliminary docu

ment which served to illuminate the need for further study in 

special areaso 

In the second phase of the project, specific topics were 

individually selected, researched, and pre·sented in issue 

brief form. The issue briefs treated a wide range of topics 

related to lignite development and were directed toward a 

specific client such as the Texas delegation to Congress, a 

committee of the state legislature, or a state agency respon

sible for planning or regulation. 
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The third phase of the policy research project involved 

the preparation of a final report with policy recommendations. 

This report is essentially a synthesis of the previous work 

and represents the efforts of many researchers and advisers. 

Even so, it is not a perfect document for it embraces a wide 

variety of technical areas that cannot be completely understood 

without extensive training and experience. However, the 

research presented here has a policy focus that is frequently 

absent or inadequate in technical reports4 It is our hope 

that what may have been sacrificed in the way of technical 

expertise is counter-balanced by the effort made to discuss 

the wide and varied scope of problems confronting the state. 

The multi-faceted nature of this subject has necessitated 

a broad perspective in juxtaposing these many factors. Though 

not totally comprehensive, we believe this report provides the 

framework for an effective discussion of the public policy 

implications of lignite development in Texas. 

We are grateful to many individuals whose contributions 

of information and assistance have served in the development 

of this report. In particular we wish to thank: T. Lewis 

Austin, Howard Coffman, and Richard L. White of Texas Utilities 

Company; David M. White of the Governor's Energy Advisory 

Council; Alvin Askew of the Governor's Office on Energy 

Resources; Neal E. Annstrong and Thomas F. Edgar of the 

University of Texas College of Engineering; John H. Vanston, 
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B. H. (Hal) Cooper, Jr., and Sally C. Lopreato of the Univer~ 

si ty of Texas Center for Energy Studies; William L. Fisher 

and William R. Kaiser of the Bureau of Economic Geology; 

Herman W. Hoffman Jr. of the Texas Water Development Board; 

J. Randel Hill of the Surface Mining and Reclamation Division 

of the Texas Railroad Commission; Dennis Haverlah of the Texas 

Air Control Board; John Babcock of the Lower Colorado River 

Authority; Kenneth E~ Boulding and Lynn F. Anderson of the 

LBJ School of Public Affairs; Mark W. Gillaspie of Houston 

Natural Gas Corporation; and Walter Caven representing the 

Texas Railroad Association. 

The recommendations put forward in this report are those 

of the graduate students enrolled in the Policy Research 

Project and not necessarily those of the supervising faculty 

or of the. Lyndon Baines Johnson School of Public Affairs. 
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CHAPTER I 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On April 20, 1977, President Carter presented Congress 

with a set of proposals for a comprehensive national energy 

plan. Among his goals is an increase in coal production and 

use to supplant oil and gas usage by electric utilities and 

other industries, while establishing and maintaining strict 

standards for strip-mining and clean air. The implications 

of the National Energy Plan (NEP) for the electric utilities 

in Texas are subject to speculation, but it has been clear 

for some time that the trend is toward massive development 

of coal to replace oil and gas in electric power generation. 

It is in recognition of this trend and related policy issues 

that this policy research project has been undertaken. 

In response to diminishing reserves of natural gas and 

oil, the Texas Railroad Commission and the Federal Energy 

Administration ordered electric utilities to reduce their 

consumption of these fuels and convert to coal. In 1975, 

gas and oil accounted for over 90 percent of the fuel used 

by the electric utilities in Texas. Lignite represented 

about 9 percent. There were no plants using nuclear fuel or 

western coal in operation. According to industry projections, 

by 1985 lignite and coal will supply 23 percent and 20 percent 

respectively of the state's electricity needs. The rate and 

extent to which lignite resources are actually developed 
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will depend upon the interaction of numerous technological, 

economic, social, and environmental factors as well as state 

and federal policies. 

The purpose of this study is to provide assistance to 

state officials in forecasting the probable development of 

the Texas lignite industry under varying assumptions regarding 

state and federal actions promoting energy development and 

regulating environmental quality.. The research is presented 

with a policy focus, recognizing the responsibility to 

recommmend policies to the Governor and Texas Legislature 

that favor the development of alternate energy resources while 

safeguarding the quality of life, water, land, and air. 

Near-surface lignite resources are estimated at 10.4 

billion short tons with greater quantities of deep-basin 

lignite existing. The major reserves are situated in East 

and Central Texas north of the Colorado River. Currently 

all lignite in Texas is strip-mined, but most deep-basin 

reserves will have to be extracted by other methods, e.g., 

deep mining or in situ gasification or liquefaction. 

Western coal will join the future fuel mix of Texas as 

the electric utility industry phases out natural gas and oil 

as boiler fuels. The annual consumption of western coal for 

electric power generation is estimated to grow from none in 

1975 to 30-35 million tons in 1985. The two methods of 
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transporting western coal to Texas will be unit trains and 

coal slurry pipelines. Railroads can fully utilize equipment 

and keep tariffs low by using unit trains, which shuttle back 

and forth between mine and power plant. Coal slurry pipe

lines can also move large amounts of coal to Texas, but 

cannot be built without the right of eminent domain, a right 

they have in only a few states. The availability of water is 

a major limiting factor in moving western coal by slurry 

pipeline. 

The transportation and utilization of western coal would 

be served by the adoption of federal legislation granting the 

right of eminent domain to coal slurry pipelines. Federal 

legislation should reserve to the presently responsible state 

authorities the right to control their domestic water resources. 

In addition, long-term contracts for unit train movement of 

coal would be benefici'al to railroad investment capabilities, 

especially those of the connecting carrier. Use of these 

contracts would tend to place railroads on an equal competitive 

level with coal slurry pipelines and motor carriers. Such 

contracts for railroads are currently forbidden by Section I 

of the Interstate Commerce Act (49USC 2). The repeal of this 

section as it applies to unit train operations should be 

considered. 

All present and proposed lignite-fueled generating plants 

in Texas receive lignite extracted by surface mining. Although 
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quick and economical, surface mining can cause serious damage 

to the environment during or after mining if preventive 

measures are not taken. Some of the consequences of surface 

mining are disruption of land use, excessive erosion and 

landslides, improper drainage and flood control, water pollu

tion, destruction of fish and wildlife habitats, and overall 

degradation of environmental quality. These effects can be 

mitigated by using appropriate mining techniques and by 

reclaiming and revegetating the mined land. 

The provisions of the Texas Surface Mining and Reclamation 

Act serve as an adequate means to protect Texas from surface 

mining abuse. Passage of the proposed federal legislation 

will serve as a means of insuring protection against surface 

mining abuse in other areas of the nation. The Texas Surface 

Mining and Rec lama ti on Act could well be amended to require 

that a public hearing be held on request on each permit 

application. 

Conversion of Texas electric utility capacity from 

natural gas and oil to coal and lignite is a shift from 

relatively clean burning fuel to dirty ones. As a result 

of lignite and coal use, pollution emissions will increase. 

The Federal Clean Air Act may well be administered to require 

power plants to install additional pollution control equip

ment and technology. 
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The three major pollutants that result from the combustion 

of lignite and coal are sulfur dioxide, particulates, and 

nitrogen oxides. The emission of these pollutants is regulated 

by federal and state legislation administered by the Environ

mental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Texas Air Control 

Board (TACB) • 

Congress will undoubtedly amend the Clean Air Act during 

its present session. In so doing, it should clarify national 

objectives and standards with regard to intermittent controls, 

non-significant deterioration, best available control techno

logy, and new source review. Balances must be struck between 

the maintenance and improvement of environmental quality on 

one hand, and the economic development of energy sources on 

the other. 

The delegation of regulatory authority to the responsible 

state agency seems to have worked well. States should continue 

to have the authority to legislate and regulate air quality 

within the framework of a national policy. 

Water is used in the various phases of lignite develop

ment and utilization: mining, processing, waste disposal, 

cooling, reclamation, and other related aspects such as for 

increased population of the area due to plant operation. 

Currently water pollution in Texas as a result of lignite 

mining and use is not a problem. However, lignites in south 
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Texas that are not currently utilized contain greater amounts 

of sulfur than those in east Texas. Hence, the potential for 

water pollution is correspondingly higher. Water pollution 

and soil erosion from surface mines can be successfully con

trolled by implementation of effective land reclamation tech

niques. 

Electrical g~neration from lignite can provide a number 

of benefits to the region in which it occurs: The economic 

base will expand and, in many cases, diversify; employment 

opportunities may improve; in most cases the tax base grows; 

and regional o.r state energy production will increase. How

ever, regioaal economic growth may create undesirable impacts 

at the local level. The influx of people produces increased 

demands for public and private services, often exceeding 

existing capacity. 

Local governme~ts faced with lignite production and 

utilization in their vicinity should take the lead in making 

and enforcing community planning decisions. To ensure coopera

tion of federal, state, regional and private organizations as 

they assist these local communities, a framework of planning 

and development authority could be created at the state level. 

This framework could make available the resources and skills 

needed by local governments as they determine the nature and 

magnitude of future impacts. 
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To assist local governments being affected by lignite 

development, the State of Texas should review discretionary 

grant programs operated by it to facilitate the use of those 

programs in mitigating the impacts of lignite development, 

including granting a preference . to multi-governmental grant 

applications from impacted areas. It should further investi

gate methods of providing front-end financing to lignite-impacted 

local governments, including a state bonding authority to provide 

loans and/or grants to local governments. 

One method of reducing the financial impact of lignite 

development is for local governments to join together to 

cooperatively provide certain public services such as fire 

protection, law enforcement, health services and public facili

ties. The State of Texas should consider adopting legislation 

permitting any combination of local governments to provide any 

service or facility which they are individually emplowered to 

provide . Local governments being affected by lignite develop

ment should investigate opportunities under existing Texas law 

for the cooperative provision of public services. 

Taxes on mineral resources may be based on value, on 

quantities produced, or on income. Property taxes based on 

value are complicated by problems involved in assessing mineral 

reserves, and also affect adversely the marginal operator. 

Severance taxes based .on production cannot be exported in the 

case of Tex~s lignite used within the state~ and also exert 
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financial pressures to leave marginally recoverable minerals 

in the ground. Income-related taxes are the most conducive to 

good resource management and development. The effects of 

various types of taxes on the lignite industry must be carefully 

evaluated before new taxes are levied. 

Policy issues associated with the development and utili

zation of the lignite resources of Texas are numerous and com

plex. Hopefully, this review of some of the issues will assist 

public officials and the public itself in finding ways to 

resolve them so that Texas may have a continuous supply of 

energy at the lowest possible economic and social costs. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE TEXAS LIGNITE RESOURCE 

With quantities of oil and natural gas decreasing, the 

long-forgotten lignite reserves of Texas are becoming in

creasingly important. These large reserves are situated 

mainly in East and Central Texas north of the Colorado River. 

This resource in Texas is comprised of both near-surface 

lignite and deep-basin lignite. Near-surface lignite is 

generally considered to consist of those deposits occurring 

at depths of less than 200 feet, thus being readily strip

mineable. Deep-basin lignite refers to deposits at depths 

of 200 to 5, 000 feet where strip-mining is not yet economi

cally feasible. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESOURCE 

Potential statewide resources of near-surface lignite 

1have been estimated at 10.4 billion short tons. An even 

greater abundance of deep-basin lignite exists. Over 100 

billion short tons have been mapped. As of 1974, total 

statewide production of lignite was only 8 to 10 million 

short tons annually. The geographic location of this resource 

in the state is shown in Figure 1. 

Lignite is a low rank coal that is intermediate in 

coalification between peat and subbituminous coal. It is of 
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high moisture content (15 to 35 percent by weight), soft, 

porous, and often contains distinct pieces of plant material. 

Compared to older forms of coal, it is relatively high in 

volatile matter content. It usually has a heating value of 

less than 8,300 Btu/lb., although this may vary between 

6,000 and 11,000 Btu/lb. 

The lignite in Texas is not uniform in composition. 

Three basic types - fluvial, deltaic, and lagoonal - may be 

discerned. These distinctions reflect the conditions under 

which the lignite was formed. Fluvial lignite is high in 

woody material, has a low sulfur content (1 .• 0 ± 0.4 percent), 

and is low in ash (13. 8 ± 5. 6 percent). Del taic lignites 

are non-woody, low in ash (12.2 ± 3.3 percent), and moderate 

in sulfur content (1.4 ± 0.7 percent). Lagoonal lignites 

are the least desirable in that they display high sulfur 

content (l. 9 ± O. 8 percent), and a high ash content that may 

vary between 16 and 40 percent. In addition to this, the 

various lignite deposits in Texas may contain minute quantities 

of trace elements such as: uranium and its fission products 

of radium, thorium, and radon; lead; mercury; arsenic; 

selenium; cadmium; nickel; copper; cobalt; tin; antimony; 
2molybdenum; and titanium. These trace elements are by no 

means uniform in distribution and may occur in greater amounts 

in some deposits, and not at all in others. 
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By far, the most important and highest grade lignites 

occur in the Wilcox Group (Figure 1). The next best deposits 

are found in the Yegua Formation and Jackson Group. It 

must be noted that not all lignite deposits are suitable for 

commercial use. Near-surface reserves that are high in 

sulfur content are less desirable for mine-mouth generating 

plants because their higher sulfur content leads to greater 

costs in controlling stack emissions. Also, depth alone does 

not determine near ... surface strip-mining suitability. An 

important concept to consider is the stripping ratio, or the 

ratio of the width of overburden to seam thickness. In Texas, 

a seam of lignite is considered economically strippable if 

the seam is at least four to five feet thick, and the stripping 

ratio is no greater than 15 to 1~ A different set of utili

zation factors that apply to deep-basin lignite will be 

discussed later. The preceding information has come from the 

work of William L. Fisher, W. R. Kaiser and others of the 
3 

Bureau of Economic Geology at the University of Texas. 

OTHER ENERGY RESOURCES IN TEXAS 

Lignite is not the only energy source in Texas, but it 

appears to be the one of greatest future potential. Other 

sources include oil and natural gas, bituminous coal, uranium, 

and geothermal energy. Supplies of Texas oil and gas, once 

considered plentiful, have decreased such that, in 1974, 
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proved reserves of oil were down to 11 billion barrels, and 

reserves of natural gas were down to 79 trillion cubic feet. 4 

This represents approximately a 10-year supply of .oil and gas at 

1974 production levels. Bituminous coal occurs in Texas in 

the north-central area west of Fort Worth • .Reserves are 

estimated at 6.1 billion tons, but their utilization is 

questionable due to high sulfur and ash content, and thinness 

of seams. Texas is also among the five leading producers of 

uranium in the United States with an estimated reserve of 

16,000 tons of u3o8• 5 Open pit and in situ methods are 

currently being used to extract this uranium. Parts of the 

Gulf Costal Plain in Texas are underlain by geopressured

geothermal waters at depths of 8,000 to 15,000 feet. Investi

gations are currently underway to determine the extent and 

the potential utility of this resource. Test wells are now 

being planned. The construction of a pilot plant is being 

considered. 

EXTRACTION OF TI-IE RESOURCE 

Currently, all lignite production in Texas comes from 

strip mining of the near-surface deposits. The huge deep

basin reserves will have to be extracted by another method 

such as deep mining, in situ gasification, or in situ liqui

faction. 
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Surface mining of Texas lignite has been a recent 

development. In the early 1950s a large strip mine was opened 

in Milam county to provide £uel for an aluminum plant located 

there. But that was a one of a kind operation. The big push 

for strip mining did not come until later when the rapid rise 

in the costs of oil and natural gas in recent years made the 

near-surface lignite deposits much more attractive. With 

advances in strip ~ining technology and a generally favorable 

political climate, several surface mining operations have been 

started in the state since 1972. It appears that production 

from surface mines will continue to increase rapidly in the 

future. 

Strip mining is accomplished by using large earth moving 

equipment. The overburden is scooped off and placed in spoil 

piles on recently mined areas. Then the exposed lignite is 

removed and taken to the nearby power plant. This process 

proceeds in rows until all of the lignite in the area has 

been extracted. After the area has been mined the land 

must be restored to productive use. 

Deep mining includes all methods of bringing the coal 

to the surface without it being chemically altered. These 

methods consist of digging underground passageways and rooms 

in the coal seams either by manual labor or by machines. The 

coal is then transported to the surface for use. An alterna

tive form of deep mining would be to fracture the coal under
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ground and flush it to the surface with injected water. 

The main advantage of deep mining is that the coal is 

produced in solid form and can be used directly as fuel or 

can be converted into low-Btu gas, high-Btu gas, synthetic 

crude oil, or other chemicals. It also results in minimal 

disturbance to the overlying land surface as compared with 

surface mining. 

However, there are many problems which hinder the spread 

of underground mining. If done by manual labor, it is very 

dangerous. Fire and roof collapse are major safety problems. 

Dust and methane gas are potential health hazards. If the 

underground work is done solely by machines these problems 

can be avoided but the process becomes very expensive. If 

done by the fracturing and flushing method, water supply and 

pollution become potential problems.. Low productivity is 

another obstacle. Traditional deep mining methods recover 

only about 50 percent of the coal versus 80 to 90 percent 

recovery for strip mining. 

Since deep mining is generally less productive than 

surface mining, it is best used to recover high grade coals. 

The only high-grade coals in Texas occur in very thin seams 

and are high in sulfur, making them unattractive for deep 

mining. In fact, it appears that it would not be economical to 

deep mine most Texas lignite. The biggest problem is unstable 
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overburden. This would present added expense as well as 

safety problems. Because of these numerous problems, there 

seems to be little likelihood of any substantial deep mining 

development in the state in the near future. 

Since deep mining for lignite seems to be generally in

feasible in Texas, some sort of in situ recovery becomes the 

only alternative if the deep basin resources are to be ex

ploited. In situ gasification (ISG) means using the coal 

seam as a reactor and gasifying the coal as it lies in the 

ground.. The product is usually a low-Btu gas which is brought 

to the surface for use as a fuel or as a base from which to 

make by-products. 

The idea of gasifying coal underground was first proposed 

in 1868. Experiments with this process have been carried 

out by the United States, United Kingdom, Belgium, Poland, 

Italy, France, Czechoslovakia, and most extensively, by the 

Soviet Union where the process has been developed on a commer

cial scale. The low-Btu product gas is used there for electric 

power generation. The other experiments have shown ISG to 

be technically feasible, but in the past the economics 

have not been very attractive. 

In late 1972, the U.S. Bureau of Mines and the Union 

Pacific Corporation began a joint project at Hanna, Wyoming, 

to test the technical, environmental, and economic feasibility 

of in situ gasification. 6 The results of these tests were 
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promising enough to justify further testin~ and the develop

ment of a pilot plant. However, the Hanna tests were conducted 

on a 30 foot thick seam of subbituminous coal. Therefore the 

results are not directly applicable to Texas lignite. 

In Texas, the major field of research effort has come 

from Texas Utilities Service Company. They have purchased 

access to the Russian technology and conducted a small scale 

test inl976 near Fairfield.. With encouraging results, 

they are planning to scale up to commercial production by the 

early 1980s. Research is also underway at the University of 

Texas and at Texas A&M University. 

There are several factors which make ISG an attractive 

technique when a gas is an acceptable end product. In terms 

of overall environmental impact in situ techniques are far 

superior to either surface or deep mining.. Not only is 

there little surface disturbance, but most all of the ash and 

waste heat remain underground.. Considering the huge volume 

of the resource, these would potentially present tremendous 

problems if other recovery methods were used. Also, almost 

no fresh water would be consumed during the extraction phase, 

which would be a major advantage in the more arid mining 

areas. Furthermore, the sulfur in the lignite would end up as 

hydrogen sulfide, which is more easily removed from stack 

gases than sulfur dioxide. 
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There are some potential technical problems that will 

require more research and attention before ISG can become 

fully operational in Texas. The first concerns the leakage 

of the product gas or gasifying agent into the surrounding 

strata or into the atmosphere. This could cause the operation 

to become uneconomical. 

The underground reaction could possibly be retarded or 

extinguished by the leakage of water into the seam. The 

natural moisture content of Texas lignite is high, usually 

requiring some drying prior to combustion. Any extra water 

would compound the problem. Fortunately, in Texas, both of 

these problems are minimized by the presence of impermeable 

layers of mud which surround and insulate the lignite seams. 

The quality and quantity of the product gas is related 

to the more general question of the ability to control the 

location, size, and temperature of the underground reaction. 

This ability will also determine the recovery efficiencies. 

Very high temperatures in the reaction could melt the ash in 

the combustion zone, forming a slag which could seal off 

some of the coal. Or the reaction might simply fail to 

spread throughout the entire seam. A recovery of at least 

SO percent of the lignite is necessary to make the process 

viable, and 80 percent recovery would be very attractive both 

environmentally and economically. With the latest techniques 

the 80 percent figure seems realistically attainable. 7 
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Despite the favorable overall environmental impact of ISG 

when compared to other methods of lignite production, there 

are some potential problems. The most serious is ground

water pollution. Surface subsidence and air pollution may 

also occur. These problems will be discussed more fully in 

ensuing sections. 

In situ liquifaction (ISL) would manifest many of the 

same enviromental advantages and dangers as ISG. However, 

the technical problems to be overcome in order to make this 

process operational in Texas would be far more troublesome. 

ISL would be accomplished by dissolving the lignite in a 

solvent under high temperature and pressure, or by heating 

it in the absence of oxygen to drive off the volatile contents. 

The liquids would then be pumped to the surface for use. 

The main drawback to ISL is that any solvent which 

could be used would be very expensive. Therefore nearly all 

of it would have to be recovered or the costs would become 

prohibitive. Under certain geological and operational con

ditions the necessary recovery levels might be attainable, 

but it would be a risky and demanding process in most areas. 

There are no innate advantages of liquefaction over 

gasification. ISG is currently more feasible than ISL, and 

it will be pursued more actively in the foreseeable future. 

ISL nrust await new demand or some technological breakthrough. 
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There is no doubt that ISG is the preferred method for recovery 

of most of the deep-basin Texas lignite. There seem to be no 

technological, environmental, or legal barriers that cannot 

be overcome. One must only have the money and expertise and 

acquire the mineral rights to the mining area in order to 

make it a successful venture. The acquisition of mineral 

rights could be hindered by a lack of clear definition of the 

ownership of the resource. 

OWNERSHIP OF THE RESOURCE 

Development of new energy sources is an expensive and 

speculative process which is further complicated by the 

ownership issue. Developers of coal and lignite must be 

able to determine the ownership of these substances in order 

to negotiate leases for the removal of lignite. The issue 

of ownership is a complex one. Recent court cases have 

dealt with aspects of it. 

In the case Acker v. Guinn ( 464 S. W. 2d 348) decided by the 

Texas Supreme Court in 1971, affirming a lower appellate court, 

it was held that grant or reservation of "minerals" or "mineral 

rights" should not be construed to include substances which 

must be removed by methods which will, in effect, consume or 

deplete the surface estate. The Acker v. Guinn decision was 

completely contrary to oil and gas cases where utilization of 

the surface estate was required. The courts in oil and gas 
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cases have ruled that if it is reasonably necessary for the 

lessee to use the entire surface estate or to use the premises 

in some particularly destructive manner, then he may do so. 

The rights of the surface owner are not improperly disregarded 

and accommodation is not required because the surface owner's 

rights are limited to the use of only so much of the surface 

as is not reasonably needed by the oil and gas lessee. 

In 1975, Williford et u:x;. v. Spies et u:x:., 539 S.W. 2d 

127, was the first case which tried title to lignite under a 

lease conveying "oil, gas and other minerals." This case is 

a good example of the need for decision of lignite ownership. 

Williford, the mineral estate owner, leased the mineral 

estate including coal and lignite in 1949. Williford stibse

quently sold the mineral estate including coal and lignite in 

1950. The lignite then was removed by strip mining methods 

which destroyed or substantially impaired the surface. 

The parties to a mineral lease or deed usually think of 

the mineral estate as including valuable substances that are 

removed from the ground by wells or mine shafts. The mineral 

estate is dominant and its owner is entitled to make reasonable 

use of the surface for production of the minerals. It is not 

ordinarily contemplated, however, that the utility of the 

surface for agricultural or grazing purposes will be destroyed 

or substantially impaired. 
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In the Williford case, the 77th District Court in Free

stone County and the Court of Civil Appeals in Waco applied 

the Acker v. Guinn decision to this case involving lignite. 

The decision of the court was that the lignite was not in

cluded in the reservation of "oil, gas and other minerals," 

therefore, all royalties from the lignite mining belonged 

to the surface owner. The court concluded that the wording 

of the reservation was not ambiguous and "as a matter of law 

Williford's reservation of 'other minerals' did not include 

coal and lignite that must be removed by the open pit or 

surface mining methods." 

A third case under consideration is Reed v. Wylie. 

Wylie is the owner of the mineral estate and Reed is the 

surface owner. In 1976, the 77th District Court in Freestone 

County granted judgment to the surface owner, Reed. The 

Court of Civil App.eals (538 S. W. 2d 18 6) and the Supreme 

Court of Texas (20 Tex. Sup. Ct. Jour. 32 7) both held that 

the proof did not support a summary judgment and remanded 

the case for trial. The Supreme Court, however, took the 

opportunity to affirm the position it took in Acker v. Guinn 

that a grant or reservation of minerals or mineral rights 

should not be construed to include a substance that must be 

removed by methods that will, in effect consume or deplete 

the surface estate. Near-surface lignite, therefore, is 

part of the surface estate although the Court warned that 
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"It is improper therefore to declare that the surface owner 

is entitled to so much of the substance as may be produced 

by strip mining or pit mining." In other words, it left un

resolved the question of who owns deeper lignite that may 

be extracted without depleting the surface. 

The Texas courts imply that strip mining or open pit 

mining is the only method for removing lignite. They have 

not made a division of lignite into two classes, one comprised 

of the shallow deposits which must be strip mined, belonging 

to the surface estate, and the other comprised of deeper 

deposits removable by other methods such as in situ gasifi

cation, belonging to the mineral estate. At this time, if any 

part of the lignite deposit is near the surface and must be 

strip mined, all of the lignite, shallow or deep, belongs to 

the surface estate. Thus it is now possible for the surface 

owner to own lignite deposits 5,000 feet below the surface, 

the removal of which will have a very different effect on the 

surface than will strip mining. 

The shallow reserves of lignite must currently be strip 

mined in order to be competitive with other sources of energy 

and not because of an inability to utilize other methods. 

This issue has not been addressed in the court cases. As 

technological advancements are made, strip mining may not be 

the most economical method of removal. It appears, therefore, 

that whether a substance is included in the word "mineral" 
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will depend on the method of recovery. Since other extrac

tion methods exist, but are not economically feasible, today, 

the question occurs as to whether the mineral owner should 

be able to keep the substance until other methods become 

economically viable and alter the definition of "mineral." 

There are three lines of argument that could affect 

this issue. The courts could examine the general in tent o.f 

the parties by considering the purposes of the grant or reser

vation. The mineral estate is valuable for the extraction 

of substances, while the surface estate is valuable for the 

retention and use of all substances to which the surface is 

adaptable. Thus, if a substance which was defined as a 

mineral was only stripmineable it would be included in the 

mineral estate and the mineral owner could extract the substance 

with adequate compensation to the surface owner. This alter

native would protect both estates. 

The second alternative is for the courts to identify 

the specific intent of the parties. The courts have used 

this alternative in deciding the ownership of lignite .. The 

surface owner did not intend for the surface estate to be 

destroyed; therefore, lignite, when strip mined, destroys the 

surface estate and thus is part of the surface estate. 

The third alternative is for the state legislature to 

define lignite by statute. 
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TEXAS LIGNITE DEVELOPMENT: SPECIAL CASES 

As lignite continues to be developed in the state, 

special cases will arise which need to be approached on an 

individual basis. This section shall briefly consider two 

such cases. 

The Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976 (P. L. 94

377) provides that coal or lignite under Federal land acquired 

for military purposes may be leased by the Secretary of the 

Interior with the approval of the Secretary of Defense to a 

governmental entity which produces electrical energy for 

sale within the state, if such entity is located within the 

state. Thus, the Camp Swift lignite deposits near Bastrop 

should be available to municipally-owned utilities such as 

the Lower Colorado River Authority and the Texas MlUlicipal 

Power Agency, provided that they comply with the other pro

visions of the law. 

T\\10 major reservoirs currently scheduled to be con

structed in Texas would flood areas containing important 

deposits of lignite coaL The proposed Tennessee Colony 

Reservoir on the Trinity River will innundate an estimated 

20 mill ion tons of recoverable lignite. The Millikan Dam on 

the lower Navasota River will also flood a substantial lignite 

basin. Because of the changing nature of our energy pros

pects the presence of the lignite was not given much consideration 
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when these projects were authorized. Coal companies have 

already leased a large part of the mineral rights in these 

areas. In the case of the Tennessee Colony project, pre

construction planning of the reservoir has been delayed by 

an injunction issued by the 5th District Court in New Orleans. 

A total of 19 years have passed since the Tennessee Colony 

Reservoir was first investigated and during that time the 

needs of the state have been altered. A reassessment of both 

projects is needed, and a consistent policy needs to be 

developed that would include both water and energy needs. 
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CHAPTER III 

WESTERN COAL AND ITS TRANSPORTATION 

WESTERN COAL RESOURCES TO BE USED IN TEXAS 

As the electric utility industry in Texas converts from 

natural gas to coal; western coal, as well as lignite, will 

provide a major source of fuel. The annual con.sumption of 

western coal for electric power generation is projected to 

grow from none in 1975 to an estimated 30-35 million tons 

in 1985. 1 

Substantial deposits of bituminous and sub-bituminous 

coal are scattered throughout Montana, Wyoming, Utah, 

Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico. There are also large 

lignite deposits in Montana and the Dakotas (Figure 1). 

The primary advantages of western coals over lignite are 

the higher fuel values, which range from 8,000 to 10,000 Btu 

per pound, compared with 6,000 to 7,000 Btu per pound for 

Texas lignite. Better grades of east Texas lignite are, how

ever, comparable with lower grades of Montana-Wyoming coal 

and are better than some of the New Mexico coal with 

respect to sulfur content. 

Coal for Texas energy needs will come primarily from 

two major high-rank deposits. The first of these is a large, 

roughly elliptical area within the Powder and Tongue river 
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FIGURE 1 
Major Coal fields in the Western States 

Source: Houston Natural Gas Corporation and Rio Grande Industries, Inc. Proposal for a 
Coal Slurry Transportation System. 
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basins of Montana and Wyoming. This field is the southwest 

portion of the larger Fort Union field, which includes the 

lignite of far-eastern Montana, the Dakotas, and Saskatchewan. 

The seven currently-planned Texas coal-fired units - Harring

ton, Deely, Parish, Fayette, Welsh, Coleto Creek, and South 

Plains - will draw coal from mines in this field; and the 

prospective Wytex pipeline would tap it as well. The 

second field is located in northwestern New Mexico, near 

Farmington on the San Juan River. Texas Utilities expects 

to transport New Mexico coal to the western end of its system. 

The prospective Houston Natural Gas Pipeline would draw 

partly from the San Juan Basin, but also from extensive 

bituminous deposits throughout Colorado, on either side of 

the Colorado-Utah border, and from a field in the immediate 
2vicinity of Walsenburg. The misture of 10,000 Btu 

Colorado coal with 8,000 Btu New Mexico coal would represent 

an upgrade in quality over the strictly New Mexico resources 

to be used by Texas Utilitieso 

ALTERNATIVE MODES OF TRANSPORTATION 

Transportation is not a major issue of Texas lignite 

development. Lignite's low Btu value makes it uneconomical 

for transport beyond 250 miles. For western coal, however, 

transportation is the major issue of concern to Texans. 
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The two alternative modes are coal slurry pipelines and unit 

trainso Either mode is superior to power-line transmission 

of minemouth-generated electricity, which is inefficient 

over long distanceso 

Slurry pipelines have transported a variety of minerals. 

The first coal slurry pipeline became operational in London 

in 1914. 3 In the United States there have be~n two coal 

slurry pipelines, of which one is still in operation. Con

solidated Coal operated a pipeline from 1957 to 1963, carrying 

1.3 million tons annually over 108 miles from mines in 

southern Ohio to Clevelando 4 The Black Mesa pipeline, which 

began operation in 1970, carries 4.8 million tons of coal 

annually over a 273-mile route from mines in northeastern 

Arizona to the Mojave plant in southern Nevada. The 18-inch 

pipeline delivers the slurry in 2~8 days. 5 

In the slurry system, coal is first ground to the con

sistency of sugar, about l/20th of an inch in diametero It 

is then mixed with an equal amount of water by weight. 

Positive displacement pumps, located every 70-100 miles, 

propel the slurry at a rate of 4-6 feet per second. This 

speed maintains the mixture's integrity, prevents settling of 

the coal, and minimizes both energy use and abrasive wear. 

At the receiving end, the coal is dewatered by centrifuge 

and dried. The water may be used for power plant cooling 
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purposes. The coal is then pulverized to the texture of 

fine powder for combustion in the power plant. 

Slurry pipelines may be economically branched in order 

to pick up coal from more than one supplier and deliver it 

to more than one user. In higher capacity pipelines (20-30 

million tons per year), this will be the rule since few 

mines can produce, and no power plant can consume, that much 

coal in one year. 

Two slurry pipelines have been proposed to carry coal 

to Texas. Houston Natural Gas and Rio Grande Industries 

are planning an 820-mile line from Walsenburg, Colorado, to 

Angleton, Texas, which will deliver 15 million tons per year 

to various points in Texas (Amarillo - 1.25 million tons/year, 

Muleshoe - 1.25, Temple - 5.0, Angleton - 7.5). The coal 

would first be transported by slurry from the San Juan Basin, 

and by the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad from Colorado and 

Utah to Walsenburg. A second pipeline ("Wytex"), planned 

by Brown & Root and Texas Eastern Transmission, would trans

port 21.6 million tons annually from the Powder River Basin 
6to Houston - a distance of 1,260 miles. 

Unit trains are specially suited for long-distance, 

high-volume movements of bulk materials such as coal. They 
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consist of 100 cars with a capacity of 100 tons each. The 

advantage of llllit trains over conventional rail freight 

transportation stems from maximized utilization of equipment. 

The singularity of cargo, destination, and type of car 

means few or no stops between supplier and user. Freight 

rates can be charged on a llllit basis rather than by individual 

car, as is the case with normal traffico Tariffs are therefore 

up to 40 percent lower. 7 Improved loading and unloading 

techniques and eventual use of lighter aluminum cars may 

increase these savingso On the other hand, unit trains 

require large capital investments in heavy-weight rails and 

fittings, closely-spaced ties, and top-quality roadbed 

ballast. Heavier loads and lllliform wear on cars and tracks 

produce higher maintenance costs. 

The major direct rail carrier from the Powder Basin 

fields to Texas is Burlington Northern (BN), with its sub

sidiaries Colorado & Southern and Fort Worth & Denver o Most 

coal traffic lllltil 1985 will originate on BN lines. After 

1985, coal transport will begin from the San Juan Basin, 

primarily via the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. 8 Important 

connecting carriers include: Missouri-Kansas-Texas (Katy); 

Southern Pacific; · Missouri-Pacific; and Chicago, Long Island 

& Pacific. 
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Burlington Northern is a financially sound railroad 

with a strong commitment to coal development and shipment. 

It has invested $213 million in locomotives, cars, and 

roadway improvements from 1970 to 1975, and plans to invest 

an additional $1.5 billion between 1976 and 1980. By 1985 

the railroad should be able to ship a minimum of SO million 
.. 9tons o f coa1 per year to Texas andLou1s1ana. 

COMPARISON OF TIIE 1WO MODES 

Expected competition between the railroads and slurry 

pipelines has led to intense lobbying efforts by their 

respective advocates, each seeking to influence political 

decisions that will affect that competition. The two modes 

may be compared according to various economic and environmen

tal factorso 

Figure 2 shows the difference in costs for transport 

of coa1 by rail and slurry pipeline with varying tonnage, 

tariffs and distanceso Rail costs are constant with respect 

to tonnage, but decrease with greater distance. Pipeline 

costs decrease with greater distance and greater tonnageo 

Two qualifications should be mentioned. The graph is based 

on 1975 construction costs and will become inaccurate with 

time as inflation adds to slurry pipeline construction 

costso Also, pipelines travel in almost a straight line, 
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Coal Slurry Pipeline Transportation Costs 
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with only about a 3 percent variance. Railroads, however, 

vary from straight-line distances by about 25-30 percent. 

For example, a 1030 mile pipeline would traverse the same 

straight-line distance as a 1300 mile railroad. Thus, even 

if the tariff per ton-mile for the slurry was slightly 

higher, the overall cost could well be lower because the 

distance actually travelled is less. 

In evaluating the rate it would charge customers, 

Houston Natural Gas estimated a rate of 10.8 mills per ton

mile, or $12. 48 per ton to transport coal to Angleton. The 

rate projected for the Wytex pipeline from Wyoming to Houston 

is about 12.S mills per ton-mile, or $15.77 per ton. Rates 

for the latter could rise to 16.9 mills, or $21.17 per ton, 

if Wytex was not built until 1983. These figures assume 

1976 dollars. 10 

Proponents of unit trains contend that rail transporta

tion will be SO percent less costly than the proposed Wytex 

pipeline. However, unit train rates vary with a number of 

factors. Rail tariffs in 1975 ranged from 4-13 mills per 

ton-mile, wi .th the average for movements originating west 

of the Mississippi River being approximately 8 mills per 

ton-mile. 11 The City of San Antonio recently charged that 

Burlington Northern and Southern Pacific had raised their 

tariffs from $7.90 to $11.09 per ton after the city had 
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. 1 12con t rac t ed f or a supp1y o f Wyom1ng coa • The ICC even 

tually set the rate of $10.16 per ton with an escalator that 

as of March, 1977, had reached $10093, or 6.67 mills per 
13ton-mileo In addition, railroads require customers to 

buy and maintain the rolling stock delivering their coal. 

Railroads insist on this arrangement in lieu of long-term 

14contracts which they cannot legally enter. 

Inflation of transportation costs is an important 

factor for consideration. Slurry pipelines are subject to 

inflated construction costs as construction is delayed. 

Railroads are also subject to inflated construction costs. 

However, the capital-intensive nature of the pipelines means 

that only 20-30 percent of their costs will be variable and 

hence subject to inflation. The other 75 percent are fixed 

capital costs. This is in contrast to the labor-intensive 

railroads, for which 75-80 percent of costs are for opera

15. d b. . fl .tions an are su Ject to 1n at1on. Variable rail costs 

result primarily from labor; variable slurry costs are 

primarily due to energy. According to the extent to which 

energy costs rise as compared to labor costs, the difference 

in rates of inflation of the two modes will decrease or 

increase. 

Unit trains offer an economic advantage over coal 

slurries with regard to two additional factors. First, 
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railroads are more flexible. They can add more cars where 

needed and reach more destinations" In contrast, the limits 

of pipeline distribution are fixed by the original designo 

Line volume cannot be raised or lowered, nor can new desti

nations be added without exorbitant expense. Second, rail

roads are already in place, whereas coal slurry pipelines 

will take at least two years to be put on line, once approval 
16for construction is obtained. Meanwhile, trains will 

begin to carry shipments of coal to Texas. The aforementioned 

seven coal-fired units will rely on rail traffic for their 

coal supplies. The increased revenue from this extra traffic 

should enable the railroads to make capital improvements, 

which could help the railroads to become even more competitive. 

There are also environmental effects to be considered 

in the comparison of rail and slurry transport sys terns. 

Slurry pipelines are cited for their disruption of land use 

during construction. A similar disruption has already been 

realized for existing rail roads. However, construction is 

not a long process; and land can be returned to its former 

use without problems. Land used by railroads is lost forever. 

A greater difficulty with pipelines arises from the 

potential for rupture. Such rupture could be due to plugging, 

corrosion, or soil erosiono Plugging is especially a threat 

during the initial testing period. Opponents claim that 
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ruptures will occur and cause large "dumps" or "holding 

ponds" of coal slurrv along the route of the pipeline, which 

may contribute to dust problems in arid areas. There have 

been no recorded ruptures of the slurries in operation, 

and safety precautions will be built into any new system. 

If a rupture should occur, each pumping station will have 

available a supply of water sufficient to clear the line 

down to any break between that station and the next one down

stream. Also, stations will be equipped with an. emergency 

receiving pond to accept the volume, between itself and the. 

upstream station. 

Pipeline ruptures would probably not be any worse than 

spillage of coal during train derailments. There are more 

than 500 derailments each year in Texas. 17 Moreover, higher 

volumes of rail traffic may lead to localized coal dust 

problems, excessive noise, and increased highway hazards and 

congestions. Thus, .neither mo.de of transport is free of 

potentially severe environmental impacts. 

WESTERN WATER SUPPLIES FOR SLURRY PIPELINES 

Given the power of eminent domain, the primary obstacle 

to be faced by coal slurry interests is the availability of 

sufficient quantities of water. Current proposals for coal 

slurries involve a one-way transfer of valuable water 
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resources from the semi-arid western states to Texas. The 

feasibility of slurry transport will depend upon the approval 

of these water transfers by the legislatures of the western 

coal states. For such approval, objective estimates of water 

availability may not always be as important to politically 

sensitive officials as the subjective estimates of their 

constituents. 

In a coal slurry pipeline, the coal is mixed with an 

equal weight of water. Calculations indicate that Houston 

Natural Gas's expected volume of 15 million tons of coal 

per year would require an annual water volume of 10,594 

acre-feeto For Wytex's 21.6 million tons, the volume required 
18would be 15,225 acre-feet per year. 

Statistics on the amount of water necessary for a coal 

slurry pipeline may be manipulated to seem very large or 

very small. Studies by the Montana Bureau of Mines and 

Geology indicate that the average tonnage of coal and lignite 

per acre among 58 fields is 36, 091. 19 For important coal 

fields, the figure is larger. This amount of coal from one 

acre would presumably be mixed in a slurry, with 36,091 

tons of water. If the coal was shipped by rail and the water 

retained to be applied strictly to that same acre, the water 

volume would be equal to 10 inches of rain per year for 
2030 years. The 15,225 acre-feet per year that would be 
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diverted for slurry mixing by Wytex appears to be almost 

negligible when compared to the 8. 8 million acre-feet 

annual flow of the Yellowstone River that remains after 

. d 21presen t consumption nee s are met. 

The primary consideration with regard to water is 

the availability of a continuous and sufficient quantity from 

underground aquifers and river-reservoir systems. For access 

to these sources, slurries would have to defer to other needs 

associated with coal production, agricultural use, and human 

consumption. Total demand would be compared with the recharge 

rates of available aquifers or the flow of available river 

systems, and if any shortage was foreseen, slurries would 

probably have the lowest priority. 

In Colorado the appropriation of water is presently 

administered under the Priority Doctrine. Similar to that 

used in other states, this doctrine provides that the first 

person to appropriate, or make use of, the water from a 

certain stream or other source has the first right thereafter 

to use the water. Virtually all of the surface water in 

Colorado has been appropriated, and there are only a very 

few deep bedrock formations that contain water not consi

dered to be a tributary to some already-targeted surface 

streamo One untapped source, though, lies in the San Luis 

Valley of Colorado. Near the small town of Mesita is an 
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area which appears to be able to supply the requi rernen ts of 

the HNG pipeline. However, more than 20 protests have been 

filed statewide by opponents seeking to prevent slurry 

appropriation of Colorado water" 22 Moreover, Colorado's 

legal criterion for water use may be on the verge of change. 

During the spring of 1977, its state Senate consider the 

prohibition of the transport of Colorado water out-of-state 

by slurry pipelines tmless the water was returned to the 
23originating site. If passed, the legislation would throw 

a gigantic obstacle in front of the HNG pipelineo Construction 

of a dual pipeline to pump water uphill back to Colorado 

would make slurry pipelines inordinately expensive. 

As for Wytex, the Montana legislature has already pro

hibited the use of Montana water for slurry transport of coal. 24 

As a result, the focal point of Texas slurry interests may 

be Wyoming and, indirectly, South and North Dakotao 

Use of western water in slurry pipelines is only a 

sub-issue within the general context of water needs for coal 

development and electric power generation in this interstate 

region. Electric generation requires much greater use of 

water than strip-mining or slurry pipelines, as shown in 

Table 1. The siting of western power plants thus becomes an 

important concern. Some of the water used for electric 
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power generation purposes is recyclable, whereas slurries 

represent a complete loss as far as the originating state 

is concerned. 

Table 1 

Water Usage for Coal Production, 

Conversion, and Transportation 

Industry 

Strip Mining 

Electric Generation 

Gasification 

Slurry Pipeline 

Unit Train 

Acre-Feet of Water/ 
Thousand Tons of Coal 

0.20-0.25 

1.56-6067 

o.50-2.00 

0.75-1.00 

0.01-0.02 

Source: David White, Conflict in Coal Transportation: Unit 
Trains and Slurry Pitelines, Governor's 
Advisory Council, Pu lication 77-02-01, 

Energy 
February 7, 

1977. 

The politics of interstate water compacts may figure 

largely in the water acquisition processo The existence or 

non-existence of such compacts, or of authorization for water 

transfers, is relevant to the five major alternative sources 

of water for the Powder River Basin in Wyoming. 
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The first alternative is the Yellowstone River. The 

previously noted figure of 8. 8 million acre-feet is more 

than is available in the lower Colorado River, which serves 

much of the water demand of Arizona, Nevada, and southern 

California. 25 Water might be diverted from the Yellowstone 

near Miles City or Forsyth, Montana. However, such a scheme 

would come into conflict with the Yellowstone Compact. This 

agreement prohibits transfer outside the basin unless agreed 
26 

upon by Wyoming, Montana, and North Dakota. The Wyoming 

portion of the basin is concentrated in the western end of 

the state, away from the coal deposits, and transfers out of 

the basin farther east are blocked by Montana. Wyoming would 

thus have to renegotiate the Yellowstone Compacto If it were 

to do so, it might have several arguments on its sideo For 

one thing, Wyoming contributes more water to the system than 

Montana, but is allocated only 2.4 million acre-feet. Second, 

Montana is not currently utilizing the surplus fully. Third, 

Montana may be over-estimating the future expansion of irri
27gation from the Yellowstone. 

A second al ternative is the Wind- Bighorn River sys tern, 

which flows into the Yellowstone. It produces 2.5 million 
28acre-feet annually o Again, the point of collection would 

be in Montana, below Yellowtail Dam, and similar difficulties 

ensueo It is hard to decipher the legalities by which the 
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Yellowstone Compact is associated with the Montana prohibi

tion on slurry withdrawal, but together they constitute a 

strong blockadeo 

A third source is the Oahe Reservoir on the Missouri 

River north of Pierre, South Dakota, with an inflow of 

18.S million acre-feet annuallyo Diversion from the Oahe 

would not come into conflict with interstate compacts, but 

it would be dependent upon action of the South Dakota state 

governmento Broad plans call for water transport for general 

purposes of coal development, in western South Dakotao 29 

At the level of particulars, however, the South Dakota 

Legislature has turned down a small-scale diversion of water 

for use in the proposed slurry pipeline to carry coal from 

Wyoming to Arkansas (the Energy Transportation Systems 

. 1. ) 30pipe 1ne o 

A fourth possibility is Lake Sakakawea behind Garrison 

Dam on the Missouri River in North Dakota. Annual inflow 

is 16. 9 million acre-fee to North Dakota's own major lig

ni te deposits lie south and southwest of this lake, so 

diversion might be beneficial to development of its energy 

31 resources. 

Wyoming could tap its own underground water - namely, 

the extensive Madison Aquifer. Wyoming has been less 

reluctant than Montana or Colorado to appropriate water for 
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slurry pipelines. Its legislature has authorized state 

engineering officials to approve use of Madison Aquifer water 

for the Arkansas pipeline, al though not for Wytex. Approval 

. .. being heId up, however, by t he eminent. d · issue. 32is oma1n 

More important may be the possible threat of lawsuits by 

South and North Dakota. These states are beneficiaries of 

an underground overflow of the aquifer in which water moves 

into their western regions. Controversy arises from the 

claim that too large a withdrawal by Wyoming for general 

development purposes, including slurries, could conceivably 

deplete underground water supplies in the western Dakotas. 

In summary, it is clear that the politics of slurry 

pipelines for coal transport to Texas become inextricably 

interwoven with the water politics of at least five inter

acting Western states. 

LEGAL AND REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS 

Beyond the water question, certain other legal and regu

latory factors bear upon the relative competitive capabili

ties of the railroads and coal slurry pipelines. For the 

railroads, important issues are ICC tariff regulations and 

statutory prohibition of long-term contracts. For the 

slurries, the important issue is eminent domain. 
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As previously mentioned, coal transport will necessitate 

considerable railroad improvements. Railroads currently 

incur the burden of financing this improvement. However, 

those who invest in railroads do not always have assurance 

that sufficient traffic will be sustained to repay the new 

investment. This makes it difficult for some railroads to 

attract new investment at a fair rate of interest. 

The rail roads' economic si tua tion has deteriorated over 

the last twenty years. Their rate of return on net invest

ment in 1976 was only 2.5 percent, as compared with 4.2 

percent in 1955. In 1955 they also had substantial working 

capital and a small yearly long-term maturing debt. By 1976, 

net working capital was minus $40.8 million and the yearly 

maturing debt $715.6 million. Their balance of cash flow 

against capital expenditures changed from +$124.8 million to 

-$613.1 million over the same period. 33 

The plight of the railroads is partially attributable 

to federal spending patterns which from 1953 to 1973 put 

$75 billion into highways and $1 billion into railroads. 34 

The federal highway funds, plus those of the states, has 

resulted in a huge subsidy for the trucking industry and has 

led to a decrease in real rail traffic . Nor have rail roads 

been allowed to abandon lines whose traffic has decreased 

to the point where revenue no longer pays for upkeep. 
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Congress has recognized this issue to some extent, and the 

situation has been improved by passage of the Railroad 

Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 (PL 94-210). 

A specific issue of railroad financing is the criteria 

by which unit train tariffs are set. It is difficult to 

ascertain what the true costs of rail movement are. Unit 

train rates reflect a number of factors such as amount and 

distance hauled, track conditions, number of carriers, and 

switching costs. Yet, in the past, tariffs have reflected only 

these variable costs of providing the service, rather than 

allowing recovery of the full cost of investment over its 

lifetime. For future investment related to coal traffic, 

the rate of return should cover the cost of attracting new 

capital to make replacements on depleted assets. The 

Interstate Commerce Commission, in setting the tariff in tbe 
35. ha be fl h. . f .San Antonio case, s gun to re ect t is point o view. 

The most important action that could be taken to facili

tate rail financing would be the repeal of Section I of the 

Interstate Commerce Act for regularly scheduled coal movements 

by unit trains. This section prohibits railroads from entering 

into long-term contracts with shippers. The original intent 

was to end discriminatory or preferential treatment of certain 

shippers by railroads. The section fulfilled the same pur

pose as the "common carrier" concept, by which a carrier 

could not refuse service to a shipper willing to pay the 
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so long as the carrier had ample capacity 0 As the section 

applies to tm.i t train movements of coal, however, no such 

benefit can be seen. Shippers are often the electric 

utility companieso Since utilities do not compete against 

one another, there would appear to be no reason to prevent 

railroads from entering into contracts with them. Rather, 

railroads would be placed oh an equal basis with coal 

slurries and motor and water carriers, all of whom are allowed 

long-term contractso 

Tariff regulation and allowance of long-term contracts 

could be related to variations among railroads in their rela

tive financial capabilities. Western railroads are financially 

stronger than eastern railroads. However, even among western 

railroads, there is a distinction among potential coal 

carriers between direct carriers and connecting carriers. 

A direct carrier, such as the Burlington Northern, can 

obtain some degree of assurance of future traffic by use of 

base rate agreements and rate reductions for shippers who 

invest in handling facilities or rolling stock • .A connecting 

carrier, such as the Katy, has no such assurance. Unable to 

control the amount of coal moving over its lines, a connec

ting carrier faces the possibility that the originating 

carrier may decide to bypass its line in favor of some alter

nate line. Having made substantial investments in improving 

track structure, the connecting carrier may be cut off from 
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coal revenue. Foreknowledge of this possibility means that 

incentive for investment in connecting carrier improvement 

does not exist. Long-term contracts would alleviate the 

si ttia tion. 

Eminent domain is the dominant legal issue with respect 

to coal slurry pipelines. Eminent domain is the condemna

tion of rights-of-way in private property and the acquisition 

of them for public purposes at a fair market price. Congress 

or the state legislatures determine what type of facility 

may exercise this right. It then remains for the courts to 

determine whether any particular application of the legisla

tion is in conflict with constitutional protection of pro

. h 36perty rig ts. 

Eminent domain is considered essential to the construe

tion of coal slurries, because the pipelines must cross 

the right-of-way of railroads. The Houston Natural Gas, 

slurry, for example, would involve 28 railroad crossings 

between Colorado and Texas.37 It is assumed that without 

the right, railroads would, for competitive reasons, refuse 

such passage4 Railroads dispute this assumption, saying 

that slurries have not attempted to request rights-of-way 

from them. Whatever the conflicting assumptions on railroad 

passage, arguments for granting eminent domain will not 

dissipate. Its exercise is as important for passage through 
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forms of private acreage - farms, ranches, etc. - rather 

than being confined to the rail road passage issue. 

In Texas the right of eminent domain is now granted to 

oil and gas pipelines, electrical transmission lines, high

ways, and railroads. A pipeline fulfilling the definition 

of common carrier has the right to condemn lands, rights of 

way, easements, and property of any person or corporation 

necessary for its construction, maintenance, and operation 

. d d . . . . h 38provi e JUSt compensation 1s given to t e owner. 

An important issue is whether coal slurry pipelines 

fulfill the definition of common carrier. Railroad advocates 

contend they do not, because their inflexible delivery 

patterns confine ' them to specific preferred customers. Such 

legal pedantry is inappropriate. The situation is analogous 

to the long-term contract problem of railroads, that is, 

the rationale behind legal precedent is not quite applicable 

to the specialized delivery of coal to power plants. The 

concept of common carrier originated from the desire to 

prevent preferential treatment among competitive shippers. 

Utilities are not competitive. Thus, requiring slurries 

to adhere to the usual definition of common carrier is no 

more reasonable than preventing railroads from entering into 

long-term contracts. Coal should be -viewed as a form of 

energy for public use, similar to electricity, and if 
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electrical transmission lines have the right of eminent domain, 

coal slurry pipelines should also. 

The concern of railroads is that coal slurry pipelines 

will take away the best of the high-volume business, leaving 

them to serve only the small utilities and process-steam 

userso Loss of this business would then leave them unable to 

generate the income necessary to service other customers, or 

to repay investment on improvements. They question the need 

for redundant delivery systems. 

The power of eminent domain for coal slurry can be con

sidered as a legal question independent of economic considera

tions. However, growing demand for western coal should pro

vide more than enough business for both modes of transportation. 

Direct carriers such as Burlington Northern, which owns 

. coa1 reserves, 39 are not . to suffer. Connectingextensive going 

carriers will likewise not suffer providing their right of 

contract is affirmed. The actualization of slurry pipelines 

for transporting coal to Texas is likely to depend upon the 

availability of a sufficient quantity of water. In any event, 

the railroad industry can depend upon a substantial amount of 

business in coal transportation. 
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PENDING STATE AND FEDERAL LEGISLATION 

Current proposals in the Texas Legislature and Congress 

relate to the eminen~ domain issue. In the 1977 Texas 

Legislature, Representative Joe Hanna and Senator Max Sherman 

introduced companion bills (HoB. 431 and SoB. 185) which 

granted the right of eminent domain to coal slurry pipe

lines. Eminent domain will be granted only when the Rail

road Commission, after a public hearing, issues a certificate 

of necessity and convenience to the proposed pipelineo The 

Commission would decide 'if existing facilities to carry 

coal would be able to provide as economical and efficient 

service as the proposed pipeline. Authority to issue such 

certificates and promulgate rules and regulations for coal 

slurries is not intended to reduce or affect the powers and 

jurisdiction of the Texas Water Quality Board or Texas 

Water Rights Commission over the use and discharge of water 

and water rights in the stateo 

Governor Briscoe has signed S.B. 185 into law. Yet, 

Texas is only one state through which proposed pipelines 

will pass o Of the other states on the HNG and Wytex routes, 

none has specifically granted the right of eminent domain to 

coal slurry pipelines. 40 The proposed Colorado bill would 

deny .eminent d .oma1n. 41 Other states are in various stages 

of eminent domain considerationo 
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Ctnnbersome state-by-state consideration of coal slurry 

eminent domain has spurred additional pressure toward 

passage of a national bill. Previous attempts to pass such 

legislation in Congress have been made. The first attempt, 

in 1962, was unsuccessful. In 1974, a bill passed the 

Senate too late for House consideration. In the last Con

gress, the House Interior Committee tabled a bill by a vote 

of 21 to 190 

In the 95th Congress, 1st Session (1977), three bills 

have been introduced. HR 1609 by Representative Bob Eckhardt 

CD-Texas) and S 708 by Senator J. Bennett Johnston, Jr. 

CD-Louisiana) are companion bills. HR 1324 by Representative 

Fred Rooney CD-Pennsylvania) is a separate bill. Represen

tative Rooney's bill provides, in Section 29(b), that the 

granted power of eminent domain may not be exercised to 

acquire "lands owned by any common carrier subject ot the 

provision of this Act" (the amended Interstate Commerce Act). 

Since railroads are common carriers, the bill is not much 

different from no bill at all. Congressman Eckhardt's bill 

has four major provisions: 

1) It grants eminent domain to construct, operate 

and maintain any proposed coal pipeline (s). 

2) It requires a Certificate of Public Convenience 

and Necessity to be issued by the Department of the Interior 

before eminent domain could be exercised. 
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3) It provides that coal slurry pipelines be subject 

to the same regulation by the Interstate Commerce Commission, 

as are other pipelinesQ 

4) It specifies that "nothing in the act shall be 

construed to permit acquisition of any right to use or 

develop water through the right of eminent domain." 

It is not expected that committee hearings on this bill 

will begin until August of this yearQ Moreover, coal slurry 

legislation may have to await the fate of federal strip

mining bills. 42 During the 1976 session, it was Eckhardt's 

assessment that strip-mining proponents on the committee 

voted against his bill as a purely strategic maneuver. 

That is, they hoped to hold it temporary "hostage" in order 
. . . . 43to drum up more support f or t heir str1p-m1n1ng measure~ 
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CHAPTER IV 

USE OF COAL AND LIGNITE FOR 

ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION 

Historically, the state of Texas has experienced an 

8 to 9 percent annual increase in demand for electricity. 

If conservation measures are not applied, the state's elec

tricity demand could doubl~ in the next 10 . years. Associated 

with this growth are the need for more fuel, electricity 

generating facilities, and transmission lines. These needs 

require large-scale financing and must compete for limited 

capital and labor resources. This chapter examines these 

needs and the Texas electric power industry's ability to 

meet them. 

CONSUMPTION PATTERNS 

From 1949 to 1974 use of electrical energy in Texas rose 

in all sectors - industrial, residential, and commercial 

although not at the same rate. Industry uses more than the 

other sectors, but residential and commercial use has been 

increasing as a percentage of total annual consumption in the 

state. In 1974, Texas' consumption of electricity was 35 

percent residential, 22 percent commercial, and 41 percent 
1 . d . 11n ustr1a • 
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Although industrial customers use a greater amount of 

electricity, the average price per unit paid by industry is 

considerably lower than that paid by consumers in the resi

dential and commercial sectors. This price differential is a 

result of several factors: economies of scale can be realized 

in deliveries to the industrial sector; industrial demand is 

relatively constant over time and is not subject to variations 

in · temperature or other external "peaking" factors; and, 

many industrial users, because of their size, have had the 

option of substituting in-house generation for commercially 

produced electricity. (This has resulted in the electric 

power industry offering . competitive rates in order to acquire 

or maintain the industrial market.) 

CURRENT POWER-GENERATING FACILITIES 

There are presently 29 separate companies in Texas that 

generate electric power. Twelve of these are investor-owned 

and 17 are owned or o~erated by municipal corporations or 

other public entities. The present electric generating capa

city in Texas is approximately 38,000 megawatts (MW), the 

largest of any state in the country. 

Five investor-owned electric utility companies in Texas 

account for about 75 percent of the state kilowatt capacity 

and 67 percent of reported KWH sales. 2 These five companies 

are: Central Power and Light; Dallas Power and Light; Houston 
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Lighting and Power; Texas Electric Service company; and 

Texas Power and Light. 

The largest portion of . Texas' kilowatt capacity and KWH 

sales is marketed in two major metropolitan areas. In the 

Houston-Galveston area, Houston Lighting and Power supplied 

27 percent of the total 1973 state KWH sales, while in the 

Dallas-Fort Worth Service area, Dallas Power and Light and 

Texas Electric Service Company marketed 8 and 11 percent, 

respectively, of Texas' total 1973 KWH sales. 3 The investor

owned companies serve the largest geographical areas in 

Texas (See Figure 1). 

RELIABILITY COUNCILS 

Annually, each of nine regional councils comprising the 

National Elec~ric Reliability Council (NERC) submits a report 

to the Federal Power Commission in response to Order No. 

38 3-3 (Docket No. R-362). These reports provide de tailed 

information concerning the plans for expansion and reduction 

of electrical generation by each council's member utilities. 

The two major councils serving Texas are the Electric Relia

bility Council of Texas (ERCOT) and Southwest Power Pool 

(SWPP) (See Figure 2). ERCOT operates electrically isolated 

from all other United States systems while SWPP has inter

regional transmission in interconnections with the Southeas

tern Electric Reliability Council (SERC), Mid-America 
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FIGURE I 
AREAS SERVED BY ELECTRIC 

UTILITIES IN TEXAS 

Source : Energy in Texas, Volume I: Electric-Power Generation, LBJ School of Public Affairs Policy Research Project 
Research Project Report, 1976. 



FIGURE 2: GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF ERGOT, SWPP, AND WSCC 
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Interpool Network (MAIN), and Mid-Continent Area Reliability 

Coordination Agreement (MARCA) systems. A third reliability 

council operating in Texas is the Western Systems Coordina

ting Council. This council serves only the El Paso area and 

is therefore of less importance with regard to the energy 

situation in Texas. 

IBE NATURAL GAS SITUATION IN IBE UNITED STATES 

The availability of natural gas as a power plant fuel 

is diminishing rapidly in the United States. The Federal 

Power Commission (FPC) discourages the use of natural gas 

for electric power generation due to its growing shortage 

and since o't;her fuels can be . substituted to save the gas 

for other us es. Natural gas consumption has surpassed new 

discoveries and additions to gas reserves since 1967 and 

reserve inventories are disappearing rapidly. The curtail

ment level in the interstate gas supply system may reach such 

a point over the next several years that natural gas for 

industrial purposes may be greatly reduced and service to 

residential and commercial users may be difficult to maintain 

on some systems. This disruptive impact could result in some 

redirection of intrastate gas supplies to the interstate 

market to make the most suitable national use of this depleting 
4 resource. 
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In recognition of the growing gas shortage and the need 

to limit imports of oil, Congress enacted the Energy Supply 

and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (ESECA). The act 

gave the Federal Energy Administration (PEA) the authority 

to prohibit the burning of oil or gas in power plants that 

had the capability for burning coal as of June 1974, where 

technically feasible and economically practicable, subject 

to Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) determination that 

air quality requirements can be met. Preliminary orders 

have already been issued to a number of plants. However, 

the orders will not be effective until the PEA has reviewed 

any appeals and the EPA-certified air quality standards can be 

met. Other legislation has been introduced in the Congress 

that would broaden the scope of ESECA and extend the prohibi

tion orders to all gas-fired plants. The intent of these 

bills is to eventually eliminate the use of gas under utility 

and large industrial boilers. 

THE NATURAL GAS SITUATION IN TEXAS 

Due to the abundant supply of low cost natural gas, the 

electric utilities in Texas historically have burned natural 

gas almost exclusively in steam generating units to produce 

electricity. A small number of coal/lignite and hydroelec

tric units were installed but most electric generation was, 

and still is, by natural gas. 
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Planning of future needs of the utilities in the early 

1970s was based on an expected continuing supply of low cost 

natural gas al though consideration was given by some of the 

larger utilities to the use of nuclear generation in the 

198 Os. 

When the natural gas shortage occurred in the early 

1970s, future planning by the utilities changed from the use 

of gas as a fuel source for future generating units to coal/ 

lignite and/or nuclear generation. However, gas would be re

tained for existing and committed generating units. At the 

same time plans were made to provide for oil firing in some 

existing boilers designed for gas in order to provide addi
5tional flexibility in fuel supply. 

The use of oil in place of gas is not the solution to 

the new energy supply problem for electric generation. Oil 

also is in short supply. It is a declining indigenous re

source and is expensive with no indication that future costs 

will be lower. Oil imports are increasing, creating an unfa

vorable impact on our balance of payments and potential 

undesirable national security risks. As previously pointed 

out, ESECA instructs the FEA to restrict oil as well as natural 

gas in power boilers that are capable of burning coal. The 

intent of FEA is to reduce the use of oil in power boilers 

in the United States by approxirna te ly one mi 11 ion barrels 
6 per day. Therefore, it does not seem reasonable to convert 
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from one fuel in short supply to another fuel having similar 

supply problems. 

Texas Utilities and the Railroad Commission's Docket 600 

On June 3, 4, and 5, 1975, the Railroad Commission of 

Texas held a statewide hearing to determine the feasibility 

of reducing gas as a boiler fuel and to develop a reasonable 

schedule for phasing out usage of natural gas as a boiler 

fuel in Texas. 

For this 'hearing the utilities in Texas provided fore

casts of load growth and planned generation resources for 

the years 1975-1990. These forecasts were based on the 

following assumptions: 7 

PLAN 1 The present 1975 planning of the individual 
1970-71 utilities in Texas relating to load growth 
FUELS and generation by existing units, committed 

and planned units but for the types of fuel 
that would have been planned for in the 1970
71 period prior to the present oil/gas situa
tion. 

PLAN 2 The 19 7 5 planning of the individual utilities 
1975 for generation by existing, committed, and 
FUELS planned units. Essentially this involves no 

new gas or oil-fired generating units beyond 
those already committed or in construction 
and does include some conversion from gas to 
oil in existing units to provide some flexi
bility in fuel supply. The plan of the elec
tric utilities in Texas prior to December 17, 
1975. 

PLAN 3 The same as plan 2 except coal/lignite is 
MAXIMUM fired in new boilers replacing present and 
COAL/LIGNITE committed gas-fired boilers over 100 MW in 

size. The as surnption was made that gas-fired 
units of 100 MW or larger would be replaced 
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with coal-fired tmi ts regard.less of space con
sideration. Hence, this is a maximum possible 
plan of conversion to coal; it is not the 
optimum practical plan. It was also assumed 
that one large boiler would replace several 
small boilers at a specific plant and that not 
more than 10 percent of the installed capacity 
would be converted to coal in any one year 
due to engineering, construction, and equip
ment production · limitations. 

The natural gas, oil, and coal/lignite requirements were 

estimated on the above assumptions. The total requirements 

for each type of fuel for Plans 1, 2, and 3 for the years 

1975-1990 are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Alternative Fuel Requirements 

For 1976-1990 

PLAN 1 
1970-71 
FUELS 

PLAN 2 
1975 
RTELS 

PLAN 3 
MAXIMUM 
COAL/ 
LIGNITE 

Total Gas Total Coal/Lignite
Consumption Consumption in 

in Mill ion CF Mill ion Tons 

42, 240 '7 66 12 7. 710 

13, 828,171 1,103.368 

9,817,674 1,458.162 

Total Oil 
Consumption in 

Million Barrels 

16. 2 

970.209 

332.504 
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These industry figures reveal that the changes in 

planning from that of 1970-71 to 1975 have reduced the fore

cast of gas consumption for the 1976-1990 period from 42,000,000 

million to 14,000,000 million cubic feet or a 67 percent reduc

tion. 

If maximum possible replacement of existing units to coal/ 

lignite firing is accomplished, the electric utility industry 

forecast of natural gas consumption from 1976-1990 will be 

reduced by another 4 ,.000, 000 mill ion cubic feet or 29 percent. 

ORDER OF THE COMMISSION 

On March 3, 1976 the Railraod Commission of Texas 

released Gas Utilities Docket No. 600: Elimination of Natural 

Gas as a Boiler Fuel in Texas. Docket .600 states: 

1. No gas utility will sell, transport, exchange, or 
otherwise deliver more than 3,000 Mcf/d of natural 
gas for use as a boiler fuel after December 17, 197 S 
except for: 

a. all existing agreements for use of natural gas 
as a boiler fuel as long as agreements are not 
mJdified in any way to extend the term or 
increase the quantities of natural gas used as 
a boiler fuel. 

b. any exceptions deemed in the public interest 
by the Railroad Commission of Texas. 

2. On January 1, 1981, and until December 31, 1984, 
all gas utilities will reduce by 10 percent natural 
gas deliveries to any user who consumed an average 
of 3,000 Mcf/d or more of natural gas as a boiler 
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fuel. On January 1, 1985, and thereafter all gas 
utilities will reduce by 25 percent natural gas 
deliveries to any user who consumed an average of 
3, 000 Mcf/d or more of natural gas as a boiler fuel. 
All gas titilities will determine and report to the 
Railroad Commission the boiler fuel consumption of 
each customer who consumed 3,000 Mcf/d or greater 
for 1974 and 1975. The above reductions will be 
based on the boiler fuel user's consumption of 
whichever year is highest. 

In the period 1976~1985 electric systems is SWPP and 

ERCOT are likely to be in a m0re critical situation concerning 

fuel than most other regions in the United States. The energy 

crisis in these areas at the present time is largely a crisis 

in the availability of two fuels - oil and natural gas. The 

problem is more severe in Texas than elsewhere because about 

95 percent of all generating equipment in service at the end 

of 1976 was designed for continuous operation on natural gas. 

Nationally, oil and natural gas combined accounted for only 

about 33 percent of electric power production in 1974. Due 

to heavy curtailments of natural gas for power plant use, 

electric utilities in ERCOT and SWPP began decreasing their 

dependence on natural gas in 1972 primarily by shifting to 

oil.. The oil embargo of 1973-74 demonstrated the need to 

limit further dependence on oil as a substitute for natural 

gas and for a rapid shift to other fuels. The Railroad 

Commission's Docket No. 600 necessitates making this switch 

in fuels and utility expansion plans as soon as possible. 
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At the present time the only fuels considered to be 

dependable for base load electric generation are coal/lignite 

and nuclear energy. Nuclear electric generation holds great 

future promise for supplanting oil and natural gas as power 

plant fuels. Although there is only one 800 MW nuclear 

generating unit presently in operation in SWPP (Russellville, 

Arkansas) and none in ERGOT, there is a substantial amount of 

nuclear generating capacity on order or under construction. 

Much of this, however, will not be available until after 1980. 

In the interim, coal/lignite is being heavily counted upon to 

fill the void that is expected to exist by the withdrawal of 

natural gas as a power plant fuel as well as to provide for 

additional generating capacity. If economic forces prevail, 

it is likely that natural gas consumption by 1985 will be 

substantially less than even what the Railroad Commission 

has ordered, but this will be possible only if the regulation 

of electric utilities is such that expansion of alternative 

fuel burning capability is permitted. 

ELECTRIC GENERATION IN TEXAS, 1976-1985 

As the use of natural gas as a boiler fuel in the 

electric utility is decreased, the use of alternative fuels 

will probably increase. In the near term the major alternative 

to present fuels will be western coal and Texas lignite, and 

to a much lesser extent nuclear fuels. During the next 11-20 
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years, ERCOT estimates that a total of 52,300 MW will be 

installed, of which 74.0 percent will be based on fossil 

fuels, 24.5 percent will be nuclear, and 1.5 percent hydro

electric. 

In 1975, Texas lignite represented about 9 percent of 

the fuel usage of the electric utility industry; no genera

tion plants using western coal were in operation. Based on 

data from the Texas electric industry, it is projected that 

by 1985 about 23 percent of the state's electricity needs 

will be met by lignite and 20 percent by coal. Depending on 

regulatory actions and availability of natural gas and fuel 

8oil, the contribution may be even greater. 

Lignite 

The first record of lignite occurrence in Texas is found 

on a map by L'Heriter published in Paris in 1819. Before the 

rise of oil and natural gas, lignite was a major energy source 

in Texas but its use had dropped to near zero in recent years 

a resu1t o f 01 and gas . 9 as ·1 product1on. 

In 1954, at a time of general natural gas use and availa

bility, Alcoa opened a lignite surface mine near Rockdale to 

produce fuel for generating electricity to he used in alumninum 

processing. Sandow Plant, the name given to this facility, 

was the first major mine-mouth power plant in Texas. It has 

a capacity of 360 WI, with 60 MW purchased by Texas Power and 

Light. 
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By the end of the 1950s, the Texas Utilities system had 

recognized the future significance of lignite. and had begun 

an extensive exploration and acquisition program. Their 

efforts resulted in large holdings of high quality lignite, 

primarily in the Wilcox formation. 

The first lignite-fired power plant built exclusively by 

Texas Utilities was Big Brown Plant near Fairfield. Put into 

commercial operation in 1971 7 Big Brown consists of two 575 MW 

tmits. This plant has served as a testing facility to demon

strate both the feasibility of Texas lignite utilization for 

commercial electric power and the environmental impact of 

lignite mining and utilization. Although not all questions 

have been answered, Big Brown has, on the whole, operated in 
10 an exemplary fashion according to industry spokespersons. · 

By 1977, Texas Utilities had opened other lignite plants 

with plans for several more to be brought on line during the 

late 1970s and early 1980s (see Table 2 and Figure 3). By 

1985, SO to 60 percent of the power production of the company 

will be based on lignite. All the lignite will be supplied by 
11surface mining along the Wilcox formation. 

Texas Utilities is not alone in its interest in lignite. 

The planned San Miguel Plant, a joint project of the South 

Texas and Medina Electric Cooperatives' Pool and the Texas 

Mllllicipal Power Pool, will utilize lignite from the Jackson
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TABLE 2: SCHEDULE OF LIGNITE PLANTS IN TEXAS (1954-1985) 

LOCATION DATE 
OWNER STATION UNIT NUMBER COUNTY CITY/TOWN MW ON LINE NOTES 

Alcoa Sandow Milam Rockdale 360 1954 1 

TU Big Brown #1 Freestone Fairfield 575 12-71 2 

TU Big Brown #2 Freestone Fairfield 575 12-72 2 

TU Monticello #1 Titus Mt. Pleasant 575 12-74 2 

TU Monticello #2 Titus Mt. Pleasant 575 12-75 2 

TU Martin Lake #1 Rusk Tatum 750 3-77 2 

TU Martin Lake #2 Rusk Tatum 750 2-78 2 

TU Monticello #3 Titus Mt. Pleasant 750 3-78 3 

--..J 
~ TU Martin Lake #3 Rusk Tatum 750 2-79 2 

STM/TMPA San Miguel #1 Atascosa Jourdanton 400 12-79 

TU Sandow #4 Milam Rockdale 575 4-81 4 

TMPA Gibbons Creek #1 Grimes Carlos 400 6-81 

TU Forest Grove #1 Henderson Athens 750 1-82 2 

HLP Unassigned 750 1982 6 

TU Martin Lake #4 Rusk Tatum 750 2-83 2 

CPSB Unassigned 375 6-83 

LCRA/COA Unassigned 540 1983 

TU Twin Oak #1 Robertson Franklin 563 1-84 2 

HLP Unassigned 750 1984 5 



Page 2 

LOCATION DATE 
OWNER STATION UNIT NUBMER COUNTY CITY/TOWN MW ON LINE NOTES 

STM/TMPA San Miguel #2 Atascosa Jourdanton 400 12-84 

TU Unassigned Limestone Oak Knoll 400 1-85 

TU Twin Oak #2 Robertson Franklin 563 1-85 2 

TU Unassigned Rusk Mill Creek 750 1-85 2 

LCRA/COA Unassigned 540 1985 

TMPA Gibbons Creek #2 Grimes Carlos 400 6-85 

Source: Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT), Response to FPC Order No. 383~3 
(Docket R-362), April 1, 1976. 

NOTES: 

1. 60 MW purchased by TPL. ERCOT, 1976. 

2. Jointly owned by DPL, TPL, and TESCO. ERCOT, 1976. 

3. Jointly owned by. TPL and TESCO. ERCOT, 1976. 

4. Jointly owned by TPL and ALCOA. ERCOT, 1976. 

5. Probably lingite, fuel plans not definite, telephone interview with J. H. McConnell 
of HLP, February 22, 1977. 
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Yegua Formation in South Texas. Other groups involved or 

showing interest in lignite utilization are: City Public 

Service Board of San Antonio, Houston Lighting and Power, 

Lower Colorado River Authority, and the City of Austin. 

The future of Texas lignite indicates that considerable 

development will occur. Surface lignite utilization by the 

utility industry will approach 40 million tons per year by 

198S. Allowing for use by other industries, total utilization 
12 may reach SS million tons. 

Coal 

The first coal-fired station in Texas is Southwestern 

Public Service Company's Harrington Plant near Amarillo. This 

plant began operating in June 1976. The 360 MW .facility uses 

coal from the Amax Coal Company mine at Belle Ayr, Wyoming 

in the Powder River Basin. The coal is transported by unit 

train to the plant by Burlington Norther, Inc., at a total 
13cost of about $12.2S per ton. Two identical units are 

scheduled to -begin operating in 1978 and 1980. Other Texas 

utilities planning coal-fired generating plants are Southwestern 

Electric Power Company, City Public Service Board of San Antonio, 

Houston Lighting and Power, City of Austin, Lower Colorado 

River Authority, Central Power and Light, and possibly Texas 

Utilities (see Table 3 and Figure 4). El Paso Electric 

Company is supplied electricity from coal by the Arizona 

Public Service Company, operating agent for the Four Corners 
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TABLE 3: SCHEDULE OF COAL PLANTS IN TEXAS (1976-1986) 

OWNER STATION UNIT NUMBER 
LOCATION 

COUNTY CITY/TOWN MW 
DATE 

ON LINE NOTES 

SWPS Harrington #1 Potter Amarillo 356.7 6-76 

EPE Four Corners Farmington New Mexico 111.3 prior to 1976 l 

SWEP Welsh #1 Morris Cason 528 2-77 

CPSB J. T. Deely #1 Bexar San Antonio 446 5-77 

CPSB J. T. Deely #2 Bexar San Antonio 446 11-77 

HLP w. A. Parish #5 Fort Bend Richmond 665 3-78 

SWPS Harrington #2 Potter Amarillo 356.7 6-78 

HLP w. A. Parish #6 Fort Bend Richmond 665 3-79 

'l 
00 WTU Northeastern #4 100 5-79 

LCRA/COA Fayette #1 Fayette LaGrange 600 6-79 

CPL Coleto Creek #1 Goliad Fannin 550 12-79 

SWEP Welsh #2 Morris Cason 528 3-80 

WTU Northeastern #4 100 5-80 

LCRA Fayette #2 Fayette LaGrange 600 6-80 

SWPS Harrington #3 Potter Amarillo 356.7 6-80 

EPE Four Corners Farmington New Mexico 236 1980, 1986 

HLP w. A. Parish #7 Fort Bend Richmond 734 1982 2,3,4 

SWPS South Plains #1 Lamb Sudan 560 6-82 5 

SWEP Welsh #3 Morris Cason 528 3-82 
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LOCATION DATE 
OWNER STATION UNIT NUMBER COUNTY CITY/TOWN MW ON LINE NOTES 

HLP W. A. Parish #8 Fort Bend Richmond 734 3-84 3 

SWPS South Pal ins #2 Lamb Sudan 560 6-84 5 

HLP Undetermined 750 1984 

TU Converts 5 gas-fired plants to coal 2840 1983-1985 

CPL Coleto Creek #2 Goliad Fannin 550 6-86 

Source: Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT}, Response to FPC Order No. 383--3 
(Docket R-362}, April 1, 1976. 

-.....i NOTES: 
\0 

1. Electricity from coal supplied by contract from Arizona Public Service Company, operating 
agent for the Four Corners Plant~ EPE is a 7% participant of units 4 and 5. ERCOT, 1976. 

2. Lignite usage estimated to commence in 1981. Letters from electric utilities to Joe C. 
Hanna, Chairman, Committee on Energy Resources, House of Representatives, State of Texas, 
January 1976. 

3. 734 MW figure from Federal Energy Administration Region VI, Energy Data Book, July 1976, 
p. 10. 

4. 1985 on line date from telephone interview with J. H. McConnell of HLP, February 22, 1977. 

5. 560 MW figure from Mr. Webber of SWPS, telephone interview, February 22, 1977. 
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Plant near Farmington, New Mexico. El Paso Electric is a 

7 percent participant of two future units and will acquire 

about 236 tM' as such. 

In summary, western coal use for electric power genera

tion in Texas will grow from zero in 1975 to an estimated 

30-35 million tons per year in 1985. The utilization of this 

amount of western coal .as an alternative would save approxi

mately 600 billion cubic ·feet of gas in the year 1985. This 

is equivalent to 8 percent of Texas' 1975 production of 

natural gas and 45 percent of the natural gas used by the 
14

electric utility industry in 1975. 

Nuclear 

In light of the national and state fuel shortages, 

nuclear power is usually mentioned as a likelihood to take 

up much of the slack left by natural gas and oil. During 

the early 1970s and prior to the 1973 Arab oil embargo, 

several planned nuclear power plants in Texas were postponed 

due to escalating construction and capital costs. In its 

1975 report to the FPC, ERCOT projects that by 1985 nuclear 

power will supply 7,200 WI of electricity to Texas consumers. 

However, in 1976 the formerly postponed Allens Creek 

nuclear power plant planned by Houston Lighting and Power 

was rescheduled to begin operating in 1985. Combined with 

Gulf States Utilities Blue Hills Units 1 and 2, Texas' nuclear 
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capacity by 1991 will be in the range of 9,000 MW (see Table 4 

and Figure S). 

In February, 1977, Southwestern Public Service Company 

announced plans to be a participant in the Gas-Cooled Fast 

Breeder Reactor Program to construct the first breeder reactor 

of this type in the United States. This 300 MW demonstration 

plant is to be constructed in the Amarillo area and will 

produce 45 percent more fuel than it consumes. The facility 

is expected to begin operating in the late 1980s. 

Hydro 

The current contribution to the Texas energy picture 

by hydroelectric energy is relatively insignificant. Exis

ting hydroelectric capacity of the Lower Colorado River 

Authority (LCRA) is 202 MW. It is highly unlikely that the 

percentage contribution will increase any in the near future 

due to the unavailability of suitable water sources. At this 

time there are only two small hydroelectric plants with a 

capacity of 32 MW being considered for the next ten years. 

Figure 6 illustrates the projected megawatt output by 

fuel tyr 0 over the period 1976 to 1985 as reported by the 

electric utility industry in Texas. 
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TABLE 4: SCHEDULE OF NUCLEAR PLANTS IN TEXAS (1976-1991) 

LOCATION DATE 
OWNER STATION UNIT NUMBER COUNTY CITY/TOWN MW ON LINE NOTES 

Joint South Texas #1 Matagorda Palacios 1,250 10-80 1 

TU Comanche Peak #1 Somervell Glen Rose 1,150 1-81 

Joint South Texas #2 Matagorda Palacios 1,250 3-82 1 

TU Comanche Peak #2 Somervell Glen Rose 1,150 12-82 

HLP Allens Creek #1 Austin Wallis 1,150 1-85 

GSU Blue Hills #1 Jasper Jasper 918 1989 

GSU Blue Hills #2 Jasper Jasper 918 1991 

HLP Allens Creek #2 Austin Wallis 1,150 ? 
00 
(J.j 

Source: 1. Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) , ResEonse to Federal Power 
Commission Order No. 383-3 (Docket No. R-362) , April 1, 1977. 

2. U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration, "Nuclear Power Reactors 
in the United States," June 30, 1976. 

Note: 1. HLP, CPS, CPL, COA. 
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Note : 
(11 Lignite, coal, nuclear-derived from Tables 2, 3, ana 4 and Figures 4 , 5, and 6 respectively . 

(21 Oil and gas compiled from: 
(al Electric Reliability Council of Texas, Response to Federal Power Commission Order No. 383·3 (Docket R-362), 

April 1, 1976. 
(bl Federal Power Commission, "The Phasing Out of Natural Gas and Oil for Electric Power Generation, Southwest 

Power Pool and Electric Reliability Council of Texas, Part I : Present Electric Utility Program, 1975-1984," 
Fort Worth : FPC, Bureau of Power, September, 1975. 
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CHAPTER V 

MINING REGULATION AND LIGNITE DEVELOPMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

All present and proposed lignite-fired generating plants 

in Texas will receive lig111te extracted by surface mining. 

Surface mining represents the quickest, most economical 

method of extraction. Surface mining can cause serious 

damage to the environment during or after mining, if preven

tive measures are not taken. Some of the consequences of 

surface mining are disruption of land use, excessive erosion 

and landslides, improper drainage and flood control, water 

pollution, destruction of fish and wildlife habitats, and 

overall degradation of environmental quality. It has been 

demonstrated in many areas of the nation that these effects 

can be lessened by adopting appropriate mining techniques 

and by reclaiming and revegetating the mined land. 

As of 1975, 38 states, including Texas, had adopted and 

implemented legislation regulating surface mining of 

. 1 1minera s. The usual ,method of regulation requires state 

approved permits prior to mining, establishes reclamation 

standards, requires reclamation and. revegetation of the mined 

land according to a plan approved by the state, and provides 

~enalties for non-compliance. 
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The U.S. Congress is considering legislation (H.R. 2) 

to establish a similar national system of surface mining 

regulation. A key provision of this legislation allows 

state governments to assume administrative and enforcement 

authority, provided the state program meets certain stan

dards specified in the federal legislation. 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine Texas surface 

mining regulations for lignite. Specifically discussed are: 

the provisions of the Texas Surface Mining and Reclamation 

Act; the issues involving the Act and its implementation; 

the ability of the Texas Act to meet pending federal standards 

for state surface mining regulation; and the impact of 

pending federal legislation on the availability of coal from 

the western states. The chapter also looks briefly at the 

effects of in situ gasification of lignite on land. 

TEXAS SURFACE MINING AND RECLAMATION ACT 

The Texas Surface Mining and Reclamation Act became 

effective on January 1, 1976 and established a Surface Mining 

and Reclamation Division within the Texas Railroad Commission. 

This Division is responsible for the administration and enforce

ment of the Act. Rules for its implementation were promulgated 

by the Commission in February, 1976. The Act specifically 
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recognizes that a balance must be maintained between the 

needs for lignite and the potential environmental damage 

that might arise from its use. Much of the structure and 

language of the Texas Act which is designed to maintain this 

balance parallels provisions in the Federal Surface Mining 

Control and Reclamation Acts of 1974 and 197S (S 42S and 

HR 2S, respectively). Though these were both vetoed by Presi

dent Ford, the committee drafting SB SS felt they should be 

used as a guide in considering legislation. 

Provisions of the Act 

All references below are to Senate Bill SS of the 64th 

Legislature as passed and enrolled, or the amendments to it 

contained in SB 12SO of the 6Sth legislature as passed and 

enrolled. 

l. Permits. All surface mining operators within the 

State of Texas must obtain a permit from the Commission. 

Companies that have .filed a permit application by July 1, 1976, 

may continue to operate until the application is approved or 

denied. Permit applications must contain: a description of 

the kind of land to be mined; the names of the owners of the 

surface rights, mineral rights and surface mining operations; 

a detailed description of mining techniques; and any other 

information the Commission may request. The application 

must be accompanied by an application fee of not more than 
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$200 to be increased to $10 per acre when the application is 

approved (Section 2). 

2. Reclamation Plans. A plan for the reclamation of 

the mined land must also be submitted. The plan must be 

consistent with local physical, environmental and climato

logical conditions and must include a description of past, 

present, and future land uses. In addition, the plan must 

describe the capacity of the land to support the proposed 

use, how the reclamation is to be performed, the reclamation 

costs per acre, and the reclamation time schedule (Section 10). 

3. Reclamation Standards. The Act specifies approxi

mately 20 standards which must be met. Primary among these 

are: (a) restoration of the land to the same or "a substan

tially beneficial condition considering the present and past 

uses of the land"; (b) reduction of highwalls, spoils and 

banks sufficient to control erosion unless restoration to the 

approximate original contour is required by federal law; 

(c) stabilization and protection of all land sufficient to 

prevent erosion; and (d) assumption of responsibility for 

successful revegetation for a period of four years beyond 

the first year in which the vegetation has been successfully 

established (Section 11). 

4.. Designation of Lands Unsuitable for Surface Mining. 

After receiving a permit application, the Commission inspects 

the proposed mining site and decides if it is unsuitable for 
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surface mining.. The following types of areas may be de.clared 

unsuitable: areas whe,re reclamation is not feasible; renewa

ble resource lands; areas subject to frequent flooding; areas 

of unstable geology; areas of historical, cultural or archaeo

logical value; state or national parks or wilderness areas; 

and areas endangering any public road, public building, 

cemetery, school, church or similar structure. Any person 

may file a petition requesting that a piece of land be 

designated as unsuitable. If this has been done, the Commis

sion may not issue a permit for mining that land until a 

public hearing has been held (Section 13). 

s. Public Notice and Hearings. All permit applicants 

must make notice, in a newspaper within the affected area, 

of the fact that the appl ication has be en filed. The 

Commission must notify affected state agencies and local 

governments of all permit applications... Any person may file 

comments with the Commission, but no public hearing need be 

held on a permit application unless the Commission determines 

that the application, after considering all comments, is of 

"significance sufficient to warrant a public hearing" 

(Sec tion 16). 

6. Penal ties. The Commission may file for an injunc

tion to restrain a violation of the Act and may impose a 

$5,000 fine for each day of violation. Also, persons or 
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corporations who criminally violate a condition of the permit 

or a valid court order, or who commit perjury concerning a 

permit application or surface mining operation are subject, 

upon conviction, to a penalty of a $10,000 fine and/or one 

year imprisonment (Section 21). 

Issues 

To date, the implementation of the Texas Surface Mining 

and Reclamation Act has generated little controversy and 

few policy issues. Representatives of the surface mining 

industry appear to agree with the intent of the Act and 

characterize it as balanced. Affected landowners and the 

general public have expressed little more than passing curio

sity toward the Act or the permit applications on which the 

Commission has held public hearings.. There is, however, 

some feeling that the reclamation standards may be too 

inflexible when applied to individual tracts of land. 

The provisions concerning public hearings on permit 

appli~ations has drawn the attention of some environmental 

groups, notably the Land Use Committee of the League of 

Women Voters.. This group expressed its concern over the 

discretion the Railroad Commission has in calling a public 

hearing in permit applications and recommended the creation 

of a citizens' advisory council to assist the Commission. 

It should be noted that the Commission has, to date, held 

public hearings on all permit applications it has considered. 
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A second issue concerns Section .11 of the Act, which 

requires a surface mining operator to assume responsibility 

for successful revegetation of reclaimed land for a period 

of four years beyond the first year of revegetation. The 

problem lies in the ability of the surface mining operator 

who has leased the lignite from the surface landowner to 

control the actio~s of that landowner beyond the period of 

the lease so as to insure that revegetation is maintained once 

the landowner re-enters the land. Surface mining leases 

normally expire when mineral production ceases. A paper 

prepared for Continental Oil Company contends that both the 

lessor and the lessee have a legal obligation to comply with 

all laws of the state concerning the use of the land and thus 

meet the requirements of the Act. The paper concludes that 

surface mining leases can and should be written in a fashion 
2which expressly recognizes this obligation. 

It is too early to judge the effectiveness of the Texas 

Surface Mining and Reclamation Act. No changes in its pro

visions seem needed at the present time. 

COMPARISON OF THE TEXAS SURFACE MINING ACT 

AND THE PROPOSED FEDERAL LEGISLATION 

The U.S. Congress recently approved legislation estab

lishing a nation-wide system of surface mining regulation. 

The legislation (H.R. 2) establishes federal standards under 
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federal enforcement should a state fail to develop a program 

which meets the standards or should it decline to administer 

the program. The standards found in both laws will be com

pared and the ability of the Texas law to meet the federal 

requirements will be assessed. 

The principal difference between the Texas Surface 

Mining and Reclamation Act and the Federal Act is the amount 

of detail and specificity of the two bills. The Texas bill 

is nore general and uses broader statutory language which, in 

turn, wllows the Commission more discretion. During the 

floor debate, the authors of S.B. SS reduced the scope of 

the bill to include only coal, uranium, and lignite, yet the 

language in the bill remained broad. The Federal Act has the 

luxury of specificity and the comparisons between the bills 

must be viewed from that perspective. 3 

Background 

Federal surface mining legislation has been introduced 

since 1968, but all attempts at enactment have failed. 

President Ford twice vetoed bills similar to H.R. 2. It 

is, however, quite evident that the new administration views 

this issue differently. The bill received the endorsements 

of Secretary of The Interior Cecil Andrus, Administrator 

of the Federal Energy Administration John O'Leary, and Energy 

Adviser James Schlesinger, as well as President Carter. 
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The intent of the pending legislation r~garding juris

diction of surface mining regulation is clear. Section 

SOl(e) -0f H.R. 2 states, 

••• because of the diversity in terrain, climate, 
biologic, chemical, and other physical conditions 
in areas subject to strip mining operations, the 
primary governmental responsibility for developing, 
authorizing, issuing and enforcing regulations of 
surface mining and reclamation operations subject 
to this Act should rest with the States. 

Similarly, the intent of the Texas Legislature on this 

matter is also clear. Substantial portions of S.B. SS were 

drafted with consideration of previous federal legislation, 

which would allow the states to assume exclusive jurisdic

tion over surface mining regulation. The intent of the 

Legislature is made clear in Section 7(e) of the Act: 

On passage of any federal surface mining legis
lation, the commission shall take the steps 
necessary to establish the exclusive jurisdiction 
of this state over the regulation of surface 
mining and reclamation operations. Should the 
federal administrative agency diapprove the 
regulatory program of this state as submitted, 
the commission shall take all necessary and 
appropriate steps, including making recommendations 
for remedial legislation, to clarify, alter, and 
amend such programs to comply with the require
ments of the federal act. 

H~R. 2 contains six specific standards that a state 

program must meet to assume exclusive jurisdiction over 

surface mining regulation. These include mining and recla

mation standards, penalities, administrative capability, a 
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permit system, designation of areas unsuitable for surface 

mining and interagency coordination. The u.s. Department of 

the Interior will be the agency responsible for approving or 

disapproving state programs. 

Mining Regulation and Reclamation Standards 

Section 503(a)(l) of H.R. 2 states that to qualify for 

exclusive jurisdiction, a state program must be based on "a 

state law which provides for the regulation of surface coal 

mining and the reclamation operations in accordance with the 

requirements of this Act .• " The most relevant section to 

which this refers is Section 515 - Environmental Protection 

Performance Standards .. The purpose of this section is to 

insure that environmental protection and reclamation are 

considered of equal importance to producing coal and to 

establish specific standards for mining operations and 

reclamation.. The principal requirements call for the 

rehabilitation of land to its approximate original contour, 

revegetation, minimization of changes in the hydrologic 

balance and prohibition of downslope dumping. The Texas law 

addresses all of these concerns, although in less detail. 

S.. B. SS permits the return of the land to a "substan

tially beneficial" condition while the federal language 

requires return of the land to a "higher or better" use. 

Although both laws strive for enforceable reclamation stan

dards, "substantially beneficial" and "higher and better" 
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are distinct terms subject to diverse interpretation. The 

heart of the federal controversy over reclamation has been 

the concern of mining operators with judicial and regulatory 

interpretation of "higher or better" use. 

Penal ties 

A state program must provide penalties for violations 

of state laws, regulations, or conditions of permits 

equivalent to the minimum requirements of the federal bill, 

including "civil and criminal actions, forfeiture of bonds, 

suspensions, revocations and withholding of permits, and the 

issuance of cease and desist orders." S. B. 55 assesses the 

same penalties and contains the same or similar language 

regarding the other areas cited. 

Capability of the State Regulatory Agency 

The third condition for approval of a state program is 

sufficient funding for effective control of surface coal 

mining and reclamation operations by the state in accordance 

with the provisions of the Act. The Surface Mining and 

Reclamation Division of the Texas Railroad Commission has 

been given this function. The Division was authorized nine

teen positions, and the fiscal note indicated that the 

administrative costs for the first year would be $250,000. 

The determination of the sufficiency of this operation will 

rest with the Department of the Interior. 
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Permit Sys tern 

The fourth condition for the approval of a state pro

gram is the effective implementation, maintenance and 

enforcement of a permit system meeting the requirements of 

the federal bill. There are five basic steps in a permit 

system: permit applications; permit approval; public 

notice and hearings; reclamation variances; and monitoring 

and enforcement. 

1.. Permit Applications.. The information required in 

a permit application is similar in both bills, but the 

federal bill requires more detailed information. The 

Railroad Commission has the authority to require such 

additional information deemed necessary by it to fulfill 

its responsibilities, and through this section should be 

able to meet the federal requirements. 

2. Permit Approval.. The permit approval, denial and 

modification procedures are also essentially the same in 

both, with three substantive exceptions: 

a. Section 506(c) of H.R. 2 requires that permits 
be terminated within three years of issuance 
if mineral development has not begun. The 
Texas law contains no such provision. 

b. Section 510 (c) of H.R. 2 requires applicants 
to file all notices of violations of surface 
mining regulations pertaining to air or water 
environmental protection during the one year 
period prior to the date of the application. 
The Texas law contains no similar provisions. 
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c. Section Sll(c) of H.R. 2 grants authority to 
the regulatory authority to "require reasonable 
revision or modification of the permit provi
sions during the terms of the permit." The 
Railroad Commission is given no such authority. 

3... Public Notice and Public Hearings. The public notice 

and public hearings requirements of both bills are very similar. 

Both allow local bodies, agencies, authorities, or companies 

an opportunity to submit written comments regarding the appli

cation for a permit. They also provide a similar opportunity 

to anyone having an interest which is or may be adversely 

affected. 

One potentially significant difference between HR 2 and 

SB 5 is in the area of public hearings. Texas law grants the 

Commission authority to determine when interest is of "signi

ficance sufficient to warrant a public hearing." Section 

513(a) of HR 2 states: 

If written objections are filed and an informal 
conference requested, the regulatory authority 
shall then hold an informal conference in the 
locality of the proposed mining ••• 

This section therefore relieves the regulato~y authority of 

any discretion in this area. As a matter of procedure, the 

Commission has held public hearings on all permit applications. 

It appears that the Commission could meet the requirements 

of the federal legislation through a specification of its 

administrative practices. 
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4. Reciamation Variances. Section 515 (c) of H. R. 2 

requires that each approved state program may have a procedure 

to grant variances from the requirement that mineral land 

be reclaimed to its approximate or original con tour. Such 

variances can be allowed only if the mined land is used for 

an industrial, commercial, agricultural, residential, or 

public facility and certain specific requirements of the 

bill are met .. Also, the state authority, in granting the 

variance, must allow a sixty-day period for comments on the 

variance from the "governing body of the unit of general pur

pose government in which the land is located and any state or 

federal agency which the regulatory authority, in its discre

tion, determines to have an interest in the proposed use ••• " 

(Sec. 515(c)(3)(D)). Furthermore, "All permits granted under 

the provisions of this section shall be reviewed not more than 

three years from the date of issuance of the permit unless 

the applicant affirmatively demonstrates that the proposed 

development is proceeding in accordance with the terms of the 

approved schedule and reclamation~. plan." 

The Texas program permits reclamation variances for 

similar reasons; however, a public hearing is required. 

Section 11 (c} states: 

A method of reclamation other than that provided in 
this section may be approved by the Commission, 
after public hearing, if the Commission determines 
that any method of reclemation required by this 
section is not practicable and that such alternative 
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method will provide for the · affected land to be 
restored to a substantially beneficial condition. 

In brief, the variance provisions of the Texas program 

are similar. It is probable that any changes necessary to 

achieve federal approval could be made through the promulga

tion of new rules or regulations by the Commission rather than 

by legislative amendment. 

S. Monitoring, Inspection and Enforcement. The 

federal requirements regarding monitoring, inspection and 

enforcement are more specific and stringent, but not incom

patible with the state law. The federal bill does have a 

"conflict of interest" clause that forbids federal employees 

of the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement 

from having any direct or indirect financial interest in any 

underground or surface coal mining operation. The Texas Act 

has no such provision. 

In summary, the specifications of the federal bill for 

state implementation programs are not met in all their 

detail by the Texas law. Generally speaking, however, a 

similar intent is evident in the language of both laws and 

the differences are ones of degree rather than kind. The 

differences can not be dismissed, but it appears that they 

can be resolved through adoption of appropriate administra

tive procedures and requirements by the Texas Railroad 

Commission. 
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There remains one important area that could threaten 

the ability of Texas to assume exclusive jurisdiction. 

Section 520 of H.R. 2 provides that any person having an 

interest that is adversely affected may commence a civil 

action on his own behalf against: any person alleged to 

be in violation of the provisions of the l~w; the regula

tions adopted pursuant to the law; or an order issued by 

the regulatory authority in enforcing the law. Texas law 

has no similar provision. 

Designation of Areas Unsuitable for Surface Mining 

Section 522 of H.R. 2 specifies the types of land that 

may be designated as unsuitable for surface mining, and 

establishes a process whereby any person with an adversely 

affected interest may petition to have a tract of land so 

designated. Within ten months of the receipt of a valid 

petition requesting such designation, the state authority 

must hold a public hearing in the area and issue a decision 

within 60 days of the public hearing. The section also 

requires that the state undertake a planning process, the 

purpose of which is to establish criteria and data for the 

designation of lands as unsuitable for surface mining. 

The Texas Surface Mining Act (Section 13) establishes 

similar criteria for the designation of lands as unsuitable 

for surface mining. The procedure for such designation, 

however, differs substantially from the federal bill. Any 
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person may petition the Railroad Commission to have an area 

so designated, but the Commission need not act or hold a 

public hearing on that petition until such time as a surface 

mining permit application is filed. Thus, Texas law prevents 

the designation of an area as unsuitable until mining is 

specifically proposed for the area. Second, Texas law does 

not direct the Railroad Commission to undertake a planning 

process for the designation of unsuitable areas .. It does, 

however, appear that the Commission could meet the planning 

requirements of the federal legislation without additional 

state legislation because no formal action on a designation 

is necessary until a valid petition is received. Additional 

legislation may, however, be needed that requires the 

Commission to act on petitions for the designation of lands 

as unsuitable prior to the filing of a permit application 

for mining of the land. 

Interagency Coordination Process 

The final provision necessary for a state program to be 

approved is the establishment of a process for coordinating 

the review and issuance of permits for surface coal mining 

and reclamation operations with other federal and state 

agencies ~ection 503(a)(6) of H.R. 2). Coordination with 

numerous state agencies is required in Section 8 of the 

Texas law. The Commission, it seems, could adopt procedures 

to include the necessary federal agencies. 
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St.mlmary 

Definitive statements about the success of the Texas 

Surface Mining and Reclamation Act are extremely difficult 

to niake. The Department of the Interior has not finished 

drafting implementation rules nor has it begun to render 

decisions on the approval of state programs. From the pre

vious review, it is possible, however, to identify certain 

areas in which the Texas surface mining regulation program 

may need administrative or legislative modification. 

Those areas in which modifications appear to be 

achievable through administrative action include: 

1. More detailed information in the permit 
appl icati on; 

2. Filing a notice of all violations of air and 
water quality laws incurred during the three
year period prior to the application; 

3. A determination by the Railroad Commission 
that it will hold public hearings on all 
permit applications on which comments have 
been filed, as is the present Commission 
practice; 

4. An expansion of reclamation variance pro
cedures and criteria; 

S. A planning process to provide data for the 
designation of areas unsuitable for surface 
mining; and, 

6. Procedures to include relevant federal 
agencies in the permit application review 
process. 
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Those areas identified above in which additional legis

lation may be necessary include: 

1. A requirement that a permit be revoked if lignite 
development has not begun within three years 
from the date of issuance of the permit; 

2. Authority for the Railroad Commission to re
quire reasonable revisions of the permit during 
the period of the permit; 

3. A conflict of interest clause forbidding employees 
of the Railroad Commission from having any direct 
or indirect financial interest in any coal or 
lignite operation; 

4. Provisions to allow c1t1zens suits for enforce
ment of the law; and 

5. A requirement that the Commission hold a public 
hearing within ten months of the receipt of a 
petition for designation of lands unsuitable for 
surface mining and render a decision within six 
months thereafter. 

OTHER ISSUES IN H.R. 2 

Reclamation Tax 

Section 401 of the bill establishes an abandoned mine 

reclamation fund to provide revenues for the purchase and 

reclamation of land which has previously been mined but left 

unreclaimed. Revenues for the fund are provided by the levy 

of a reclamation fee on coal or lignite produced after the 

passage of the bill. The reclamation fee on surface mined 

coal will be 35 cents per ton or 10 percent of the value of the 

coal, whichever is less~ The reclamation fee on lignite will 

be 10 cents per ton or 2 percent of the value of the lignite, 
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whichever is less. Reclamation fees will be in effect for 

fifteen years from passage of the bill unless extended by 

Congress. 

An even more disconcerting feature of this section of 

H.R. 2 is the proposed use of the reclamation fund. Fifty 

percent of the reclamation fees received from a state will 

be spent for abandoned mine reclamation within that state 

upon the recommendation of the Governor, and the remaining 

SO percent will be used at the discretion of the Secretary 

of the Interior to accomplish the purposes of abandoned mine 

reclamation.. However, if the funds reserved to a state have 

not been expended within three years from the receipt of 

the funds, they revert to the Secretary of the Interior. 

Thus, a state such as Texas which has relatively few unre

claimed surface mines could conceivably contribute a sub

stantial amount of funds to the reclamation of abandoned 

mines in other states. 

The Texas Surface Mining and Reclamation Act contains 

no reclamation tax, but does provide for a fund to finance 

the reclamation of mined lands where necessary. Revenues 

for the fund will be obtained from fees, grants, penalties 

and the forfeiture of performance bonds. 
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Irnplica tions for Wes tern Coal Development 

A subsidiary issue is the impact of such regulation on 

the development of coal in the western states and the sub

sequent effect on the development of Texas lignite. The 

passage of federal surface mining legislation is not expected 

to have a significant impact on the availability of western 

coal, and thus on Texas lignite development, for two reasons. 

First, the passage of federal surface mining legisla

tion is not likely to affect the pattern of surface mining 

regulation in the wes~ern states providing coal to Texas. 

These states have long been involved in the development of 

federal surface mining legislation and have consistently worked 

for state responsibility for surface mining regulation. Such 

authority is granted in the proposed Surface Mining Control 

and Reclamation Act of 1977 (H.R. 2) and has been provided in 

the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-377). 

Approximately half of the western coal deposits are found in 

federal lands. The states can regulate the surface mining 

operations by virtue of authority granted in both P~L. 94-377 

and H.R. 2 even though the federal government will control 

the leasing of mineral rights on public domain lands. In 

addition, the states of Wyoming, Montana and New Mexico have 

passed surface mining legislation which is, in most respects, 

equal to the requirements of the federal legislation, and in 

some respects, stricter than federal requirements. Wyoming 
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and Montana have had such legislation since the early ·1970s. 

New Mexico recently passed amendments to its surface mining 

law to bring it into greater conformity with proposed federal 

legislation. Thus, it does not appear that federal surface 

mining legislation, as now proposed, will substantially 

alter the pattern of surface mining regulation in the western 

states. 

Second, the availability of western coal is presumed to 

be unlikely to affect the development of Texas lignite. 

Western coal and Texas lignite cannot be easily substituted 

as fuel for a given power plant.. Optimal efficiencies 

require that the plant be designed in accordance with the 

characteristics of the prospective fuel .. Normally fuel 

contracts are obtained for the full life of the plant and 

plans for the use of each type of fuel have created a sub

stantial demand for both western coal and lignite. 

EFFECTS OF IN SITU GASIFICATION ON LAND 

The utilization of deep basin lignite reserves through 

in situ gasification methods could create a problem of sur

face subsidence during the gasification process or once the 

gas has been removed. Such subsidence could lead to extin

guishment of the reaction, increased water influx from 

aquifers above the lignite seam and damage to surface or 

underground facilities. 
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Three factors, however, should make the problem of sur

face subsidence minimal. First, the relatively high ash 

content of Texas lignite means that after combustion, a 

complete void will not be left in the space previously 

occupied by the lignite. Second, subsidence can be reduced 

by starting the combustion reaction at the bottom of the 

lignite seam. Finally, a gradual settling of the overburden 

rather than an abrupt collapse will likely occur. If neces

sary, surface subsidence can be controlled by pneumatic or 

hydraulic filling of the cavity left by the gasified lignite. 4 

At depths of 3,000 feet or less, roof collapse will 
5always result in some surface subsidence. However, 

because of the relative thinness of most of the deep basin 

lignite as compared to the depth at which it lies, the 

surface effects would not be great. In many cases it would 

not even be noticeabie. There would essentially be no 

problems at all if minor subsidence occurred on open land. 

Special precautions might be necessary if pipelines, rail

roads, highways, buildings, or some environmentally sensi

tive areas were located above the reaction zones. But 

these dangers should be obvious at any particular gasifica

tion site~ Any problem could be resolved between the operator 

and the owner of the affected area. The low likelihood of 

any major conflicts over the issue of subsidence do not 

seem to justify special intervention by an outside authority 

at this time. 
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2 Cullen, David P., Surface Min ins Act "'." Development and 
Interpretation. Houston: Continental Oil Company, Febru
ary, 1977, pp. F-5 - F-10. 

3 Personal communication with Frank Scheffield, Office of 
State-Federal Relations, Washington, D.,C., March 11, 1977. 

4 Edgar, Thomas F., Kaiser, W.R .. and Thompson, T.W.• , In Situ 
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Report to the NSF RANN Division, 1976, p. 2. 

S Ibid. 
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CHAPTER VI 

LIGNITE DEVELOPMENT AND A.IR QUALITY 

IBH ISSUE 

Railroad Commission Docket 600 and federal regulations 

concerning fuel conversion of electric generating plants 

have caused air pollution regulation to become an increasingly 

significant issue in energy generation in Texas. Conversion 

of Texas electric utility capacity from natural gas and oil 

to coal and lignite has, as a consequence, a shift from 

relatively clean burning fuel to relatively dirty burning ones. 

As a result of the use of lignite and coal for fuel, pollu

tion emissions will increase and with it the need for addi

tional control technology and equipment. 

The three major pollutants that are derived from the 

combustion of lignite, or of any coal, are sulfur dioxide, 

particulates, and nitrogen oxides. Figure 1 shows the 

estimated amounts of statewide discharge for each of these 

pollutants in 1972, 1985, and 2000, assuming compliance "with 

presently applicable Federal new source performance standards 

and with best available control technology as of 1974. 111 

It will be noted that not only does the total amount of each 

increase greatly, but the percentage due to electric power 

generation increases. The increases appear large, of course, 

but the expansion is partly due to the fact that present pollu

tant discharge is minimal. 
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • 

FIGURE 1: Emissions from electric power generating plants relative to total air 
pollutant emissions in the State of Texas, 1972-2000. 

2000 
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1972 

50,000Tons 

2,631,000 Tons 

6,910,700 Tons 

PARTICULATES 
20001985 

1972 

297 ,256 Tons 
576,624 Tons 

1,077 ,800 Tons 
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NOx 

19851972 

•• 27.5% •••••. II . ... ... 
• • • • • •• • • •• • • • •• • • • •• • • • • 
• • • • • 

1,380,200 Tons 2,006,000 Tons 

4,783,900 Tons 

Note : Compiled from information contained in GEAC Report E/S-2. Bill Stewart, Impact on Air Quality of Alternate 
Strategies for the Production, Distribution and Utilization of Energy in Texas 7975-2000, Austin: Governor's 
Energy Advisory Council, January, 1975. 
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The emission of these pollutants is regulated by federal 

and state legislation administered by the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) and the Texas Air ControJ Board 

(TACB). In converting to the use of coal as a generating 

fuel, Texas must face the problem of reaching and following 

federally set air pollution control standards. The issue 

to be addressed within this chapter is: What policies or 

standards with respect to air pollution control will best 

serve to protect the public health and welfare of Texans, 

while not unnecessarily restricting the growth of lignite

and coal-based energy production within the state? 

Within this issue are controversies dealing with four 

major sub-.issues. These sub-issues are: (1) tall stacks 

or intermittent controls versus continuous controls; (2) non

significant deterioration regulations; (3) best available 

control technology requirements; and (4) new source review 

standards. 

In order to facilitate an understanding of the subject 

matter involved in this chapter, the first section will 

deal with the existing ·1aws and regulatory framework of air 

pollution control in Texas. The second section will cover 

the available pollution controls by type of pollutant and 

their use in Texas .. This section will also include a 

discussion of the costs involved in pollution control inclu

ding costs to the population if control is not undertaken. 
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Section four is a summary of the present issues involved in 

the pollution laws and their enforcement. The chapter will 

be concluded with a discussion of policy alternatives and 

recommendations. 

AIR POLLUTION LAWS AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

Clean air regulation in the United States has followed 

a sequence of goals as follows: 

1) It limited regional atmospheric conditions to 

levels of pollution below certain undesirable fixed concen

trations. Such limitations are known as ambient standards. 

2) It required power plants to limit pollutant emis

sions to less than certain fixed amounts, towards the pur

pose of achieving the ambient standards. Such limitations 

are known as emission standards. Applied to new power plants, 

they are known as new source performance standards (NSPS). 

3) It required power plants with prospective locations 

in areas of relatively clean air (better than the ambient 

standards) to limit pollutant emissions as a pre-condition 

to their construction, so as not to cause the clean air to 

deteriorate significantly towards the maximum allowable 

concentrations set forth in the ambient standards. Such 

restrictions are known as non-significant deterioration 

regulations. They impose controls on plant location 

strategies in addition to controls on emissions. 
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CLEAN AIR ACT AND AMENDMENTS 

In 1967 Congress passed the Air Quality Act (P.L. 90

148) that included provisions on ambient air quality 

concentrations of pollutants in the air at the near-ground 

levels at which people would be exposed to them. This 

approach proved ineffective and in 1970 Congress passed a 

new Clean Air Act. The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970 

(P .L. 91-604) abandoned the concept of enforcement of air 

pollution control via monitoring of ambient standards. 

Instead it provided for establishment of emission limita

tions. The reasoning was that attainment of improved 

ambient air was possible only through the enforcement of 

precise and objective emission standards. The resulting 

limitations are listed in Tables 1 and 3, together with 

comparative data on unhealthy ambient pollutant levels 

(Table 2). 

The pollutants involved are total suspended particulates 

(TSP), sulfur dioxide (S0 2), and nitrogen oxides (NOx). 

Ambient standards exist also for oxidants, hydrocarbons, 

and carbon monoxide, but these are more relevant to control 

of automobile pollution than to control of stationary source 

pollution. 
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Table 1 

AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS 

Pollutant Standard 
Averaging 

Time Frequency 3ug/m ppm 

Secondary 3 hours Annual Maximum 1300 • 50 

so 2 
Primary 
Secondary 

24 
24 

hours 
hours 

Annual 
Annual 

Maximum 
Maximum 

365 
260 

.14 

.10 

Primary 
Secondary 

1 year 
1 year 

Arithmetic 
Arithmetic 

Mean 
Mean 

80 
60 

.03 

.02 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TSP 

Primary 
Secondary 

Primary 

Secondary 

24 
24 

24 

24 

hours 
hours 

hours 

hours 

Annual 
Annual 

Annual 
Mean 

Annual 
Mean 

Maximum 
Maximum 

Geometric 

Geometric 

260 
150 

75 

60 

- - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - -

N0 2 
Primary 
Secondary 

1 year 
1 year 

Arithmetic 
Arithmetic 

Mean 
Mean 

100 
100 

.OS 

. 05 

Source: Teknekron, Inc., Environmental Regulations Affecting 
The Utility Industry in Texas, April 3, 1975. 

ug ; microgam, l0- 6g. 
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Table 2 

UNHEALTHY POLLUTANT LEVELS (tig./m 3) 

Pollutant Unhealthful Very Unhealthful Emergency 

800 1600 2100 

TSP 375 625 876 

1130 2260 3000 

Source: Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., Environment 
Reporter, "Current Developments," August 27, 1976 
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Table 3 

FMISSION STANDARDS (lbs./10 6 Btu) 

Pollutant Existing Source New Source 
Performance Standards Performance Standards 

Federal Texas Federal Texas 

so 2 5.0 3.0 1.2 1. 2 

TSP 0.04-4.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 

NO 
ceoal) 1. 4 0.7 0.7 0.7 

NOX 
(lignite) 0.7 (proposed 0.7 

0. 6) 

Sources : (1) Teknekron, Inc. , Environmental Regulations 
Affecting the Utility Industry in Tex~s, 
April 3, 1975 

(2) Texas guidelines from interview with Dennis 
Haverlah, Texas Air Control Board, October 28, 
1976. 

(3) Proposed NOx standards from Environment 
Reporter, "Current Developments," pp. 1257-60, 
December 31, 1976, and 41 FR 55792. 
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Primary ambient standards are those deemed necessary to 

protect the public heal th. The more stringent secondary 

standards are those deemed necessary to protect the public 

welfare. The distinction is not always that great, but the 

latter concept includes protection against harmful aspects 

of pollutiort such as sedimentary filth, surface corrosion, 

plant damage, or poor visibility. 

As for emission standards, the distinction is made on 

the basis of when the plant was built or authorized for 

construction. Less stringent standards were applied to 

existing sources, since their extensive retrofit would be 

physically difficult and/or economically infeasible. Thus, 

they were given what will be referred to here as a grand

father clause. 

Federal legislation did not rule out the right of states 

to impose even stricter standards. For instance, Texas has 

a set of emission standards for existing sources which are 

more stringent than the federal requirements in certain 

aspects. Also, the federal NOX standard was applied only 

to coal, not to lignite. In the absence of a standard for 

lignite, the Texas Air Contro.l Board has informally adopted 

the same standard as that for coal. Within recent months, 

however, the EPA has proposed a lower NSPS for lignite (see 

Table 3). 
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Court Cases 

Implementation of the 1970 Clean Air Act by the EPA 

quickly elicited judicial challenge by environmentalists. 

These suits alleged that indirect control of ambient levels 

by emission limitations did not mean that clean air areas 

which were below those ambient levels would have to suffer 

future pollution up to those levels. To allow such signifi

cant deterioration of air quality in clean air areas would 

be to create a nationwide lowest common denominator of air 

quality, equal to the maximum allowable ambient levels. 

Environmentalists said that the EPA, in its approval of 

state implementation plans for air control, had discounted 

this factor despite Congressional intent to the contrary. 

In Jtme of 1972, the U.S. District Court for the 

District of Columbia granted injunctive relief in Sierra 

Club v. Ruckelshaus ( 4 ERC 12 OS), to prohibit EPA approval 

of state implementation plans that did not allow for control 

of significant deterioration. In November of 1972, the 

district court decision was affirmed by the U.S. Court of 

Appeals for the District of Columbia (4 ERC 1815). The case 

was then appealed to the Supreme Court in Fri v. Sierra Club 

(5 ERC 1417). In Jtme, 1973, the Supreme Court split four to 

four on the issue, with Justice Powell absent, thus sustaining 

the lower court decision. 
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Subsequently, the EPA issued regulations on non-signi

ficant deterioration which became effective in January of 

1975. These regulations were upheld in September of 1976 

by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, 

in Sierra Club v. EPA (9 ERC 1129). This case constitutes 

the most extensive legal comment on the subject. 

Another issue dealt with by the courts concerns the 

use of intermittent controls and tall stacks as opposed to 

continuous control equipment. In a series of cases 

National Resources Defense Council v. EPA (6 ERC 1248), 

Train v. NRDC (7 ERC 1735), Big Rivers v. EPA (8 ERC 1053), 

and Kennecott Copper v. EPA - judicial opinions stressed 

that the Congressional intent involved primary reliance on 

emission limitations as a means of meeting ambient standards 

and that the tall stack strategy was only a supplementary 

means of meeting these ambient standards. In addition, the 

courts held that legal emission controls did not normally 

include intermittent controls, and that their use was pre

cluded unless it could be shown that continuous controls 

were unavailable. 2 
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Clean Air Act Amendments Proposed in the 94th Congress 

In 1976, Congress considered additional amendments to 

the Clean Air Act. Some of the new provisions had to do 

with automobile emissions and will not be considered here. 

Other provisions~ which applied to stationary plant emissions, 

were an effort on the part of Congress to spell out its 

specific intent with respect to regional air quality and 

allowable types of pollution controls. Despite the creation 

of emission and ambient standards, the 1970 amendments left 

several issues unresolved. Although the amendments were 

not passed last session, the Conference bill from 1976 

(S.B~ 253) is being used this year as a basis for new amendments 

being proposed in both houses. It is fairly certain that 

the substantive components of the 1976 proposals will be 

reconsidered this year. The following are the major issues. 

1) The first issue to be dealt with was non-signifi

cant deterioration. Although this issue had been dealt with 

in the courts, Congress wished to clarify its position and 

strengthen the EPA regulations regarding deterioration. 

The 1976 amendments divided regions into three classes 

with respect to air quality preservation. Class I, for 

which the standards were strictest, included national and 

international parks, wilderness areas, memorial parks over 

5000 acres, and any other areas added by individual states 
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in concurrence with . federal officials. Class II, with less 

severe standards, included all other regions, except .for 

those that states might reclassify .as Class III, the category 

allowing the most pollution. Enforcement of these provisions 

was through the issuance of construction permits, to be 

required of anyone building a plant that would emit more 

than 100 tons of pollutants a year. This restriction on new 

building would thus reinforce the nondegradation of existing 

air quality within these regions. 

2) A major focal point of the nondegradation amend

ments was the requirement that the new plants to be granted 

permits must use the "best available technology" for control. 

Although not completely clear in its language, the provision 

implied mandatory installation of scrubbers llllless a better 

technology could be employed. 

3) Supportive of the above provision, the legislation 

specifically ruled out use of certain alternative controls. 

The first of these was the construction of tall smokestacks 

to disperse pollutants prior to their release, and to release 

them farther away from ground level. The second was the use 

of "intermittent controls," whereby a plant could resort to a 

cleaner fuel or reduce its operations to minimize pollutant 

output when weather conditions were unfavorable; or, expand 

operation if weather conditions were favorable. The prohibi

tion of these alternative controls, together with the "best 
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available technology" requirement, would have provide-d a 

more specific answer from the Congress as to what methods 

were acceptable for meeting the 1970 standards. 

4) Other provisions of the amendments would have 

extended the 1975 compliance deadline of the 1970 law to 

January 1, 1979. At the time Congress was considering the 

legislation, one-third of the nation's plants were not in 

compliance with the ambient or emission standards. The 

legislation also would have established fines for each day 

that a plant was not in compliance. Extensions of the dead

line might be granted on an individual basis, but fines 

still would be imposed in order to assure competitive fair

ness and to provide an economic incentive to comply. Finally, 

the bill would have adopted relatively tough language with 

respect to new plant extension in areas of "nonattainment" 

of the ambient standards. The conference bill would have 

made no provision for such extension in dirty-air areas. 

Roger Strelow of EPA commented that controversy over this 

last provision was the source of "a good deal of the last

minute logjam on the bill. 113 

In summary, there are several things to be said about 

the impiications of the 1976 amendments for lignite develop

ment in Texas: 
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First, the coal-fired electric power industry opposes 

the proposed 1976 emissions standards. Compliance has been 

mostly out of necessity to obtain permission for creation of 

new generating capacity to meet increasing electric power 

demands. The industry is generally opposed to the mandatory 

requirement that stack gas desulfurization equipment (i.e., 

scrubbers) be installed, primarily on the grounds of cost 

and of the inefficiency and unreliability of the technology. 

In this attitude they are at odds with certain key national 

legislators and federal regulators. As one pair of authors 

has said: 

The utility industry has resisted installation of 
a stack gas desulfurization process on the basis 
that the technology should be allowed to mature 
before the very large investment for full-plant 
systems is incurred. On the other hand, regula
tory agencies have generally argued that the tech
nology is well enough developed to warrant going
ahead. 4 

Second, nondegradation amendments such as those of 1976 

would be directly applicable to Texas lignite in that they 

relate to new power plant construction and to the clean air 

conditions that generally prevail in Texas. In relation to 

the scrubber issue, however, they impose no extra effort 

that has not already been imposed by the 1970 laws. Since 

lignite is relatively high in sulfur content, adherence to the 

1970 new source emissions standards forces reliance on some 
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form of emission control. Regardless of what happens with 

respect to the new amendments or with respect to existing 

EPA regulations, only judicial reversals or repeal of the 

1970 amendments will cause the use of scrubbers or other 

technologies to become less than inevitable. 

Third, in the face of claims that scrubbers are expensive, 

have various operational problems, and create sludge dispo

sal problems; a major issue that would arise from a "best 

availahle technology" requirement would be that of how such 

a requirement would be interpreted and implemented. Also, 

if some other technology becomes technically feasible and 

yet has not been tested on a full-scale basis, what regula

tions and incentives would apply to its introduction? 

Texas Clean Air Act 

Federal pollution control standards are administered 

through a joint federal-state program. The agency in Texas 

responsible for the administration of this program is the 

Texas Air Control Board (TACB) ,. This board was created by 

the Texas Clean Air Act in 1965. Through this Act the Board 

was authorized to create a general plan of clean air imple

men ta tion for the state. To do this it was authorized to 

make rules and regulations to govern itself, conduct hearings 

and investigations, to issue orders and to engage in legal 

proceedings to enforce those orders. 
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Programs of the TACB, especially the state implementa

tion plan, must be approved by the EPA. All emission 

standards promulgated by the state must be at least as ·strict 

as the federal standards. The most important regulation 

affecting the utilities is the requirement for a poJlution 

permit before new construction or operation of a facility 

can take place. These permits are obtained through the 

TACB after a utility demonstrates that it will comply with 

all existing federal and state air pollution regulations. 

All utilities are monitored by the Air Quality Surveillance 

section of the TACB to be sure that regulations are being 

met. If utilities do not meet their legal pollution control 

requirements they can be legally prosecuted by the TACB. 

POLLUTANT CONTROLS AND THEIR USE IN TEXAS 

Sulfur Dioxide (S0 2) 

The calculation which is used to determine maximum 

percentage sulfur content in lignite necessary for meeting 

the 1970 new source emission standard is shown below. 5 

1. 2 1bs. SO 2 

106 Btu 

66 00 Btu 
x 

lb. lignite 
x 

1 s 
= 0.396 CS/Lignite) 

New Source Btu Content Mass Ratio 
Emission 
Standard 

s to so 2 
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The percentage, approximately 0.4 percent, is far below 

the usual sulfur content for lignite, which ranges in excess 

of 1 percent. As such, it is necessary to remove a good 

portion of the sulfur in order to meet the standards. If, 

for instance, 80 percent were removed, leaving 20 percent 

to be discharged into the air, the 0.396 percent figure would 

be divided by 0.20 to yield a value of 1.98 percent. This is 

above the average range of sulfur content for lignite. 

Sulfur dioxide control is accomplished by means of low

sulfur coal use, coal beneficiation, or chemical scrubbing. 

Western coal is generally lower in sulfur content than 

lignite, and north Texas lignite is generally lower in 

sulfur content than south Texas lignite. Lignite has the 

additional disadvantage that beneficiation is not applicable 

to it. Beneficiation involves washing of the inorganic 

sulfur in the fuel. Wet washing is not possible because of 

lignite's high water absorption capacity, and dry washing 

has not been commercially demonstrated. 

Chemical scrubbing involves the removal from the flue 

gas of organic sulfur that has combined with oxygen to form 

so during the combustion process. There are five types 

of scrubbing processes available for present use: (1) lime

stone slurry scrubbing; (2) lime slurry scrubbing; (3) magnesia 

slurry scrubbing; (4) sodium solution (alkaline) scrubbing; 

and (5) catalytic oxidation. 
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The first two processes presently dominate commercial 

scrubber technology in the United States. The last three 

have only been applied recently to a few small-megawatt

capaci ty power plants. It is anticipated that scrubber 

technology of the Texas plants will be confined to the lime

stone process because of its proven commercial availability 

and because of the advantageous location of suitable limestone 

deposits. 

A second distinction between the processes is that the 

first two are non-regenerable (throwaway) processes while 

the last three are regenerable (recovery) processes. 

Throwaway processes produce a sludge material. This sludge 

material is generally useless in its raw form, and in prac

tice has been put into storage ponds or put underground. 

There are physical and chemical processes available to 

"fixate" the sludge, which would enable its use as paving or 

building material. These processes have the advantage of 

reducing the volume of the sludge, but have the disadvantage 

of increasing the costs for sulfur removal. 

Recovery processes regenerate the original scrubbing 

catalyst, while also producing a commercially salable 

by-product. These processes release a concentrated stream 

of so 2, which is then converted to either sulfur or sulfuric 

acid. While these by-products are useful, the regenerable 

processes could threaten economic disruption of the sulfur 
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industry if widely adopted. Production of sulfur from 

electric generation could conceivably become as great as 

present commercial production, thus causing severe price 

depression. 

More promising technology includes a sixth scrubbing 

process developed in Japan, but presently confined to non

coal so 2 control. This is a regenerable process that utilizes 

ammonia scrubbing and that controls NOX as well as so • Its2 

by-product is ammonium sulfate, an agricultural fertilizer. 6 

On the distant horizon, sulfur removal technology may 

shift to modification of the combustion process .. The most 

discussed process is the fluidized bed boiler, which removes 

so 2 and also increases thermal efficiency. However, flui

dized beds are not expected to be commercially available 
7until the late 1980s. 

Nitrogen Oxides (NOX) 

NOX pollution is a worrisome problem for both auto

mobile emissions and power plant emissions. Besides being 

toxic, NOX contributes to photochemical smog and haze. It 

is formed by thermal fixation (oxidation) of atmospheric 

nitrogen in the combustion process, or by oxidation of 

organic nitrogen in the fuel. Formation of organic nitrogen 

through oxidation is especially relevant to Texas power 
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plants because coal and lignite contain more organic nitrogen 

than natural gas or oil. Coal and lignite contain 0.2-0.S 

percent nitrogen, and oxidation is responsible for 80-90 

percent of NOX emissions. 8 

NOX pollution is not presently controlled by post

combustion chemical denitrification, but by modification of 

the combustion process. The means of control include staged 

combustion, biased firing, reduction of excess air, and 

burner design to adjust mixing of fuel and air. 9 Other 

means, such as flue gas recirculation, water injection, or 

reduced air preheating, are not practical because they do 

not affect organic nitrogen or because they reduce thermal 

efficiency. 

Burner designs are categorized as stoker-fired, pul

verized-fired and cyclone-fired, in order of least emissions 

to greatest emissions. Stoker-fired designs, however, are 

limited in physical size. Pulverized-fired designs are of 

the tangentially-fired type and the horizontally-fired type, 

with tangential-firing producing less NOX emission. 10 

Texas plants currently ~se tangential-firing. 

Particulates 

Particulate control is normally achieved by means of 

electrostatic precipitators (ESP). An explanation of the 

process by David White of the Governor's Energy Advisory 
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Council is as follows: 

AN ESP is composed of several parallel tubes 
in which a strong electrical field exists. As 
the flue gas passes through the tubes an elec
tron is emitted from wires (anodes) located 
along the vertical axis of each tube. The 
electron then travels toward collection plates 
(cathodes) on the sides of the tube. If the 
electron's charge is imparted to an ash particle 
as it passes through the tube, the particle will 
be electrtrally "pulled" onto the collection 
plates ••• 

The effectiveness of an ESP depends upon the electrical 

resistivity of the ash~ Resistivity varies considerably 

among different deposits of lignite. Resistivity can be 

reduced by means of a greater current. However, electrical 

power supplied to the precipitator can be a significant 

percentage of a plant's output, and entail additional 

expense. 

Reliance is often placed upon the use of hot-side 

(700!F) rather than cold-side (300.F) precipitators, the 

distinction being based upon the location of the ESP with 

respect to the air preheater. The principle involved is 

that resistivity is maximized at a certain temperature 

somewhere near that of the cold-side scheme, and then 

begins to decrease. Use of hot-side precipitators does make 

for less structural integrity and thermal efficiency. In 

view of these difficulties, the Texas Air Control Board now 

requires conbustion tests for ash resistivity for lignite 
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. 12 a t new p1ant sites. Scrubbing and certain combustion 

processes also can contribute to particulate removal. 

Future Controls 

There are several alternativ~ pollution control tech

nologies in the experimental stage. The one that appears 

most likely to be utilized involves the use of fluidized 

bed combustion. In the fluidized bed system, crushed but 

not powdered coal mixed with limestone is floated over a 

stream of injected air. Combustion takes place along the 

coal at the bottom, the combustion gases escaping upward 

through the top of the bed. The heavier coal on top then 

settles to the bottom and is burned in turn. Aside from 

the advantages of the fluidized bed's high-pressure system 

- reduced furnace size, lower temperature, and increased 

efficiency - there is an increase in sulfur removal capa

bility. Moreover, the chemical reaction is such that the 

reacting agent can be recycled. 

Costs of Controls vs. Health Considerations 

It is generally argued that a tradeoff exists between 

the cost of pollutio~ control and the cost of not controlling 

pollution as measured by effects on health. Industrial 

representatives argue that the cost of control equipment is 

excessive and that the controls themselves are unnecessary 

and largely unproven. They also argue that there is insuf

ficient data about positive health effects attributable to 
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scrubber-based technology tcr1warrrant its mandatory installa

tion in all cases. Opposed to this, environmentalists 

argue that controls are necessary to preserve even current 

air standards .. The difficulty in resolving the argument 

lies in the inability to adequately measure health effects. 

Capital costs of scrubbers vary. Texas Utilities' 

figure for a 750 MW unit is $48 per kilowatt, or $36,000,000 
13of a total unit cost of $249,384,000~ Scrubber costs 

therefore comprise 14.4 percent of total capital costs. For 
14operating costs, the figure is 18 percent. This does 

not mean that the consumer's bill will go up 14-18 percent, 

however, because scrubber costs for lignite or coal are 

averaged with costs of gas- or oil-fired units within the 
15rest of the system, none of which use scrubbers. 

It is sometimes argued that scrubber costs are retrieved 

from the economic advantages associated with comparative 

fuel costs of lignite and natural gas. Per equivalent energy 

content, lignite is presently much cheaper. 

A 750 megawatt lignite-fired generating plant will 
save approximately $225,000 per day using 25¢ per 
million Btu lignite as compared to a natural gas 
fired power plant using gas priced at $1.50 per 
million Btu. The cost for scrubbing the S02 from 
the lignite fired unit is approximately $54,000 
per day. Hence, a clean operating lignite unit will 
save the customer approximately $171,000 per day as 
compared to the natural gas unit. As can be seen, 
the additional cost to clean up the exhaust from 
the lignite unit is small as compared to the savings 
achieved while burning the ligni5e instead of clean 
but more expensive natural gas. 
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These fuel cost figures may be subject to inflation. 

The Lower Colorado River Authority is paying $1. 98/10 6 

Btu for gas dan 70 .&."+ for 1 · . . 17ign1 te; however, th e d. ffi erence 

between the two is about the same as in the example above. 

And yet, the argument is not fully valid because fuel 

savings are partly offset by the fact that lignite plants 

are more expensive to build than gas plants. A lignite 

plant may vary from $275-$425 per kilowatt of capacity, 

while a gas and oil plant only costs between $75-$100 per 

kilowatt of capacity. 18 This difference translates into 

quite a few million dollars. 

It can be seen that attempting to compare scrubber 

costs versus costs associated with the two fuels, so as 

to anticipate actual rate hikes, is very complex. Since 

natural gas prices are unregulated in Texas, gas and lignite 

prices may eventually even out on an energy-equivalent basis, 

all other things included, by the natural action of the fuel 

market. One can definitely say that the costs of electric 

generation by lignite will be more expensive with scrubbers 

than without. A common estimate of this increase in the 

19electric bill is 20 percent. However, it is doubtful that 

this estimate includes averaging of lignite and gas or oil 

units. As Texas begins to undergo fuel conversion, the 

initial increase attributable to scrubbers may be less 

than half of the earlier 14-18 percent range. It is not 
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anticipated that any of the other four non-limestone scrubbing 

processes would reduce costs. 

Ultimately, air quality control costs fall upon the 

consumer. Here, the utilities raise an issue. National 

Economic Research Associates, in a report to the Electric 

Utility Industry Clean Air Coordinating Committee, said 

that local rate commissioners may refuse to pass on the 

costs of compliance. Such action would have disastrous 

effects upon the capital-raising abilities of utilities 
. . . . 20

heavily engaged 1n construction. This concern is echoed 

in Texas. Texas Utilities Company estimated annual exp en

ditures of $600-$720 million annually for new plant construc

tion from 1975 to 1978. 21 Its investment costs are $4-$5 
22 per dollar of revenue. Thus, there is a continuing heavy 

pressure to issue bonds or new stock to finance the con

struction. 

The Federal Power Commission has taken this issue 

into account: 

In order to encourage installation of environmen
tal control equipment on new and existing coal
fired (electric) generation units, the FPC, which 
has regulatory jurisdiction over approximately 
10 percent of the (nation's) generation capacity, 
ruled that the cost of environmental control equip
ment would be put into a utility's rate base while 
the equipment was being installed. Advance 
charging consumers for work in progress for the 
generating plant itself has not been authorized. 
The effect of this n1ling is to lower the relative 
cost of pollution control equipment to the utility 
and thus encourage its installation.23 
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Texas rate makers will have- to -decide whether they · 

want to follow this example·, or whether all capital costs 

will be financed uniformly. It should be emphasized, how

ever, that there are real costs associated with technology 

such as scrubbers, and that scrubbers are not part of a 

"free lunch." 

Operative feasibility of scrubbers is another issue. 

Scrubbers have experienced problems with scaling and 

deposits, pump erosion, and other problems, reducing their 

effective operating time. Chauncey Starr, president of 

Electric Power Research, questions whether their lifetime 

will be as much as that of the plant itself. 24 Finally, 

there is the huge quantity of sludge and the costs of its 

disposal. 

Industry argues that the standards set by the EPA are 

excessive and that these scrubbers are not needed. EPA 

standards are, however, based upon scientific information 

that is currently available. 

EPA spokesmen believe that there is still a 
lack of health-related answers, but that health 
is of too great priority to wait until all 
information is available •.• Standards may be 
based on incomplete data, but some type of 
control action must be taken even in the absence 
of fully definitive data, for certain problems 
can be understood in the process of accumulating 
information before precise and complete data are 
available •.•• When data are inadequate and contra
dictory, prudence dictates an even greater margin 
of safety while assessments of potential adverse 
health effects are tmcertain.25 
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Continuing research on pollutant effects on both human 

hedlth and forest or crop injury seem to affirm the . standards. 

Some of the examples are as follows: 

1) Dr. Samuel Epstein of Case Western Reserve Uni

versity has said that there is increasing evidence that 

causally associates N0 2 levels below the ambient standards 

with increased urban cancer rates. He believes that the 

carcinogenic agents might be nitrosamines, formed from 
26ambient NOX. 

2) Roy Albert, Acting Deputy Assistant Administrator 

for Health and Ecological Effects at EPA, states that 

exposure of alfalfa to so 2 concentrations allowed by secon
27dary standards results in leaf injury of 5-19 percent. 

3) An FPC study estimates that failure to meet the 

primary standards could result in an annual 3,000 deaths 

by 1980, 6 million more asthma attacks, and 250,000-400,000 

acute pediatric respiratory disorders. For the elderly, 

the estimates are 3-4 extra days per year of aggravated 

heart and lung disorders. 28 

In a summary statement of the health issue, Russell 

Train makes the following comment on use of technology such 

as scrubbers: 
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If we are willing to put on scrubbers, coal i~ 
ours to burn. Indeed, I can think of no better 
measure of our desire to burn that coal than our 
willingness to use the technology that will 
enable ~~ to do so wi thou,t endangering public 
heal th. 

POLICY ISSUES: IMPLICATIONS FOR LIGNITE/COAL USE IN TEXAS 

Alternative Controls 

Tall stacks and intermittent controls are usually 

considered together as an alternative to continuous emission 

controls. Continuous emission controls are those that 

serve continually to reduce emissions. They may include: 

(1) pre-combustion washing of the fuel (beneficiation), which 

is applicable to coal but not to lignite; (2) use of fuel 

with an optimal chemical content so as to reduce the chemical, 

reactions that produce pollutants; (3) post-combustion use 

of technologies to rid the flue gas of released pollutants; 

or (4) use of optimal combus tion proces'ses so as to reduce 

chemical formation of pollutants. 

Tall stacks serve to achieve rnore eventual dispersal 

of pollutants than would be achieved through emissions at 

lower heights. The atmospheric dispersal process has a 

greater altitude with which to work. The same amount of 

pollutant is emitted, but it is dispersed more fully. Since 

continuous emission controls are but a means by which to 

achieve better ambient air quality, tall stacks are consi

dered by some advocates to be a practical alternative. 
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The theory lmderlying intermittent controls is that 

emission amounts may be varied, depending upon meteorolo

gical conditions, by intermittent use of alternative fuels 

or by intermittent reductions or increases of scale in the 

combustion/production process. A plant can then theoreti

cally adhere to the ambient standards and also average its 

total emissions so as to comply with emission standards. 

The main argument in favor of these alternative con

trols is that they cost far less than emission control 

technology. Especially is this the case with respect to 

so 2 control. Donald G. Allen, Vice President of New England 

Electric System and a member of the Electric Utility Indus

try Clean Air Coordinating Committee, testified be fore a 

Congressional committee that in many instances supplementary 

controls would be as effective as scrubbers, and cheaper. 

He argued that their alternative use nationally would save 

$3 billion a year by 1980 in direct and indirect costs and 

$2.S billion dollars through 1980 in capital costs (1980 
30

dollars ) • 

The arguments against tall stacks and intermittent 

control are based upon: (1) that the so 2 and NOX emissions 

later form sulfate and nitrate aerosols, whose ultimate 

health effects may be worse than the original emissions; 

(2) acid precipitation may result, as evidenced by the acid 

rainfalls in Sweden and Norway due to the widespread 
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European use of this type of control; (3) it is difficult to 

regulate their use because of the complex combination of 

meteorological variables involved in determining when to 

use them; and (4) it is difficult for utility plants to 

scale output up or down according to weather conditions. 

In Texas several problems exist with respect to tall 

stacks and intermittent controls, the most important of 

which is that weather patterns in Texas are not conduciv:e 

to use of these controls. Alex Opiela of the Texas Air 

Control Board undertook a study of weather patterns in Texas 

to find out what regions, if any, might be favorable .for 

intermittent relaxation of emission standards. 31 Models were 

constructed to simulate ambient air pollution under empirical 

meteorological conditions. 

Scenarios relating seasonal problems to regional 

pattern~ did not bode well for use of intermittent controls 

in Texas. Among those seasonal/regional combinations least 

favorable for emission standards relaxation were: 

Winter - south central Texas (Austin, San Antonio, 
Laredo to Victoria) 

Spring - none 
Stunmer - east central Texas 
Fall - central Texas (San Angelo, Austin to 

Dallas) 

In fact, the study concluded that there was a need to determine 

if emission standards were already too high in certain 
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regions, especially in urban or highly industrialized areas. 

These regions were: 

Winter - north central Texas (Temple to Dallas) 
and extreme south Texas 

Spring - north central Texas (Austin to Dallas 
to the Red River) and south of a line 
from Corpus Christi to Del Rio 

Summer - central and north central Texas 
Fall - north central Texas and in an area 

from Del !ho to Midland 32 

The persistent problem in central Texas is ·coupled with 

the fact that regions least favorable for relaxation are 

likely to be the same regions where the majority of power 

plants are to be located. In any event, the use of only 

these controls to meet standards has been forbidden by the 

courts. It would take an act of Congress to allow these 

controls. 

Best Available Control Technology 

"Best available cont ro 1 technology" is usually defined 

as some combination of the four means of continuous emission 

controls. In its most controversial sense, the term arouses 

debate over the most costly technological control system 

flue gas desul furi za ti on (FGD) by means of scrubbers. There 

is a distinction between the EPA version and that which 

Congress threatened to pass in 1976, related to the issue of 

whether use of low-sulfur Western coal by itself constituted 

BACT or whether BACT as applied to so 2 also included 

continuous control of type 3 (i.e., scrubbers). 
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The EPA is now interpreting BACT to mean a combination 

of continuous emission controls which is sufficient to meet 

the new source performance standards. Thus, its· concept 

of BACT is just a reiteration of its enforcement of the 

emission limitations and of its enforcement of. continuous 

emission controls as mandated by the courts. On the other 

hand, Congress considered a definition of BACT for so 2 

control which included low-sulfur Western coal + scrubbing, 

or non-Western coal + beneficiation (if applicable) + scrub

bing. EPA has been criticized for its less stringent defi

nition, but the fact is that its legal authority to impose 

any stricter version of BACT is questionable. If Congress 

passes this legislation in the future, then even utilities 

that are fueled by low sulfur western coal will be required 

to have scrubbers. The effect of this will be to raise the 

cost to Texas of meeting air standards. 

Non-Significant Deterioration 

Non-significant deterioration or nondegradation is the 

most important and controversial issue related to Texas energy 

development. This is because of the potential effects it 

may have on development and because it is difficult to know 

what these effects might be ahead of time. 

The EPA regulations (40 CPR 52.21) designate three different 

types of geographical areas--Class I, Class II, and Class III. 

Although the EPA regulations do not explicitly describe the 

areas, the agency intent is as follows: 
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The classifications .would be hased on the overall 
land use intended for the area and reflect the . 
amount of growth and development desired. A 
Class I designation involves those areas where 
almost any deterioration of current air quality is 
prohibited and would be consistent with preserving 
areas of unusual beauty and aesthetic . value, such 
as the Grand Canyon. A Class II de~i~nation would 
be appropriate for areas where indivi~ual industrial 
facilities (but not concentrated development) are 
to be located without allowing air qu~lity deteri
oration up to the natural standards. A Class II I 
designation would be indicated for areas where sub
stantial energy or industrial development is 
intended and where increases in ambient concentrations 
up to the national. standards would be allowed. 33 

Classifications in the Congressional bill were similar, 

although the allowable amounts of air deterioration varied 

slightly. The bi 11 automatically included certain national 

parks, forests and wilderness areas in Class I. 

Non-significant deterioration regulations apply to those 

counties which did not "pervasively" exceed any national 

ambient air quality standards during 1974 for so 2 or TSP. 34 

They are enforced by means of grants or non-grants of permission 

to construct new plants, based upon whether or not the resultant 

emissions would cause greater than certain specified increments 

of ambient pollution above a given baseline ambient quality. 

The baseline ambient levels would include those attributable 

to existing plants, or attributable to plants granted approval 

to construct or modify, prior to January 1, 1975. Also, incre

ments could not allow Class III ambient quality to go beyond 

a ceiling equal to the national secondary or primary standards. 
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A few points are important with respect to issuance of 

construction permits. In Texas, the Air Control Board issues 

permits for construction with respect to new source compliance 

with the state implementation plan, including compliance with 

emission standards. However, the regional EPA in Dallas 

issues construction permiLS with respect to non-significant 

deterioriation compliance. Thus, plants nor authorized before 

the deadline have to go through a dual permit process. EPA 

can revoke permission for construction if construction is 

delayed beyond 18 months. Construction within an area pro

posed for redesignation would have to await the outcome of the 

redesignation. 

The EPA's allowable increments for so 2 and TSP are shown 

in Table 4, along with the conference committee and House 

versions. 

A few considerations are important with respect to the 

baseline concept. In Congress it was proposed that plants 

ordered to convert from natural gas and oil to alternative 

fuels be included within the baseline at the Governor's dis

cretion, rather than be subject to the increment standards. 

It was also proposed that the baseline include plants receiving 

construction permits prior to the date of the legislation's 
35enactment. This provision would have allowed additional 

plants into the baseline beyond those approved by January 1, 

1975. 36 Congressional reconsideration of nondegradation in 
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Table 4 

NON-SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION 

INCREMENTS/ CEILINGS (ug/m 3) 

EPA C.onf~rence Committee 
Secondary Increment Ceiling Increment Ceil.ing 

Pollutant Standard I II III III I II il:I III 

TSP Annual 60 5 10 60 5 19 37 60 

24 hour 150 10 30 1 so 10 37 75 150 

so 2 Annual 60 2 15 80 2 20 40 72 

24 hour 260 5 100 365 5 91 182 328.S 

3 hour 1300 25 700 1300 25 512 700 1300 

NO Annual 100 -- --- - -- -- -- -- -- - --- -- -2 

Source : Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., Environment Reporter 
"Current Developments", p. 1203 and 1292, 
October 31, 1975. 
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1977 may thus involve some negotiation about this effective 

date. 

Business interests and the electric utilities argue that 

nondegradation rules would restrict a state's ability to 

develop energy within its boundaries. The U.S. Chamber of 

Commerce said that the rules are merely a disguised means of 

achieving single-purpose, federal land-use contro1. 37 

The argument that nondegradation would be restrictive of 

development has two elements. The first is that it involves 

a narrowing of the allowable pollutant range compared to the 

ambient and new source performance standards. This narrowing 

would be most evident in the Western states, where coal and 

lignite have just begun to be developed in an environment 

which has been preserved historically from pollution. Such 

preservation should continue, it is said, but the small incre

ments of ambient deterioriation, compared to the ambient stan

dards themselves, are not enough with which to work. This 

aspect of nondegradation, turned around, is the very thing 

which environmentalists like, because it prevents a lowest

common-denominator of air quality. Instead, air quality would 

remain close to present quality. The second element has to do 

with buffer zones. Buffer zones are areas around Class 

areas that would have stricter standards than the normal 

Class II areas to protect the air quality in the Class I area 

from wind blown pollution. 
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All areas in Texas are proposed to be classified initially 

as Class II. Also, the EPA has set no uniform buffer zone. 

Zones would be individualized for each Class I area, according 

to the same technical considerations that EPA uses in deter

mining the ambient increments that would result from new 

plants seeking permits to construct. The EPA's technical 

modeling of these effects includes variables related to: (1) 

wind direction; (2) wind velocity; (3) susceptibility to air 

stagnation; (4) size of the plant; (5) co-location of the 

plant amid other nearby plants; (6) chemical composition of 

the fuel to be used; and (7) topography - the height of the 

stack compared to that of surrounding terrain. Congress 

proposed to preserve this technical discretion by prohibiting 

. f 38uni orm zones. 

The map of Texas (see Figure 2) shows the locations of 

proposed coal- or lignite-fired power plants up to 1986 and 

the locations of national parks and forests. The numbered 

regions are the official air quality regions for the state. 

The data in parentheses show whether the plant is to use coal 

or lignite and what the total megawatt capacity of coal- and 

lignite-fired plants within the county will be in 1986. 39 It 

can be seen that the belt of plants runs along the north and 

west sides of the national forests in east Texas. Fortunately, 

the lignite belt does not nm right through these forests; 

however, there are numerous plant sites within a reasonable 

range. The closest that the plant sites come to potential 

Class I areas are the TPPI site in Grimes County, situated 
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BIG BROWN 1-2 
Lignite-i 150 MWe 

HARRINGTON 1-3 
FOREST GROVE 1 

(L-750) 

MONTICELLO 1-3 
(L-1900) 

WELSH 1-3 

OAK KNOLL (C-1584) 

(L-400) 

TWIN OAK 1-2 
(L-1125) 

J. T. DEELY 1-2 
(C-892) 

SAN MIGUEL 1-2 
(L-800) 

PLANNED COAL-LIGNITE MW 
CAPACITY IN TEXAS TO 1986 

0 Counties with coal/lignite plants 

National parks/forests [[[J] 
(Excludes Big Thicket) FIGURE 2 

• Major urban areas 

One Inch = Approximately 93 Miles 

Note: (1} Fuel type and capacity-See Chapter VII. 

(2} Air Quality Regions-Texas Air Control Board, Texas Air Pollution Control Implementation Plan, January 28, 
1972, revised 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977. 
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close to Sam Houston National Forest, and the Monticello-Welsh 

sites, to the south of a section of Ouachita National Forest 

in Oklahoma. 

A few general comments may be made about some of the 

ambient modeling factors related to expansion of lignite and 

coal plants in east Texas. First, topography is favorable. 

Pollution may sometimes be due to air stagnation within a 

basin partially surrounded by mountains. No such situation 

exists in east Texas. Second, wind dispersal and air stagna

tion susceptibility is otherwise unfavorable. According to 

a study done for the Governor's Energy Advisory Council by 

Dr. Hal Cooper, Jr., professor of civil engineering at the 

University of Texas at Austin, the magnitude of the ambient 

pollution resulting from an air inversion episode is indepen

dent of location. However, frequency of such air stagnation 

episodes varies by region. The Gulf Coast and northeast 

Texas experience such episodes about 30-5 0 days of the year, 

compared to only 1-5 days in west Texas and south Texas. 

(The El Paso area west of the mountains also has a greater 

frequency.) 40 The previously-cited study by Alex Opiela, Jr., 

corroborates this meteorological trend. Third, the antici

pated co~location of numerous coal- and lignite-fired units, 

with a high cumulative megawatt capacity, appears unfavorable 

in some areas. Looking at the map, the sites of densest co

loca tion are the W.A. Parish site in Fort Bend County, the 
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Martin Lake-Mill Creek sites in Rusk County, and the Monticello

Welsh sites in Titus and Morris counties. 

Environmentalists argue that nondegradation may actually 

favor development on the following basis. First, whatever 

ceiling is imposed, use of technology such as scrubbers allows 

for more ultimate installation of megawatt capacity than non

use of the technology. The reason is that the ceiling is not 

reached as fast as if scrubbers were not installed. Second, 

non-significant deterioration increments are not the only 

regulations which impose a ceiling upon development. Proper 

enforcement of the primary and secondary standards would mean 

that these two constitute a ceiling. That is, once the primary 

or secondary ambient levels have been reached or surpassed, 

further development would be . deterred. The only difference 

between the two ceilings is that the latter is higher. Irnpo

si tion of nondegradation control with a lower ceiling, if 

accompanied by a best available control technology requirement, 

would ultimately allow for more growth than non-use of the 

technology under a higher ceiling. For equal or better growth, 

better ambient air quality would result. 

Indeed, once some ceiling has been imposed, it makes no 

sense for development purposes not to require appropriate 

controls. A case in point is Monticello, where units 1 and 2 

came under the grandfather clause and were not required to 
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install scrubbers. Consequently, they are pushing towards 

the primary and ambient ceilings at a rate that might have 

been slower if scrubbers had been required. 

A "°rd of caution is in order with respect to the combi

nation of nondegradation and BACT and their relationship to 

development. EPA's current definition of BACT is only that 

which results in compliance with the new source performance 

standards. Low-sulfur western coal can usually meet this 

requirement for so 2 without need for controls through the use 

of scrubbers. Lignite cannot meet the requirement. Thus, if 

lignite-fired new sources already require scrubbers to meet 

the NSPS, non-significant deterioriation regulations do impose 

a greater restriction on growth than would be the case without 

them. A further pro-nondegradation viewpoint has to do with 

what occurs if such regulations are not applied. As the Sierra 

Club argues, lack of a non-significant deterioration policy 

would encourage industry to move to clean air areas to avoid 

. . . 1 41stringent em1ss1on contro s. 

It would normally be assumed that rural Texas with little 

industrial exposure could comply with the ambient standards. 

This is not the case for particulates. Several of the air 

quality regions cotild not meet the primary standards and only 

one could meet the secondary. The source of these violations 

is mainly natural background particulates from natural sources. 
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The EPA is aware · that this problem ex is ts. It has asked for 

legislation that would give the Adl!linistrator power to exclude 

particulate matter from natural causes from the air quality 

standaras. As of now, this is supposedly done in practice. 

EPA policy is. not clear. It is not clear as to whether 

informal practice on natural background has been applied to 

nondegradation. Second, nondegradation applies to the county 

level, while the cited violations were for composite air 

quality regions. Third, existing units or those authorized 

prior to January 1, 197 5, are included in the baseline and 

are exempt from the nondegradation rules. And yet, plants 

such as Harrington #2 - not authorized before January of 

1975 42 and in an area where the particulate levels exceeded 

the primary standards in 1974-1975 - are currently under 

construction, having presumably been authorized by EPA. The 

issue calls for review. In summary, the EPA states that 

while non-degradation will not greatly deter development, 

regulation might require either: (1) use of stricter t:han 

NSPS emission controls; (2) use of taller stacks as a supple

ment to these controls; (3) construction of smaller plants; 

or (4) relocation of plant sites. 

In Texas, use of scrubbers on new lignite-fired units 

should reduce emissions .well below the new source performance 

standards. If this is not enough, smaller plants or taller 

stacks may help some. However; relocation of lignite-fired 
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tmits may be hampered by the distance from the lignite deposits. 

After all, the low Btu value of lignite and the resulting 

economic inefficiency of shipping it long distances is the 

reason these plants .are located adjacent to the mine. 

Resorting to redesignation of certain areas as Class III 

might thus be undertaken. However, such redesignation might 

uncover a major issue which has thus far been ignored - namely, 

that most of the Texas lignite plants and some of the coal 

plants are to be located in rural areas, whereas most of the 

energy supplied from these plants will ·go to metropolitan 

areas. Ignoring the non-significant deterioration concept 

might well explode politically if rural Texas citizens begin 

to ask why their clean air should be polluted in order to 

provide electricity for urban areas. Nondegradation thus 

becomes an issue of social impacts. 

New Source Review 

Another concept is "new source review" of plants with 

intended location in areas where ambient standards are being 

violated. EPA's authority in such cases is derived indirectly 

from its authority to enforce these ambient standards. The 

guidelines utilized by EPA for new source location in dirty

air areas specify that such sources must employ BACT (EPA 

version), and that the extra emission addi ti~ ons must be offset 

by emission reduca tions in the same area. This second policy 
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is sometimes known as the "trade off" policy. Otherwise, 

construction would not be approved. 

As with BACT, Congress in 1976 proposed a different 

definition. New source review would include four require

ments: 

1) All sources in the area (the area of noncompliance) 

under ownership of the company seeking to construct a new 

plant must be in compliance with applicable regulations or 

compliance standards; 

2) The source must employ BACT (Congressional version); 

3) There must be a net decrease of cumulative emissions, 

as in EPA's trade off policy; 

4) The total a.l lowable emissions from ex is ting and pro

posed sources must represent progress toward attainment of 

the ambient standards. 

The same issues with respect to development are applicable, 

although control is all the the more necessary in the case of 

new source review. Without resolution of these issues, it is 

not possible to distinguish clearly between categories of 

concern in each area. 
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POLICY CONSIDERATIONS 

The three major pollutants that result from the combus

tion of lignite and coal are sulfur dioxide, particulates, 

and nitrogen oxides. The emission of these pollutants is 

regulated by federal and state legislation administered by 

the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Texas Air 

Control Board (TACB). 

Congress will undoubtedly amend the Clean Air Act during 

its present session. In so doing, it shoul~ clarify national 

objectives and standards with regard to intermittent controls, 

non-significant deterioration, best available control tech

nology, and new source review. Balances must be struck between 

the maintenance and improvement of environmental quality on 

one hand, and the economic development of energy sources on 

the other. 

Without anticipating how Congress may finally act, a 

number of points can be made: 

The delegation of regulatory authority to the responsible 

state agency seems to have worked well. States should continue 

to have the authority to legislate and regulate air quality 

within the framework of a national policy. 

A distinction should be made between short-term pallia

tive measures and long-term air quality solutions. Intermittent 
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control systems should not be considered as long-range alter

natives to continuous emission controls. Continuous emission 

technology is necessary to optimize the amount of industrial 

development that would be consistent with nondegredation. 

Congress should he cautious in undertaking its own formu

lation of arithmetical air standards. The relationship between 

emission or nondegradation standards and the goal of ambient 

air quality depends upon numerous factors whose consideration 

is best suited to the technical discretion of EPA. Congress, 

however, might wish to undertake legislation .of a di rec ti ve or 

definitive nature. For example, it might specify what shall 

constitute BACT or what shall be included in new source 

review criteria. 

Present EPA regulatory authority should not be left 

hanging by the thread of judicial backing. Congressional 

·legislation should promptly reinforce the basis for these 

regulations, duplicating them if necessary. Congress might 

wish to delegate to EPA a wide range of final review authority 

in order to deter needless air pollution litigation. 

Ambient and nondegredation standards for total suspended 

particulates should be reviewed with respect to natural back

ground pollutants. EPA should ·proceed with due speed towards 

identification 6f specific particulate or trace pollutants 

and towards construction of appropriate standards to control 
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them. Special attention should be given to sulfate and nitrate 

aerosols. 

The concept of non-degradation provides for flexibility 

in differentiating degrees of allowable development according 

to geographic area. Redesignation hearings also provide for 

local citizen input in those areas of Texas which may be 

affected. To the degree that legal anomalies such as natural 

particulate background distort the intended effect of nonde

gradation, the remedy may lie within the standards them

selves rather than in an overthrow of the basic concept. 

New source review is the logical means of controlling develop

ment in areas of ambient pollution beyond the national standards. 

Congress must decide whether to give consideration to 

the issue of including fuel-converting plants within the non

degradation baseline rather than within the increments. They 

should consider wheth~r such a practice should be followed, and 

if so, whether Congress should designate the responsible dis

cretionary authority or leave the matter to the states. 

In Texas, it would be helpful to develop increased coor

dination or liaison between state energy agencies and the 

regional EPA office for the purpose of developing a geo

graphic inventory of the constraints of nondegradation or new 

source review provisions upon Texas energy development. 
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CHAPTER VII 

WATER: ITS ROLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF LIGNITE 

WATER FOR LIGNITE DEVELOPMENT 

Water Requirernen ts 

Water is used in the various phases of lignite develop

ment and utilization: mining, processing, waste disposal, 

cooling, reclamation, and other related aspects such as for 

the increased population of the area due to plant operation. 

Water needs for mining are generally confined to dust control 

at the mine site and on nearby roads. Hoffman estimates that 

water needs for dust control at a 25,000 ton per day lignite 
1strip-mine would be approximately 500 acre-feet per year. 

Water requirements for lignite processing and conversion 

to other forms, such as to gas or liquid, vary depending on 

the process employed (see Table 1). 

Additional water will also be needed for reclamation of 

strip-mined lands. These water requirements will vary signi

ficantly depending on the amount of precipitation in the area. 

In east and in much of central Texas, precipitation is normally 

sufficient to eliminate the need for irrigation. At the Big 

Brown power plant in Freestone County, reclamation and revege

tation have been successful without any irrigation. Further 

west and south along the lignite seam, periodic irrigation 

will probably be ne~essary for re-establishment and maintenance 
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Table 1 

Water Consumption Rates for Lignite 

Utilization and Conversiona 

Water Consumption 
Process (gallons per mill ion Btu' s) 

Steam Electric Power Plant 98 to 188 

Gasification 15 to 74 

Liquefaction 16 to 130 

In situ Gasificationb 84 to 148 

Pipeline Slurry 0.2 to 19 

Solvent Refined Coal (SRC) c 5.4 to 8 

a. This includes mining, process, cooling, 
miscellaneous, and associated population 
requirements. 

b. This assumes that in situ gasification 
recovers SO percen:r-o:rtlle heating value 
of the lignite and that the gas is used 
on location to power a 1,000 MW power 
plant. Therefore, water use figures 
reflect power plant water requirements. 

c. Information for the SRC process water 
requirements is scant; thus, these pro
jections should be used with caution. 

Source: H.W. Hoffman, Jr., ''Water for Lignite Development 
in Texas," presented at Gulf Coast Lignite 
Conference, Austin, Texas, Jtme 3-4, 1976. 
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of vegetation. It has been estimated that water needs in the 

southcentral region of Texas would range from 500 acre-feet 

to 2,000 acre-feet per year for a hypothetical 25,000 ton, 
. . . 22 acre-per-d ay mining operation. 

By far the most water-intensive phase of lignite 

utilization is the removal of heat generated in the operation 

of steam electric plants. The cooling water requirements of 

a power plant are dependent on: the size of the plant, local 

climatic conditions, and type of cooling system used (see 

Table 2). Water requirements for a power plant are about the 

same whether coal or lignite is used. Low-sulfur western 

coal would require slightly less water because of the reduced 

need for sulfur dioxide scrubbers. 

The most common and least expensive cooling systems, 

commonly referred to as "once-through" systems, simply pump 

water from a lake, river, or other body of water, pass it 

through a condenser and return it to the same source of water. 

Recirculating cooling ponds are often used as a substitute 

for a reservoir or estuary and, though they are .often water 

intensive in areas with high evaporation rates, provide a 

viable and widely used alternative where climatic conditions 

permit. Where water is in short supply and evaporation rates 

are high, wet or dry cooling towers can be used. The opera

ting costs of these cooling towers are higher, but often 

provide the most feasible alternative. 
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Table 2 

Alternative Fossil Fuel Electrical Generation 

Plant Cooling Alternatives 

Type 
Capital 

$/KW 
Cost 

ConsumEtion 
Annual Gal/ 
Gal/ KW 10 6Btu 

H2o 
Circulated 

GPM/KW 

Once-through 9. 90 l,S50 8S. 0 0.53 

Evaporative 
Cooling Tower 
(Mechanical) 12. 7 0 2, 210 120. 0 0.34 

Evaporative 
Cooling Tower 
(Natural) 17. 90 2, 210 120. 0 0.34 

Cooling Pond 13. so 2,650 14 7. 0 0.34 

Dry Tower 
(Mechanical) 18. 80 31. s 2.9 

Dry Tower 
(Natural) 31. 00 31. s 2.9 

Dry-Peak Shave 
(Natural) 31. so 95. 0 5.9 

Source: U.S. Geological Survey, Water Demands for Expanding 
Ener'b Development, 197 4, Geological Survey Circular 
No. 3. 
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Some water will be needed for the operation of sulfur 

dioxide scrubbers, but the amount is insignificant when 

compared with the water requirements for cooling systems. 

Water requirements for in situ gasification will also be 

minimal. Table 3 presents the water demand in the phases of 

lignite development. 

Projected water needs for lignite development in Texas, 

assuming that most of the lignite is used for producing 

electricity, could exceed 300,000 acre-feet per year by the 

year 2000. Such water requirements may well be the major 

factor limiting full potential development of lignite resources 

in Texas. This is especially the case in south and south

cen tral Texas where 1 i ttle unappropriated water remains. 

Agricultural, industrial, and urban expansion in this region 

will soon reach the point where the available water supply 

is inadequate. The development of lignite will have to 

compete with these other water users. 

Water Supply in Lignite Areas 

Deposits of Texas lignite stretch from the high-rainfall 

areas of east Texas to the arid regions of south Texas. 

Water availability, therefore, will depend on the climatic 

and hydrologic conditions in the area of the lignite deposits. 

As a general rule, water from both groundwater aquifers and 

surface water bodies becomes less available as one moves 
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Table 3 

Water Demand: Phases of Lignite Development 

EXTRACTION 

Dust Control 
Fire Protection 

PROCESSING 

Conversion 
Gasification 

High Btu 
Low Btu 

Liquefaction 
Synthoil 
Fischer-Tropsch 
Sol vent Refined Coal 

Washing 
Pipe! ine Slurry 
Burning/ Stearn Electric Power Plants 

WASTE DISPOSAL 

Heat Dissipation 
Dry Methods 

Dry Cooling Towers 
Wet Methods 

Once-through Systems 
Cooling Ponds 
Wet Cooling Towers 

Ash Handling 
Scrubbers 

RECLAMATION 

Irrigation 

ASSOCIATED DEMANDS 

People's Per Capita Consumption 
Washing and Maintenance 
Sanitary Purposes 

Other Ancillary Needs 
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from east to south and west Texas (see Table 4 and Figures 1 

and 2). In general, east Texas has sufficient amounts of 

water to meet all projected demands. Availability of water 

in central Texas depends on the particular location in ques

tion. The central Texas region consists of the lignite

bearing areas of the Trinity, Brazos, and Colorado River 

basins. Annual rainfall in these areas ranges from 35 to 

45 inches per year. In these three basins, much of the 

surface water is already committed through existing water 

permits. Those wishing to develop a surface water source 

for a lignite operation may find they must purchase water 
4from existing permit-holders in the area .. Groundwater in 

central Texas is available from the Carrizo-Wilcox, Queen 

City, and Sparta aquifers and from local alluvial deposits. 

Recent estimates by the Texas Water Development Board place 

the sustainable yield of these aquifers at about 250,000 

acre-feet per year. As in the east Texas area, the availa

bility of this groundwater must be closely evaluated on a 
5site-specific basis. 

The south Texas region gets an annual rainfall from 

20 inches in the west to over 30 inches in the Guadalupe 

River Basin. Current and future water supplies are heavily 

committed to other beneficial uses and little water remains 

to be appropriated for lignite development. Groundwater 

is available in the northern part of the region, but 
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Table 4 

Water Supply 

SURFACE WATER AND GROUNDWATER RESOURCES BY REGION 

EAST TEXAS: 

Surface Water: Rainfall: 
Sulphur River Exceeds 45 in./yr. 
Cypress Creek 
Sabine River High Runoff 
Neches River 

Groundwater (Aquifers): 
Carrizo-Wilcox 
Queen City 
Sparta 
Other Minor Aquifers 

CENTRAL TEXAS: 

Surface Water: Rainfall: 
Trinity River 35 to 45 in./yr. 
Brazos River 
Colorado River 

Groundwater (Aquifers): 
Carrizo- Wilcox 
Queen City 
Sparta 
Local Alluvial Deposits 

(Most of the surface water al ready committed) 

SOUTH TEXAS: 

Surface Water: Rainfall: 
20 to 30 in./yr. 

Current and future water supplies are heavily cornmi tted 
to other beneficial uses and little water remains to 
be appropriated for lignite development. Possibly may 
be acquired. 

Groundwater (Aquifers): 
Available in the northern part of the region, but irri
ga tors in the ''Winter Garden" area of the Nueces River 
Basiri are already withdrawing from the Carrizo-Wilcox 
Aquifer at a rate greater than the aquifer is being 
recharged. Evaluate with great caution. 
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FIGURE 1 
CLIMATIC REGIONS IN THE 

LIGNITE BEARING AREAS OF TEXAS 

Source: H. W. Hoffman, Jr., Water for Lignite Development in Texas, presented at Gulf Coast Lignite Conference, 
Austin, Texas, June 3-4, 1976. 
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FIGURE 2 
MAJOR AQUIFERS IN TEXAS 

Source : H. W. Hoffman, Jr., Water for Lignite Development in Texas, presented at Gulf Coast Lignite Conference, 
Austin, Texas, June 3-4, 1976. 



irrigators in the ''Winter Garden" area of the Nueces River 

basin are al ready withdrawing water from the Carrizo-Wilcox 

aquifer at a rate greater than it is being recharged. Hence, 

groundwater supplies in south Texas, though available, must 

be evaluated with caution. Those wishing to locate a lignite

fueled facility in south Texas will most likely have to 

acquire surface water from existing permit-holders or develop 

groundwater resources that are already in a state of dimi

nution. 6 From the foregoing discussion it should be obvious 

that the future development of lignite will require careful 

planning in the choice of location, process, and cooling 

method employed. 

WATER POLLUTION AND LIGNITE DEVELOPMENT 

Water Pollution from Mining 

Once lignite has been strip or surface mined, the 

exposed overburden may, through oxidation processes, develop 

toxic materials and sulfur compounds which, when leached 

from the spoil material by rainfall, can pollute ground water 

aquifers and surface waters ... Acid water runoff is a major 

environmental problem where the overburden and coal are of 

high sulfur content.. In Texas, however, this is not expected 

to be a problem because of the moderate sulfur content of the 

lignite and absence of sulfur in the overburden. In fact, 

Texas lignite and its attendant overburden usually contain 
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calcite and other carbonate minerals which can neutralize 

acid produced by oxidation and other processes. As a conse

quence, acid runoff problems have not been found in any 

lignite mine in Texas. 7 

It should be cautioned, however, that lignites in south 

Texas generally contain greater amounts of sulfur than those 

in east Texas, and the potential for water pollution is 

correspondingly higher.. According to the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA), the coal industry has al ready 

developed technology to solve its most serious. wastewater 

problems, neutralization of acidity and reduction of other 

pollutants to safe concentrations. 8 In the final analysis, 

water pollution and soil erosion from surface mines can be 

successfully controlled by implementation of effective land 

reclamation techniques. 

Although not being considered for wide scale use in the 

near future, in situ gasification offers a potentially clean 

method for extracting deep~basin lignite. The major environ

mental concern with in situ gasification is the possibility 

for groundwater contamination. In the gasification process, 

phenols, tars, ammonia, and sulfur compounds may be produced 

which could pollute underground aquifers. However, because 

of the high temperatures inherent with in situ gasification, 
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many potentially harmful compounds are changed to gases and 
9 may be removed with ... h.e product gas. Experts on the subject 

feel that questions concerning the environmental impact of 

the gasification process can only be answered through field 

testing and site moni taring. 10 Many potential dangers can 

be eliminated by gasifying coal seams located below ground 

water aquifers. In this regard Texas is fortunate: major 

deep-basin lignite deposits are significantly removed from 

the groundwater aquifers. 11 

Water Pollution From Electric Power Generation 

Steam electric power generation produces two forms of 

water pollution: thermal and chemical~ 

Thermal Pollution. Thermal pollution is waste heat 

released to the environment as a by-product of electric 

generation. Modern fossil fuel plants are able to convert 

only about 40 percent of the energy released by burning 

coal, oil, or gas into electricity.. Of the remaining 60 

percent, about 45 percent is transferred to the cooling 

water, and 15 percent is carried up the stack in exhaust gas 
12 or lost in the plant's mechanical systems. Typically the 

temperature of the cooling water is increased from 5°F to 
1325°F above the temperature of the intake water. 
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Waste heat from power plant process,es is transferred 

to water and eventually dissipated to the environment by one 

of two methods; through dilution in streams, lakes, and 

ponds, or by cooling towers which reject the heat to the 

atmosphere by evaporation (wet towers) or by convection (dry 

towers). 

Temperature is one of the most important water quality 

characteristics. It is a prime regulator of natural pro

cesses and has a pronounced effect upon all aquatic life. 

Temperature activates the hatching of young, regulates their 

activity, and stimulates their growth and development. As a 

rule of thumb, metabolic rates and oxygen demand of aquatic 

life doubles for each 10 °C (18 °F) rise in temperature up to 

30°C (86°F) or 35°C (95°F). However, as the water tempera

ture rises, the water can hold less oxygen. In past instances 

this situation has led to an increase in undesirable "rough 

fish" (i.e., carp, buffalo, mud cats) which can exist and 

even thrive in low oxygen, high temperature waters . Decreases 

in "game fish" (i.e., bass, crappie) have also been concomit

tant because of their inability to adapt to such conditions. 14 

Effluent limitations for thermal discharge by power 

plants have been established in order to maintain water 

quality standards. Texas' water temperature limitations are 

indicated in Table S. 
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Table S 

Texas Temperature Limitations 

FRESHWATERS 

Streams: Max. Temp. - as specified for water segments 

~T<S°F above ambient 

Impoundments: Max. Temp. - as specified for water segments 

~T<3°F above ambient 

COASTAL WATERS 

Fall f Winter, 
Spring: Max. Temp. - 97°F (35°C) 

~T~4°F (2. 2 °C) 

Summer: Max. Temp. - 95°F (35°C) 

~T<1. 5 °F ( 0. 8 °C) 

COOLING PONDS 

No Lirni ta tions 

MIXING ZONES 

No Limitations 

< 25 % of River Cross-section 

Source: Neal E. Armstrong, College of Engineering, Univer
sity of Texas, Aus tin, Texas. 
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Chemical Pollution. Chemical wastes from steam elec

tric power pl an ts may be produced from: cooling water 

systems, wet-scrubber air pollution control systems, boiler 

blowdown, and from various cleaning operations. Chemical 

pollution can also result from rainfall runoff on coal 

storage piles at the power plant site. 

Air pollution control devices such as scrubbers create 

liquid wastes which can contaminate fresh water bodies if 

not properly treated. 

WATER POLLUTION LAWS AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 

In 1972, Congress took a major step toward guaranteeing 

clean water for the nation through enactment of the Federal 

Water Pollution Control Act. The Act established the National 

Commission on Water Quality, charged in Section 315 with 

conducting, 

a full and complete investigation and study of the 
technological aspects and all aspects of total 
economic, social and environmental effects of 
achieving or not achieving effluent limitations 
and - goals set forth tor 1983 in Section 301 (b)(2) 
of this Act. 

The Commission recommended several changes in the existing 

Act, while other modifications were being considered in 

Congress. 
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The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) is a 

complicated law which requires all dischargers of pollutants 

- industrial and municipal - to meet certain requirements 

by obtaining permits for all point sources of discharge. 

Under enforcement by the EPA, the law requires dischargers 

to use the "best practicable technology currently available" 

(BPT) to treat discharged waters by July 1, 1977. The "best 

available technology economically achievable" (BAT) is 

required by July 1, 1983. A goal (as opposed to a require

ment) is given of eliminating pollutant discharge into the 

"navigable" waters of the nation by 1985. 

To obtain compliance, the EPA established effluent 

limitations on amounts of pollutants allowed at such levels 

that the BPT and BAT would have to be used for compliance. 

The results achieved by the 1983 deadline should be close 

enough to zero discharge of pollutants that no additional 

equipment should be necessary to meet the 1985 goa1. 15 

A system of granting permits for point source discharges 

is established under the National Pollutant Discharge 

Elimination System (NPDES) • While final authority to 

administer the permit system rests with the EPA, state 

agencies may be authorized to certify permits. Presently 

in Texas the EPA still issues permits because the Water 
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Quality Board, which would be the certifying agency, does not 

have an adequate penalty for noncompliance. 

Under Section 404, the Act also requires the Corps of 

Engineers to issue permits for any construction which 

requires dredge or fill work in navigable waters~ In March 

of 1975 the federal appeals court in the District of Columbia 

ruled that "navigable waters" referred to all waters in the 

Unites States [Natural Resources Defense Council v. Callaway 

(7 ERC 1784)]. 

The Role of the EPA in Water Pollution Control 

The EPA is the federal administrative agency with juris

diction in water quality. This jurisdiction flows from the 

Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA). In addition to 

the above described duties, the EPA is instructed (33 USC 

1313) to determine the degree of effluent reduction which is 

attainable through the application of the best control 

measures while specifying the factors to be considered; 

taking into atcount the age of equipment~ the facilities 

involved, and the process and engineering aspects. In addi

tion, in the American Frozen Food Ins 'titute v. Train case, 

the U.S. Court of Appeals in the District of Columbia 

declared that the EPA has authority under Section 1311 to 

issue national uniform effluent limitations applicable to 
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the point sources of pollution. The EPA, under authority 

of the FWPCA, has also established water quality standards 

for individual states. 

Texas Water Agencies 

The Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975 requires 

that surface mined land be reclaimed to a substantially 

beneficial condition. Such condition must not pose an actual 

or probable threat of water reduction or pollution. Through 

the Act, four state agencies are charged with working together 

to maintain the water supply and quality of the state. The 

four agencies are: the Railroad Commission, the Water Rights 

Commission, the Water Development Board, and the Water 

Quality Board. 

A permit from the Texas Water Rights Commission (TWRC) 

is required in order to impound or divert the state's water 

(Water Code 6. 07 4 VCS). The 1WRC determines the needs of 

areas of the state to provide for proper water distribution, 

as well as conservation and flood control. 

The Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) does not issue 

permits, but makes recommendations to the Railroad Commission 

and Water Quality Board as to whether the essential needs of 

an area would be met by the present or future water uses 
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(Water Code 11. 001 VCS). The 1WDB determines the quality, 

quantity, and availability of surface and ground water, and 

also performs various other planning functions. 

The Texas Water Qua.Ii ty Board (TWQB} in cooperation 

with .the EPA establishes the level of water quality through 

various gtandards, rules, and regulations (Water Code 21.84 

VCS) • The TI'lQB has the authority to examine records, inspect 

sites, and hold public hearings on permit applications for 

waste discharges. The Board can require monitoring and 

reporting on discharges to gauge treatment and disposal. 

The Surface Mining and Reclamation Division of the 

Railroad Commission can refuse a surface mining permit if it 

is advised by the 1WQB that the proposed operation will cause 

pollu,tion of the state's water.. These four agencies appear 

to be coqperating and functioning well with one another, 

given the . inherent jurisdictional overlap in this area. 

POLICY ISSUES AND THE NATIONAL 

COMMISSION ON WATER QUALITY 

The National Commission on Water Qua.Ii ty worked for 

two and one~half years at a cost of $17 million to study 

the effects of the FWPCA. In its report to Congress in 

March, 1976, the Commission recommended numerous changes in 
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the administration and requirements of the Act. The Commis

sion's recommendations included: 

1) Congress should maintain the 1977 deadline, 
but extensions or waivers should be given 
on a case-by-case basis until September 30, 
1980. 

2) The 1977 requirements should be postponed or 
altered if the benefits of the stricter 
environmental standards do not equal or 
exceed the costs. 

3) Another study commission should be appointed 
in 1983 to report in 1985 after studying 
progress toward the 1983 goal. The 1983 
requirement and the 1985 goals should be post
poned until the second commission does report 
and analysis can be made of its findings.16 

The Commission's various recommendations were contro

versial and, as could be expected, came under praise and 

criticism from different groups~ Industrial groups endorsed 

the Commission's findings, while environmental groups saw 

the findings as a serious retreat irt the battle against 

water pollution. 

It should be pointed out that any alteration of the 

law will have to be done by Congress, and to date no such 

action has been taken. The EPA does not have the authority 

arbitrarily to delay enforcement of the Act. The EPA, more

over, opposes any wide-scale postponement or relaxation of 

the 1977 and 1983 requirements. The major postponement of 

the 1977 requirements will apply only to municipalities. 

This is partly due to President . Nixon's impoundment of federal 
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funds for publicly-owned treatment works and the consequent 

delay in construction. 

Of the recommendations of the National Commission on 

Water Quality, few will directly affect the lignite industry 

of Texas. Lignite development and utilization falls under 

two point source categories of the NPDES: mining and utili

zation in steam electric power plants. Both the mining indus

try and electric utilities in Texas are currently meeting the 

effluent standards and should have no trouble in meeting 

the 1977 and 1983 water quality requirements. John Babcock, 

director of environmental resources with the Lower Colorado 

River Authority, and Howard Coffman, an engineer with Texas 

Utilities Company, feel that only minor modifications would 

be ·needed for their operations to move from: "best practicable" 

to "best available" technology.. Thus, as the first deadline 

for the Federal Water Pollution Control Act approaches, indus

tries find that water quality requirements should not hinder 

the development and utilization of Texas lignite. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

COMMUNITY IMPACTS OF LIGNITE UTILIZATION 

IDENTIFICATION AND MITIGATION OF IMPACTS 

Introduction 

The generation of electricity from lignite can provide a 

number of benefits to the region in which it occurs: the 

economic base will expand and, in many cases, diversify; 

employment opportunities will improve; subsidiary and service 

industries are likely to develop; in most instances the tax 

base will grow; and regional or state energy production will 

increase. All too often, however, regional economic growth 

creates undesirable impacts at the local level. The influx 

of people produces increased demands for public and private 

services, often exceeding existing capacity. 

A community is faced with responding to new demands. 

To do so, local governing bodies must identify the impacts 

of energy development and devise mitigative techniques such 

as: (1) the creation of a planning structure, (2) the coordi

nated utilization of existing state and federal assistance 

programs, and (3) the creation of financial solutions to fill 

the gap between expenditures for expanding services and the 

incoming revenues which usually lag behind community growth 

needs. This chapter will deal with impact identification and 
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proposals for utilizing existing structures or creating new 

ones to prevent or reduce the negative aspects of lignite 

development in Texas. 

Scenario of Lignite Development 

The first phase of lignite development occurs when 

resource bearing land is bought or leased for mining. The 

electric utility company will then acquire a permit for con

struction of a cooling pond and begin construction of the 

plant. There will be a surge of construction workers 

(approximately 600 to 1000) at the peak of the building 

schedule (see Table 1) and the local population will increase 
1 as new families come into the community. The number of workers 

needed to operate the plant is less than the construction 

force, and the provision of housing and services is difficult 

with this temporary buildup and decline. The construction 

phase will last from three to five years. Finally, with the 

depletion of lignite in the area, the operating company will 

have to assess the feasibility of looking elsewhere for fuel 

supply or shutting the plant down. If the plant is shut down, 

the community will be faced with a series of impacts from 

the loss of this part of its economic base. 2 

Identification of Impacts 

The most immediate impact of lignite development is popu

lation growth. The extent of the demands made upon local 

governments will be defined by the size of this increase. A 
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Table 1 

Plant Size and Construction and 

Operating Work Forces for Selected Plants 

Work Forces (Average~
Plant Unit Size Construction · Operating 

Gibbons Creek Stearn 
Electric Plant 
(Grimes County) 400 MW 600 (peak) 300-350 

Big Brown 575 MW N/A 375 

Monticello 575 MW 600 (peak) 425 

Martin Lake 750 MW 1000 (peak) 750 

Forest Grove 750 MW 600 350 

Twin Oak 750 MW 750 (peak) 475 

Source: Data collected by Gray Folger from TMPA and TU. 
August, 1976, February 2, 1977. 

model for estimating the population impact of energy develop

rnent must be developed. Ingredients for such a model should 

consist of: (1) the size of the permanent operating force; 

(2) the size of the construction force which is larger than 

the operating force and temporary; (3) the average family 

size of both the permanent and construction work force; 

(4) the number (including average family size) of the popula

tion employed in secondary economic activity that develops 
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in response to the initial lignite development; and (5) the 

existing unemployment and manpower skills within the affected 

region. 3 

Population growth is also influenced by the size of 

existing communities prior to the development of the lignite 

resource. Population increases attributable to lignite develop

ment in areas close to major urban areas may be expected to 

have relatively little impact because such increases can be 

easily absorbed into the existing population. The majority of 

moderate-sized municipalities (2,000 to 12,000) are likely to 

be impacted substantially and small municipalities (100 to 

700) may be unable to handle much population growth. In 

counties where this is the case, a greater share of the popu

lation is likely to reside either in the unincorporated areas 

of the county or in more moderate size communities farther 

from the plant site. 

The phasing or timing of the arrival of the construction 

and permanent operating personnel must be considered. The 

timing and length of the peak construction activity must be 

identified. The phasing of the permanent operating force is 

such that an initial mining unit (1/8 of the total operations 

staff) arrives approximately 18 months prior to the date the 

first unit is to be brought on line. The remaining operating 

staff arrives approximately 3 to 6 months prior to the time 

Mien the units are to begin production. 4 
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The ililmedi.ate local impact is on housing. All. available 

standard housing is quickly occupied, either by teJ!!.porary 

or permanent residents. The construction of single or multi

family moderate income housing l:D'lits lags behind demand. 

Mobile homes are an alternative form of housing, but if there 

are not enough spaces within the community, they may be 

located outside municipal jurisdiction and are therefore not 

subject to zoning or land-use ordinances. Land values escalate 

and, if local landowners within the city boundaries are hot 

willing to sell their land, permanent residential construction 

may also take place outside city jurisdiction. This sprawl 

may be costly to the local municipalities since the cost of 

providing services such as water and sewage connections is 

greater than if housing development occurred within the city 

closer to existing water and sewer connections. The construc

tion of private wells and septic tanks that often occurs 

outside city jurisdiction can create severe health hazards. 

An adequate and timely supply of housing for impacted communi

ties is especially desirable because the availability of 

housing is a primary determinant of the ability of local 

governments to guide and control growth. 

The water and sewer facilities of many lignite communi

ties are inadequate to serve a rapidly expanding population. 

Some areas of Texas already suffer from a lack of surface 

water resources and, with population growth, fresh water supply 
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and distribution systems become overutilized or are simply 

inadequate. Sewage systems can quickly become over-loaded 

during project construction. The existing systems of many 

small communities rely heavily on primary treatment or septic 

tanks and are inadequate even prior to the development of 

the lignite plant. Health and water pollution regulations 

require these communities to build new systems. Solid waste 

disposal is usually not a serious problem in rural areas 

because of the availability of disposal sites. As population 

increases, however, pressure can be exerted upon local 

governments, both by the citizens and by state and federal 

regulations, for more efficient and sanitary collection and 

disposal systems. 

Because of the increased traffic on streets and highways 

under municipal, county, or state jurisdiction, major improve

ments are frequently required. Traffic congestion will also 

result where circulation patterns were not designed for 

increased flow. Highway maintenance is important because 

there is heavy reliance upon the automobile due to the rural 

nature of the lignite areas and the long distances between 

these localities and other areas. 

The capacity of human service programs is often over

burdened by the rapid growth rate. Expansion of such services 

always lags behind the influx of people, even under more 

stable conditions. Medical services suffer the most. It is 
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difficult to recruit professionals to small, remote communities. 

In only ·a few years under rapid growth conditions, the same 

number of doctors may be trying to handle doubled loads. 

Hospitals may also be overburdened. Many people may have to 

go outside the community to obtain even routine care. 

Many school districts do not have adequate information 

concerning the number of school children who may be expected 

to increase attendance in the school system during periods of 

rapid growth. This in turn limits the ability to plan for 

the expansion of facilities and personnel. 

The demand for recreational facilities not only expands; 

but the more urban orientation of some of the new residents 

creates a demand for more diversified recreational facilities 

such as recreation centers, multi-purpose facilities, day 

care programs, and programs for the elderly. With other, more 

immediate demands on local government, these are given low 

priority. 

Rapid growth can also lead to an increase in crime. 

Urban patterns of crime are frequently transferred to a rural 

or small community setting.. In coping with the problem, the 

size of the local police force may not be sufficient, deten

tion centers or jails may be inadequate, and the number of 

police vehicles may restrict coverage. Communications facili

ties linking the rural areas may not provide rapid delivery 
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of information and auxiliary support, particularly in those 

counties that have a combined municipal/county law enforcement 

program covering large areas. 

Considerable political upheaval can be one of the results 

of growth in a Ii gni te community. The tension between "old

timers" and newcomers is not dissimilar to the tension generated 

between minorities and whites in racially impacted areas of 

many metropolitan communities. Small town governments have 

been generally nonpartisan, with highly personalistic politics 

and little, if any, formal political organization.. Typically, 

the job of mayor is passed around, with actual administration 

carried out by a city secretary with a minim~l staff. 

The differentiation and specialization of interests, 

associations, and interdependencies that accompany urbanization 

and industrialization have their effects on the local political 

system. Urbanization will attract newcomers with different 

backgrounds and interests that will place more and varied 

demands upon the political system. Change in the political 

system is evidenced by a shift from electing landowners and 

small commercial businesspeople to the election of professionals 

such as doctors, engineers, accountants and lawyers. Often 

the latter are people who moved into the community, attracted 

by the growth resulting from the lignite development, who 

assimilated themselves into the community and ran for office. 
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Despite the label of newcomer, professionals are elected 

because it is felt they have particular skills to bring to the 

office. 5 

The city of · Mount Pleasant is an example of the shift 

in the political philosophy within a community as lignite 

development proceeds. In 1971, prior to the lignite develop

ment, the local government was composed of a conservative 

mayor, four conservative council members and one liberal. (As 

used here, a conservative is one who is in favor of retaining 

the status quo with little growth, while liberals take the 

position that growth within the community can be positive and 

are willing to confront the issues resulting from growth.) By 

1973, the peak of the plant construction period, the Mount 

Pleasant city council was overwhelmingly "liberal", reflecting 

citizen acceptance of growth and economic expansion... In 1974 

and 1975, ad valorem taxes increased to accomodate the growth. 

Local residents viewed this as a necessary result of increased 

economic activity and continued to support their council. 

But by 1976, the people were tired of growth and unwilling to 

pay increasing taxes, resulting in a shift back to a split 

council (Table 2). This is often the pattern followed in 

energy impacted communities; initial support of economic 

growth, but after a period of time, a desire to stabilize 

development and control further expansion. Apparently, the 
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Table 2 

Attitude of City Council Members Toward Growth 

Mount Pleasant, Texas, 1971-1976 

Year- Mayor and Council 

1971 c c c c c L 

1972 c c c L L L 

1973 L L L L L c 

1974 L L L L L c 

1975 L L L L L c 
1976 L L L c c c 

L = liberal 

C = conservative 

Source: Patrick Burke, Research and Planning Consultants, 
Austin, Texas. 

voters had come to believe that the negative aspects of un

guided and uncontrolled growth had begun to affect the quality 

of life in the community. 

While the impacts discussed in this section are in no 

way a comprehensive set of all the impacts a community will 

experience, they do illustrate the magnitude and diversity of 

the problems created by growth. These impacts are basic to a 

community experiencing sudden and unplanned expansion. The 
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problems engendered by lignite development in varying degrees 

will be evidenced in all the communities near lignite-fired 

power plants. 

Existing Governmental Assistance 

Mrmicipal government in Texas is largely responsible for 

most services, except education, needed to mitigate or control 

the social impacts resulting from lignite development. Due 

to lack of general zoning powers and self-restrictive fiscal 

authority (the county taxes at the maximum state allowance 

of $L. 25 per $100 valuation, but only at 27% of fair market 

value) the role of county governments is limited. The major 

responsibilities of counties include rural street maintenance 

and public safety provisions. Regional governments provide 

more ot a planning than implementing capacity, a restriction 

which severely limits their effectiveness in dealing with 

local impact . problems. The role of state government is to 

provide technical assistance to local communities and to pro

vide either state funds or serve as a conduit for federal 

funds for upgrading existing community facilities_ 

Local governments are given statutory authority to form 

local public housing authorities, enabling them to utilize 

federal programs to provide better housing for low income 

and elderly people and to encourage private developers to 

provide rental and new sales housing for longer term residents. 

Additional technical assistance by the state to help 
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municipalities in setting up such authorities and to encourage 

private developers to meet federal grant requirements would 

expedite this source of aid. The federal Environmental 

Protection Agency and the Farmers Home Administration of the 

Department of Agriculture provide loans or grants to communi

ties to establish solid waste management and waste disposal 

systems. The Texas Department of Health Resources serves as 

an enforcer of sanitary permit regulations which are established 

and carried out by city-county coordination. The Texas 

Department of Heal th Resources can aid cities and counties 

in making greater use of the appropriate federal programs to 

increase heal th delivery sys terns. Ass is tance is provided 

for modernization and conversion of existing facilities and 

for the construction of both new out-patient and in-patient 

facilities. 

In a similar manner the Texas Education Agency can pro

vide assistance to local school districts, thereby maximizing 

use of available programs offered by the Department of Health, 

Educ a tion and l\Tel fare's Office of Educ a tion. Among the grants 

available are those for vocational education, special services 

for disadvantaged students, library resources, textbooks and 

other instructional materials, guidance counseling and testing 

programs, and adult basic edtication special projects. In 

education, the concept of the federally impacted school 

district could be expanded to include overcrowded conditions 
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causes by the influx of persons to energy-related facilities 

being utilized to meet national energy needs and goals. 6 

Various programs are available on the federal level for 

community facilities. The Essential Rural Community Facili

ties loan program of the Department of Agriculture can finance 

such developments. Loans for recreation facilities and open 

space grants from the Department of Housing and Urban Develop

ment may also be utilized depending on the size of the commu

nity and current funding levels. Police and .fire services 

can receive federal assistance. Loans are available from the 

FHA to finance jail construction and the acquisition of communi

cations equipment. Comprehensive service grants are made 

available by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of 

the Justice Department to state and local units of government 

for improving their criminal justice system as a whole. 

Various programs of the FHA and the Forest Service can be 

used by local fire departments to upgrade their delivery 

systems. 

Because an adequate transportation system is vital to any 

area undergoing rapid development, an emphasis should be placed 

on assuring efficient and safe highways and roads. Maximum 

coordination between agencies reviewing lignite surface mining 

and electric power generation applications and state and 

county highway departments would provide improved transporta

tion service. Lignite development areas merit priority 
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treatment by state and federal funding agen:cies to insure 

adequate development of the transportation network. 

Overall, the problem is one of coordination between the 

many levels of government agencies that are responsible for 

service delivery, .funding and technical assistance. In order 

to utilize such assistance, an overall plan for lignite 

development must be created which coordinates and plans for 

this growth from the earliest developmental stages. 

The Planning Process 

Local, state, and federal policies and regulations must 

determine where and when orderly lignite development should 

occur. They should provide the constraints within which the 

cost and profit decisions of the lignite industry will be made. 

The purpose of such regulations is to insure the region's 

orderly growth and to prevent unplanned development that can 

lead to overcrowding, unsanitary conditions, unsightly and 

lIDpleasant development and consequential damage to associated 

activities, e.g., accessibility of firefighters and police. 

Several western states facing large scale energy develop

ment have resorted to two successful planning techniques. The 

first is a Planning and Development Commission. The State 

of Utah set up such a commission under the auspices of the 

Governor to guide and coordinate activities related to energy 

development in certain counties. It functions as a local 
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clearinghouse for energy planning and development activities 

tmderway or proposed. Through participating governmental and 

private agencies, it identifies and secures funding and other 

resources to assist in planning and development efforts. 7 

Second, states such as Wyoming have a power plant facility 

siting law with statutory authority to deny a permit for con

struction of a facility if the location conflicts with state, 

regional, county or local land-use plans or where the negative 

cumulative effect on the environmental, social and economic 

conditions will substantially impair health, safety and welfare 

of the people. The permit may be conditioned to control the 

time of construction, in order to allow local governments 

a reasonable time to implement procedures to alleviate community 

impacts. These, or similar agencies could have a role in 

mitigating community impacts in Texas. 

Without these stateside control mechanisms, local, regional, 

and state planning becomes even more important~ For the 

planning effort to be most effective, it must successfully 

cross the jurisdictional boundaries of local, county, regional 

and state authorities, and must of necessity include the private 

sector.. At present there are few formal systems for joint 

public-private planning and management. The scattered planning 

capacities within the state are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3 

Planning Responsibilities of Texas State Agencies 

Agency Responsibility 

Department of Administers HUD 701 comprehensive 
Community Affairs planning funds. 

Governor's Office of Administers state funds to COGs 
Budget and Planning which use them, among other things, 

to mitigate energy impacts. Cur
rently, this office is implementing 
the Coastal Energy Impact Program 
mandated by tne Coastal Zone Manage
ment Act Amendments of 1976. 

Interagency Council for Designed to coordinate the state's 
Natural Resources energy development and eliminate 
and Environment duplication; composed of directors 

from 17 agencies involved in state 
natural resources; much interjuris
dictional competition - little or no 
planning capacity. 

Public Utility Certifies facility siting; has eco
Commission nomic research division .which, .if 

provided adequate staff, could per
form an effective planning and 
development function. 

Texas Energy Formerly Governor's Energy Advisory 
Advisory Council Council which was the formal stat~ 

mechanism for planning, promoting 
and monitoring energy policy in state. 

The rural areas of Texas are dependent to a large degree 

on the good will and good intentions of the developing com

panies for both information on the nature and extent of the 

lignite development and for assistance in planning. Not only 
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are the communities often unaware of development plans until 

approached by the companies, thus denying them critical lead 

time in planning for the development, but they also have little 

professional staff or resources to do anything once advised 

of a proposed site. The regional Councils of Government are 

useful to such communities because they have planning exper

tise, but their effect is limited because they have limited 

funding and staff, and most importantly, have no authority 

for implementation. 

The Planning Steps 

An orderly community development activity must include 

a series of statements developed by the community itself that 

serves to guide the administrative decisions of local elected 

officials. Such a plan of action, to be fully effective, 

must reflect the needs of the community, the wishes of the 

leadership, and the hopes, desires and needs of the citizenry. 

Where no formal community planning has been carried out in 

the past, the initial effort could begin with the creation of 

a city planning commission. Its purpose is to provide advice 

to the elected officials, directions to the technical staff, 

and a forum for the views of the general public. 

The planning process recommended identifies the kinds of 

information local officials need in order to allow common 

sense to be applied to the best advantage. The following is 
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a checklist of actions to take in defining policy options 

in planning for the impacts of major growth: 

1. Clarify community expectations and goals for 

the future - provide for citizen involvement through 

the planning process. 

2.. Having established goals, examine the present 

situation and consider what alterations are neces

sary to reach those goals. 

3. Prepare a base of information on current land-

use patterns in the city/county including but not 

limited to population, housing and transportation. 

4. To assist in planning, encourage all indus

tries to provide precise employment projections. 

S. Prepare a comprehensive land-use plan, 

including zoning and subdivisions controls. If 

growth has not yet occurred, citizens may resist 

such planning, and it will take a good deal of 

convincing to gain their acceptance of such a 

proposal. 

6. Develop enforcement capabilities for the 

planning controls. If there are no enforcement 

capabilities, growth will occur haphazardly 

despite the plan. 

7. Remember that social services (such as 
education, medical facilities, and police pro

tection) are as essential as physical services, 

and take as much time in planning, funding and 

construction. 
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8. Plan well in advance for the increased 

demands that will be placed on physical services, 

such as sewage treatment plants, landfills, etc. 

These projects take time to plan, fund and 

construct. 

9. Open channels of communication between all 

tmits of local government. It is important that 
everyone understands the problems each may face, 

and how one group's action will affect another's 

plan. 

10. Encourage industry to take an active role 

in the community, by reminding them of the bene

fits that will be realized by their workers. 

11. Prepare citizens for the changes that will 

occur in the community. They may want the growth 

without being cognizant of the many changes that 
will come with growth. The more understanding 

they have of what the future may hold, the easier 

it will be for them to prepare for the changes. 8 

Planning Capabilities in Texas 

Mtmicipal governments impacted by lignite development 

have to take the lead in making major decisions and seeing 

that such decisions are carried out. Other agencies and 

levels of government can provide assistance but they cannot 

force their help on a community. Counties have no land-use 

controls but, in conjunction with cities, have been key 

figures in coordinating with regional Councils of Governments 

to identify regional land-use problems. Local incentives 

for planning are: direct economic gain through federal or 
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state money that finances such planning; federal or state 

mandates that must be complied with in order to prevent 

withholding of federal or state dollars; and local politicians, 

who perceive the need for future planning in advance of the 

development and its accompanying growth problems. 

Many communities have comprehensive development plans 

which can alert them to any problems, but the thought of being 

tied to state and federal bureaucracies through grants and 

loans causes a reluctance on the part of some communities 

to apply.. In addition, the lengthy process and complex 

requirements by which federal grants or loans are administered 

can break any momentuin for planning. Since the processing 

of such applications is often delayed within the administering 

agencies, any planning schedules the local community may have 

established could be upset. 

The Councils of Governments (COGs) are, at present, 

providing the most concrete form of planning assistance and 

coordination in Texas.. The pol icy of each COG is a re fl ec tion 

of what the local officials want to do and of what issues 

appear to be the most important to the local leaders. The 

local officials of the area look to the COGs for guidance 

and technical assistance when they make their decisions .• 

Many members consider the COG as an extension of local govern

ment, rather than as an alien outside force, but they do not 

want the COG s tel 1ing them how to manage growth. The CO Gs 
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are well aware of their limitations and will hesitate to 

take any stand to which their constituencies object. They 

have a responsibility, though, both to comply with the wishes 

of their employers and to prepare them for what lies ahead. 

COGs walk a tightrope between functioning as a follower 

(carrying out requests for information or for help from 

their member governments) and functioning as a leader (trying 

to educate their members in long range planning). The lack 

of implementation powers and limitations on funds and planning 

staff prevent them from predicting or mitigating the impacts 

generated by lignite development. At present they can only 

provide the members with base data and hope that enough 

interest is generated to set up planning commissions or 

advisory bodies. 

Despite these limitations, some of the COGs in lignite 

impacted regions are providing substantial assistance. The 

locations of lignite plants, present and planned, in relation 

to the particular COGs for the various regions, are shown 

in Figure 1. The East Texas and Ark-Texas COGs have been the 

most active in addressing the problems of community impacts 

from lignite mining. In addition to the completed Titus 

County study, an in~depth analysis of that county's resources 

is now being performed by the COG in an effort to determine 

the impact of former, present, and future economic bases on 

the region. This study is attempting to evaluate the effect 
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of lignite depletion on the local economy. A survey was 

conducted in Panola and Rusk Counties to determine local 

officials' and administrators' attitudes toward growth in 

their communities. The analysis portrayed alternative growth 

patterns and identified tradeoffs. 

The central Texas COGs have had to involve themselves 

in the local politics of their member communities to convince 

them that technical assistance and planning were necessary. 

Citizen participation has generally been limited, except for 

the direct intervention by the COGs and industry. Company 

representatives from both the Big Brown Plant and the Gibbons 

Creek Plant have involved the communities extensively in 

their planning through public and confidential meetings. 

Results have been positive. The Texas Department of Community 

Affairs, working in conjunction with the Heart of Texas COG, 

is designing a comprehensive study of the economic and demo

graphic characteristics of Freestone County which will help 

the local leaders better identify, plan for and begin needed 

preparations for major changes in the structure of the county 

and communities. Upon completion of the study, the Heart of 

Texas COG will make an effort to work with the Brazos Valley 

Development Council to identify the same combination of 

industry, state and local responsibility in the development 

of the Twin Oaks Plant. Construction for this plant, located 

on the county border overlapping the two COGs, has begun, but 
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few officials are actively engaged · in preemptive planning. 

Each COG is awaiting further development (i.e., population 

increase) before considering any impact mitigation. The 

Texas Mtmicipal Power Agency, a consortium of four Texas 

cities to produce electricity, is interested in educating 

the local officials and citizens as to what they propose to 

do. In Bryan, citizen advisory committees on housing and 

land use are being formed to discuss concerns about lignite 

development at the Gibbons Creek Plant which TMPA is construc

ting. TMPA has also hired consul tants to conduct a study of 

the socioeconomic effects of the plant on the area. 

The San Miguel Plant in South Texas borders on two 

counties and two COGs. The Brazos-South Texas Electric 

Coops, which are building the plant, have informed each COG 

of their plans.. They will supply environmental impact state

ments and development plans when plant construction is under

way, and have been in contact with local officials.. Both 

COGs have competent planning staffs and good working relation

ships with their members, but neither has taken the initiative 

to deal with the l.Dlique problems this plant could encounter. 
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MAGNITUDE OF THE FINANCIAL IMPACTS 

Operating Expenditures and Revenues 

A specific example of the impact of a lignite power plant 

on the growth and finances of a small city is provided by the 

city of Mount Pleasant. From 1969 to 197S, the operating 

expenses for all services of the city increased 8S.6 percent, 

from $944,. 7SO to $1, 7S3, SlO. This amount is roughly $265 per 

new person locating in the city, or $40 per capita for the 

entire population of the city. 10 

City revenues during this time (excluding intergovern

mental transfers) increased from $942,260 in 1969 to $1,348,300 

11in 1975 or $24S per new person. This increase reflects a 

reassessment of the property within the city from a ratio of 

38 percent of full value to SO percent and an increase in the 

tax rate from $1.40 per $100 assessed valuation to $1. SO per 

$100. The assessed valuation increased 84 percent, from 

approximately $1S.8 million in 1972 to $27.8 million in 197S. 

The data indicate that with intergovernmental transfers 

and a possible modest increase in local taxes, the increased 

revenues and economic activity from the population influx can 

substantially keep pace with the increased operating expenses 

necessary to accomodate the new population. By 197S, total 

city revenues (including intergovernmental transfers) were 

. d . 12equal to tota1 c1ty expen 1tures. 
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Lack of adequate information prevented a thorough analysis 

of the financial impacts imposed upon county governments by 

the development of electrical generating facilities. However, 

from data collected, some observations can be made. 

The major conclusion is that the county in which the 

facility is located should have sufficient revenues over a 

period of time to meet the intreased need for public services. 

The county property tax base will be increased substantially 

by the facility and the additional development within the 

county. For example, the assessed valuation of Titus County 

increased from less than $14 million in 1971 to $25 million 

in 1973 to over $60 million in 1975 and, by 1978, upon comple

tion of the major generating facilities in the county, was 

expected to increase to over $115 million. 13 

The conclusion that the government of the county in 

which the generating facility is located should receive 

sufficient revenues to meet its public service requirements 

is supported by several other studies of the impacts of the 

energy development industry; the Colorado Tax Lead time 

Study, 14 the Boom Town Financing Study 15 and the socio

economic impact analysis of the Northern Great Plains Resource 
16Program. 

To the extent that school districts and other special 

purpose districts share in the total county property tax 

base, their revenue sources will be increased accordingly. 
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Capital .Improvements Finan<;:ing 

While municipalities should be able to meet the necessary 

increased operating expenditures, th is analysis does not 

reflect the full costs being borne by the residents of the 

impacted area. Costs not considered are necessary capital 

improvements and other public facilities financed through 

the issuance of general obligation or revenue bonds by 

general or special purpose governments. 

To accomodate the population growth in Mount Pleasant 

and Titus County, general obligation and revenue bonds were 

issued which increased the bonded indebtedness of Mount 

Pleasant by about $1,150 per new person locating in the city 

between 1970 and 1975. For the total population it increased 

91 percent, from $210 in 1972 to $401 in 1976. The bonded 

indebtedness of all general and special purpose governments 

increased by approximately $4,770 per new person locating in 

the county between 1970 and 1976. Bonds issued included 

improvements for water and sewer services, the highway 

district, hospital bonds, and capital improvements. 

The total increased bonded indebtedness for all govern-

ments in Titus County is roughly equivalent to estimates 

derived in other studies. The Colorado Tax Lead Time Study 

17estimated $3,008 in all capital facilities per new person, 

and the Office of Management and Budget utilizes an estimate 
18of $4,000-$5,500 per new person. 
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The capacity of impacted municipal and county services to 

accomodate significant population expansion is not known. 

However, one basis of comparison is that for .all Texas muni

cipalities with populations between 10,000 and 25,000 the 

average bonded indebtedness in 1972, the latest date available, 

was approximately $222 per capita; 19 whereas in 1975 the 

bonded indebtedness for Mount Pleasant was $401 per capita. 

In 1972 it had been about equal to the statewide average. 

Some conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of the 

magnitude of population and financial impacts on local govern

ment. While the population impact on municipalities and 

counties is potentially substantial, governments using 

countywide tax bases should have enough revenue to meet 

their needs. Municipalities should have enough revenue to 

meet operating expenses but significant amounts of capital 

improvements nrust be financed by the issuance of bonds. 

IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEM AREAS 

Two other considerations are important to local govern

ment financial impact. These are: (1) the availability of 

increased revenues at the time needed; and (2) whether the 

appropriate local government receives the necessary revenue. 
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Time Considerations 

With the exception of the ad valorem property tax, 

most of the revenue sources utilized by local governments in 

Texas are responsive to changes in population and economic 

activity. The revenues from the retail sales tax, business 

and occupation taxes, licenses, fines and utility charges 

generally adjust within a reasonably short period of time 

(three to six months). This portion of the revenue base 

should be able to provide increased revenues shortly after 

the population or economic influx has occurred. 

Because of the method in which the ad valorem property 

tax is levied and collected, there exists a significant time 

lag between the time at which the property tax base is 

affected by development and when the increased revenues are 

available to the local governments .. Under Texas law, all 

taxable property must be rendered for taxation between 

January 1 and April 30, with tax bills delivered in September 

and not delinquent until January 31. Thus a property value 

increase could exist for twenty-one months, e.g., May, 1977 

to January, 1978, before the increased tax is collected. In 

reality, the average property tax lag is probably twelve 

to sixteen months. This time lag is exacerbated by the fact 

that a generating plant can take five to eight years before 

it is fully on line and ready to be placed on the tax rolls. 

Revenue would not be available on the plant until after the 

major influx of population. 
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The significance of this lag is emphasized by the fact 

that property taxes comprised 37. 2 percent of revenues from 
. 20

local sources for municipalities below 25,000 in popu1at1on 

and 51.4 percent of local revenues for counties below 25,000 

in 1972. 21 The substantial reliance on the property tax 

as a revenue source restricts local government control and 

guidance of development by not being able to respond to 

development pressures in a timely fashion. 

The common planning and operations lead time for muni

cipal services is six to twelve months each, or a total of 

one to two years, to adequately meet the needs of an incoming 

population. These figures indicate that there will be a 

substantial gap between the time when re.venues should ideally 

be available to plan and install public services and when 

they actually become available. Other studies have estimated 

this lag to be from two to eight years, depending on whether 

they were estimating initial availability of revenue or 
22sufficient coverage of all expenses. 

Judging from the Texas experience, the lag time could 

approach three to four years. This would allow six to twelve 

months operational lead time, eighteen to twenty-four months 

for the development to generate significant revenues, and 

twelve to eighteen months for the tax to be collected from 

the development. 
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Jurisdictional Considerations 

The greatest financial requirements are pl.aced upon 

municipalities, since they are generally required to provide 

most public services. But the greatest increase in tax 

base occurs outside the boundary of the municipality where 

the energy facility is located. The tax revenues from the 

facility accrue only to those jurisdictions sharing in the 

total county tax base and not to the municipality providing 

most of the services. 

The assessed valuation of Titus County increased 140 

percent between 1973 and 1975 while expenditures increased 

only 67 percent. The assessed valuation of Mount Pleasant 

increased 84 percent from 1972 to 1975, but its expenditures 

increased 86 percent from 1969 to 1975. 

These conditions will be exacerbated by the fact that 

certain of the proposed plants (Welsh, Forest Grove, Martin 

Lake and Bryan) lie near county boundaries, so that their 

impacts will not be confined to a single political jurisdic

tion. 

Municipally Owned Power Plants 

The disparities between revenue availability and revenu~ 

needs will be compounded in Texas because some of the pro

posed generating plants will be owned wholly or in part by 

municipalities or other government agencies, and will be 
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exempt from taxation. They will, however, create a similar 

pattern of impacts. 

Two of three such plants, Bryan and J. T. Deeley, should 

not create major problems because the cities they are near 

(Bryan and San Antonio, respectively) should be able to 

accomodate any resulting population expansion. 

The Fayette Power Project, owned by Austin and the 

Lower Colorado River Authority, is. presently involved in 

litigation over the responsibility of Austin to pay Fayette 

County taxes or payments in lieu of taxes. 

The problem created by the Bryan Lignite Project (actually 

Gibbons Creek Electric Plant) is essentially citizen reaction 

to a tax exempt company. The City of Bryan will probably 

accomodate most population expansion, but the residents of 

Grimes County feel they should not forego revenue similar to 

that generated by Texas Utilities Company for the counties 

of east Texas. 

Case Study: The Issue of "Taxing" an Exempt Utility 

The Texas Municipal Power Agency is a consortium of 

four cities: Denton, Garland, Greenville and Bryan. In 

1973 the Texas legislature (S.B. No. 344) authorized joint 

ownership and operation of power plants by public and private 

entities that produced, transmitted, or distributed electricity. 

The statute conferred the power of eminent domain upon each 
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participant and required private investor-owned utilities to 

pay all taxes in proportion to their share of the jointly 

owned facility. In 1975 an amendment was added (S.B. No. 371) 

that made it possible for two or more public entities to form 

a municipal power agency (without taxing authority) and become 

a political subdivision of the state. To date, TMPA is the 

only such power agency in existence in Texas. At one time 

the Brazos Electric Power Cooperative was associated with 

TMPA, forming the Texas Power Pool, Inc., but in September, 

1976, lfilder a nrutual consent agreement, the cooperative with

drew as a partner. 

TMPA has been providing power (oil and gas converted 

electricity) to its members at cost. With the impending 

shortage of oil and gas, it has searched for coal and lignite 

reserves which it could use as a substitute fuel source. 

Because most of the higher grade Wilcox variety of lignite 

has already been leased by Texas Utilities, the availability 

of this kind of lignite is restricted. After conducting 

their search, TMPA decided on the Yegua deposits of lignite 

located in Grimes County. The average fuel value of this 

lignite is approximately 5,000 Btu per pound. The agency 

has purchased the land and work is underway on construction 

of the reservoir. The cooling pond, using water from Gibbons 

Creek, will be sufficient for one unit. If another unit is 
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constructed, water from Lake Limestone must be pumped via 

Navasota to the plant site. Construction on the plant is 

scheduled to begin in mid-1977. 

Several issues have been raised as a result of these 

events. First, since TMPA is a tax-exempt entity, some resi

dents of Grimes county are concerned about the amount of land 

that will be taken off the property assessment rolls. In 

response to this opinion, Representative Bill Keese introduced 

House Bill 1145 in the 65th Legislature (1977) that provided 

for a "gross proceeds" levy on publicly-owned power plants 

"in lieu of taxes" in order to render financial assistance to 

counties and school districts in which the facility is located. 

The bill, however, failed to pass. 

The notion of a gross proceeds tax brings up a second 

issue - does tax exemption provide a public agency the incen

tive to develop a lower grade of lignite? According to TMPA, 

Texas Utilities investigated that particular lignite seam 

and decided against leasing it because it was not econo

mically feasible to do so. The decision as to whether to 

utilize Texas lignite or western coal, however, is based upon 

so many factors, not the least of which is the cost of trans

porting western coal to Texas, that whether or not a utility 

company is tax exempt has little impact on the final choice. 
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'IMPA is aware of the tension generated by their tax 

exempt status. Therefore it is making an effort to adopt 

and implement services in lieu of tax benefits. Several 

possibilities have been offered by their consultant, Resource 

Communities, Inc., of Santa Fe, New Mexico. These include: 

developing a training and recruiting program; providing 

housing units near the plant site; seeking incentives for 

private sector investment; and, expanding and improving local 

governmental services in the area of solid waste management, 

recreation, road improvements and maintenance, fire protec

tion, and health care. 

A final issue centers on the possibility that the powers 

of eminent domain could be used by a public authority to 

acquire mineral-bearing property in excess of that needed 

for a power plant and its supporting facilities. The 6Sth 

legislature considered the matter and passed legislation 

(S.B. 360) prohibiting the use of eminent domain by either 

public or private entities for purposes of obtaining land to 

be used for mineral development. 

Consequences 

The lack of available revenues seriously compromises 

the ability of a local government to guide and control growth 

resulting from development. Regardless of the location of 

the development, residents must be provided some minimal 

level of water, sewer, streets, police and fire service. 
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If a city is not able to direct development to locations it 

can optimally serve, the costs of additional services can be 

twice as high for uncontrolled as opposed to controlled 

growth. 24 Moreover, the social costs imposed by unplanned 

development may bring about a reduction in the productivity 

of the labor force 25 and create a feeling of resentment between 

old residents and newcomers. 

ALTERNATIVE SOUJTIONS 

There are three general approaches to the problems of 

time lag and inadequate jurisdictional boundaries that result 

from energy-irtduced development. First, institutional mechan

isms need to be developed that would allow equitable sharing 

of tax proceeds from the development among the impacted 

governments. Generally, this would involve the sharing of 

revenues which accrue to the county with the municipalities 

that provide the majority of services to the incoming popula

tion. Another method, used extensively in Texas, is to 

expand the jurisdiction of the local government providing 

the service by creating a special purpose government or 

district. 

Sharing the increased tax base more equitably does not, 

however, address the time lag problem. Front-end financing 

can be addressed in several ways. One method is to inter

pose some entity between the local government and the normal 
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capital market to enable the communities to obtain the neces

sary financial resources in a timely manner at a lower cost. 

Both state governments and the industry could provide the 

funds to either reduce or eliminate the costs of the normal 

market on local government. 

Finally, the resource can be taxed. This action 

would generate state revenue and encourage conservation 

and careful development of lignite. 

Tax Sharing 

The four basic approaches to tax sharing are: (1) volun

tary city-county agreements to jointly finance and operate 

certain public services; (2) state inducements for such 

agreements; (3) mandatory tax revenue sharing; and (4) creation 

of special purpose districts. Each can contribute to an equi

table distribution of both revenues and service extensions 

associated with growth in local communities. 

Many states allow local governments to jointly provide 

and finance public services which they might otherwise provide 

individually or to contract with another government to pro

vide the service. Any service could be included, on a county

wide or multi-county basis. Economies of scale and increased 

levels of service in unincorporated areas have often resulted. 

The maldistribution of revenue passed to county governments 

from power plant develop·ment could be shifted if counties, 
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through joint financing contracts, paid a disproportionate 

share for services. However, this provision could create 

difficulty in reaching voluntary agreement within or among 

counties, especially since all types of local governments 

are likely to be short of funds in the early impact periods. 

Texas law has two provisions permitting, in part, such 

inter-governmental agreements. The Texas Constitution allows 

county governments and political subdivisions therein to 

contract with one another for the performance of any functions 

required or allowed by state law. 26 Second, the Texas 

Regional Planning Act allows local governments to join together 
27to undertake planning efforts on a multi-governmental level. 

Regional planning agencies (COGs) established under this act 

may operate certain multi-governmental services on contract 
28with the relevant local governments. 

The provisions leave unclear the extent to which local 

governments can join together to provide services. The con

stitutional provision limits counties and subdivisions within 

the county to contract with one another. No law allows 

general multi-county cooperation, nor is there a statutory 

general method of governing jointly provide services, such as 
29with the Wyoming Joint Powers Act. 

To aid in overcoming circumstances which could inhibit 

local governments from entering into voluntary agreements, 

state government could provide financial incentives. Examples 
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of approaches which would be appropriate include: (1) lower 

interest rates on loans from the Water Development Fund and 

the Water Quality F1.D1.d; and, (2) preference for multi-govern

mental applications for state or federally financed discre

tionary grants, such as the Law Enforcement Assistance Admin

istration program and street and highway construction. 

To alleviate the imbalance of revenue needs and availa

bility, legislation could require that the increased tax 

base, or a portion therof, be shared among the impacted 

local governments. The Minnesota Fiscal Disparities Act, 

which applies to the metropolitan Minneapolis-St. Paul area, 

provides a model for such legislation. Forty percent of the 
. 

annual increased assessed valuation of commercial-industrial 

property for all affected local governments is pooled and 
30distributed according to that government's tax rate. 

The creation of special purpose districts can help 

overcome some of the jurisdictional boundary problems in 

Texas .. Generally formed county-wide, they may be on a multi-

county basis and may or may not include municipalities. 

Designed to provide a particular service, their creation is 

generally subject to voter approval. They are governed by a 

board of directors which is appointed by the county commissioners' 

court or elected independently. Such districts include 

airport authorities, hospital districts, water improvement 

districts and municipal utility districts. 
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Another example is the industrial district which must be 

within the extraterritorial jurisdiction of a municipality. 

Instead of performing a service, it provides a municipality 

with revenue from nearby industrial enterprises without 

requiring annexation. In return for an agreement not to 

annex the district for seven years, the enterprises agree to 

apply to the municipality a portion of the taxes due if the 

district were annexed. In Brazoria County, the cities of 

Angleton, Lake Jackson, Freeport and Clute receive a portion 

of the revenues from several chemical companies through an 

industrial district. 

Special districts can expand the jurisdiction of the 

tax base supporting the public service to include most or 

all of the increased tax base resulting from the development, 

including the energy facility. Certain disadvantages exist 

in the use of special districts. Needed funds not produced 

through operating revenues or user charges must be assessed 

equally on property throughout the district, increasing taxes 

on residents who may not benefit from the development. 

Further fragmentation of local government increases the 

problem of cooperation and coordination. Also, significant 

administration requirements for the creation of the district 

and issuance of bonds may slow response to the impacts and 

front end revenue needs. 
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Front End Financing 

The above alternatives do not address the problem of 

necessary front end financing or the time disparities between 

revenue needs and availability. The front end financing 

problem makes it extremely costly, if not impossible, for 

local governments to obtain financing through normal capital 

markets because they will be borrowing against anticipated 

future revenues which may be sufficient. But this depends 

on the magnitude of the development and the interest rate 

charged on the bonds. 

The problem becomes one of finding an entity which can 

generate the funds on a timely basis, either directly or 

through borrowing at a lesser cost, by interposing itself 

between the local governments and the normal financial 

markets. Two potential financing sources are a state govern

ment assistance program and a utility industry assistance 

program. 

The state assistance agency most commonly proposed is a 

state bonding authority. The authority would be authorized 

to issue tax-exempt bonds on the national capital market. 

The proceeds would be used to make long-term, low-interest 

loans to impacted local governments. The state bonds may 

also be secured by other tax revenues available to the state, 

particularly severance taxes, and by the moral obligation 
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of the state and its general revenue sources to retire the 

bonds should the authority default on its obligations. 

The state bonding authority interposes itself between 

the local governments and the capital market so as to obtain 

the revenues earlier and at a lower cost than would be 

possible for the local government. T~ state bonding authority 

would reduce the risks and thus the costs of borrowing because 

of the size of the bond issue, backed by a larger future 

tax base, and the pledge of a portion of certain taxes such 

as severance taxes. 

A similar program was adopted in Wyoming in 1975. The 

Wyoming Community Development Authority is empowered to issue 

up to $100 million in state revenue bonds, backed by a 

portion of the state severance tax i~posed on the extraction 

of coal, for the purpose of making long-term, low-interest 

loans to local governments for a wide variety of public 
.services. 31 

Although Texas does not have a program of state assis

tance, several of the above-mentioned principles do exist in 

state law. First, Texas does impose a tax on the extraction 

of certain natural resources from lands within the state. 

An occupation tax of 7.5 percent of market value (but not 

less than $.01/MCF) is imposed on natural gas production. 

One-fourth of these funds is dedicated to the Available 
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School Fund and the remainder to the Medical Assistance 

Fund. 32 Also, an occupation tax of 4. 6 percent of the market 

value of crude oil (but not less than $.046/ barrel) is 

imposed on oil production with one-fourth of these funds 

dedicated to the ASF. 

Second, the Texas Water Development Fund and the Water 

Quality Flllld are both financed through the issuance of state 

bonds for providing loans to local governments to construct 

water distribution and water treatment facilities, respec

. 1 33t1ve y. 

In the industry assistance program, several measures 

can be adopted to induce or require the incoming utility 

industry to participate in defraying the front end costs 

associated with the impacts. 

In 1975, Utah adopted a measure allowing the incoming 

industry to prepay state sales and use taxes with an equal 

tax credit being given at such time as the taxes would be 

due. The prepaid taxes are placed in a special fund for 

making grants for constructing highways and roads and making 

1oans f or . educat1ona. 1 f ac1. 1 . it1es.. 34constructing 

The prepayment operates essentially as a loan to the local 

government. To ensure equity the loan should be less than the 

value of the tax at its normal due date to reflect the oppor

tunity costs foregone by the industry for relinquishing its 
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access to the capital before required. Prepayment should 

also reflect the fact that state and local taxes are not 

deductible from federal income taxes at the time they are 

paid but at the time they are owed. Such action has the 

effect of reducing the total revenues eventually available 

to the local governments. 

The incoming industry could aid in easing the financial 

impacts on local governments. First, the industry could 

provide a guarantee of bond issues to decrease the risk 

and increase the marketability. However, SEC regulations 

require that such guarantees be carried as liabilities of the 

corporation, thus possibly creating a strain on its liquidity 

and credit rating. 

Second, Wyoming has adopted, in its power plant siting 

legislation, a provision requiring a performance bond by the 

industry sufficient to compensate local governments which 

have made capital investments to accomodate the industry, 

should the industry default and not develop the plant. 35 

Finally, the state could induce the energy industry to 

participate in financing the necessary capital improvements 

by providing a system of tax credits allowing the investment 

made in capital facilities to be credited against taxes owed 
36to the state or local governments. 
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Since the industry-generated tax base will eventually 

bear most of the burden of financing necessary services, 

caution should be used in detracting from the long-term tax 

base to meet short-term needs. Industry participation in 

financing would provide a link between government and industry 

and provide timely information in responding to needs caused 

by development. 

Taxes on Resources 

Another source of revenue for the state is the taxes 

on the mineral resource. Historically, minerals have been 

subiect to two forms of taxation: normal business taxes and 

special taxes levied exclusively against the mineral industry. 

These special taxes are usually severance and excise taxes. 

The taxes can be levied on three different bases: a property 

tax based on value, a tax based on production and a tax based 

on income. The production-related tax is defined as a levy 

assessed at a flat or fixed rate by a government on the 

privilege of extracting a resource from the ground; and is 

measured by the physical amount or the gross or net value of 

the natural resources produced or sold. A property tax is 

based on the value assessed by a county assessor. Income~ 

related taxes are based on revenues minus costs. Depending 

on the tax base, a tax will have certain effects on the 

firm or industry. When considering a tax, these effects, as 

listed below, should be taken into account. 
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To determine the effect that a tax will have on conser

vation and development, three concepts should be used. First 

is the rate of recovery which is the speed at .which a fi .nn 

removes the · mineral from the deposit. Taxes can affect this 

rate and cause increased rate of depletion. Second is the 

level of recovery. This is the extent to which the deposit 

is mined. In mining it is economically infeasible for the firm 

to return to a deposit to mine later. Thus, if a tax dis

courages a high level of recovery, then resources will be lost 

to use. Third, some taxes discourage production by marginal 

or inefficient firms. Most firms when first operating do 

so on a marginal basis. If taxes discourage these firms then 

new development is discouraged. 

Other considerations concern the political and adminis

trative feasibility of the tax. First is the ease of admin

istration and the return on the tax compared to the cost of 

administering it. Second is the stability of the tax. The 

more the amount of the tax varies with the political climate 

or with business cycles, the more reluc1ant firms will be to 

invest in any given industry. Third is the concept of expor

tability. If, as in the western coal-producing states, a tax 

can be levied on a product that is almost exclusively exported, 

then revenues can be raised without increasing the tax burden 

to the state's citizens. The severance taxes on western coal 

are exported. This would not be possible for a severance tax 
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on Texas coal or lignite since the resource will be consumed 

within the state. 

Table 4 is a summary of the effects each type of tax has. 

The property tax based on value is difficult to administer 

because of the problems involved in assessing reserves. Some 

states have solved this problem by using an income base or by 

using a state board of expert assessors. In either of these 

ways the property tax can be used to generate revenues that 

go directly to the county, without the inefficiencies and 

costs involved in valuation. The property tax affects adversely 

the marginal firm. Production taxes are the easiest to levy, 

but are not advisable if conservation is a concern. Income 

related taxes are the most conducive to good resource manage

ment and development, and are not as difficult to administer 

as the value-based tax. 

Seven coal producing western states were compared as to 

type and use of taxes: New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, Utah, 

Wyoming, Montana, and North Dakota. The three basic uses of 

taxes in these states are the general fund, the county fund 

and the earmarked or special fund. The general fund is used 

by the state to redistribute tax dollars from coal producing 

areas to the whole state. Property taxes go into the county 

fund for county use but not necessarily for impacted munici

pali tieso Special or earmarked taxes go to funds specifically 
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TABLE 4: 

COMPARISON OF EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT TAXES 

'fype of Rate of Level of Exportality Marginal Efficiency and Certainty Equity 
Tax Recovery Reoovery Finns Ease of Admin. 

property, 
"ad 
valorem" 

N severance, 
vi specific..... 

severance, 
"ad 
valorem" 

net 
inc:x:xoo 

decreases no effect low discourages low very high low 

decreases decreases high discourages high average average 
or no 
effect 

decreases decreases average disoourages high average average 
or oo 
effect 

no effect no effect low encourages average fluctuates if graduated, 
nost equitable 



established by law, such as for building schools or roads. 

Mining operations in all seven states are subject to 

property taxes. However, there is a wide range as to the tax 

base because of the difficulty in valuation. Every state but 

Wyoming uses the income-related tax, depositing revenues into 

the general fund. Utah alone levies no production tax. North 

Dakota and Colorado use a specific tax while the remaining 

four have ad valorem production taxes. The property tax 

produces the most revenue, followed by the severance tax and 

income taxes in that order. Montana and North Dakota rely 

heavily on production taxes while the others depend more on 

the property tax. New Mexico is the only state receiving sub

stantial income from an income tax, a gross receipts tax. 

Finally, all but Colorado and Utah use specific and earmarked 

funds for the community or schools and roads. 

If a state wishes to generate revenue and at the same 

time encourage the maximum use of its lignite deposits, a 

graduated net income tax would be most effective. Use of 

this tax would not affect the rate and level of recovery and 

revenues would be generated. While revenues would vary with 

business conditions, the lignite must be produced for the 

plant's operation. Marginal production and marginal firms 

(i.e., operating on small profits) would be encouraged. 

Resulting monies could go to the state or local governments. 
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A property tax would produce funds for local services 

with each county assessing its own needs and taxing accor

dingly. If based on the value of the extracted minerals the 

tax would not only provide local funds but would also 

encourage conservation. Additional funds could come through 

the state if needed, such as money for roads from the state 

highway fund. 

Texas will have to deal with tax problems as lignite 

production increases. Because the severance tax cannot be 

exported when applied to lignite and because it discourages 

development and conservation, use of the tax is not recom

mended. Overall the two best taxes for use in Texas are the 

property and income based taxes. The former is now imposed 

on mines based on fair monetary value. While caution is 

urged in the imposition of these taxes, resulting revenues 

could be used in front end financing, as well as generating 

funds to benefit the entire state. 

Caution must be urged as to levying taxes without due 

regard to their effects. Although the state may wish to 

generate revenues, taxing the mineral resource is not the 

only alternative for financing. As witnessed by states such 

as Minnesota, New Mexico, Louisiana and Arizona, excessive 

reliance upon the mineral industry for state revenues can 

contribute to the drying up of revenues when the mineral is 
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depleted, poor management of resources and the discouragement 

of development. Although the income-related tax is the best 

to use with regard to the above, even it should not be levied 

without careful assessment of the possible alternatives. 

This is especially so in a period of time when energy resources 

must be developed but not wasted. Texas will have to deal 

with these issues as development of lignite increases. Hope

fully, the state will carefully evaluate the lignite industry 

before assessing any taxes. 
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